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Including Murray Tappan's Lagoon

Four Kentucky Sites Not
Threat To Groundwater

will be at 10
PLANNING FOR PARADE — Planning has begun for the annual Rotary Club Christmas Parade which
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State natural resources officials say
that four of the five industrial-waste
lagoons cited in a congressional sut •
committee's report, including one at
the Murray Tappan Co., do not present
a "significant threat" to groundwater
supplies.
In a telephone interview earlier this
week, Joe Thornton, geologist of the
Department of Water division of the
Kentucky Department for Natural
Resources, said tests conducted on the
waste water at Tappan's treatment
facility in June 1979 "revealed no sign
of leakage in the groundwater." The
state Department of Natural Resources
has not conducted any tests since that
time but Thornton said he felt no
leakage could have occurred.
Thornton said samples of the waste
water from the treatment plant were
taken and compared with water from
nearby wells. Leakage occurs when,according to Thornton, substances present in the waste water appear in the

Outdoor Adventure Program For Upward Bound Students

Project Apollo Awarded $22Z729 Grant
Board. of Education in Front Royal,
Project Apollo, an outdoor adventure
Va., in addition to the U.S. Department
program administered by Murray State
of Education.
University for Upward Bound students,
"Apollo has grown from a handful of
has been awarded federal funding of
students on a weekend outing in 1971 to
$227,729 for 1980-81.
a program of national scope," Holt
Kentucky First District Connoted. "We have served students from
gressman Carroll Hubbard announced
42 states and Puerto Rico."
the award and said that funding to conHe explained the nature of Project
tinue the program has also been apApollo:
proved 'through 1983 by the U. S.
"Apollo adheres closely—To- the
Department of Education.
philosophy of the Outward Bound
Project Apollo has base camps in
schools. Mountaineering activities inboth the Land Between The Lakes in
clude rock climbing, rappelling, cavWest Kentucky and in the Shenandoah
Valley of Virginia. It serves about 1,000
students annually and is administered
by the Department of -Recreation and
Physical Education at Murray State.
Bill Holt, Project Apollo director, emphasized that continuation and expansion of the project "would not be possible without the cooperation of many
governmental agencies."
Murray State has interagency work-,
By STEVEN R. HURST
ing agreements with the Land Between.
Associated Press Writer
The Lakes ) Tennessee Valley AuthoriBAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — Iraqi and
ty), the Shenandoah National Park in, Iranian troops were reported locked in
Virginia (National Park Service),
savage hand-to-hand combat today for
Geprge Washington National Forest in
Iran's oil port of Khorramshahr, and an
Virginia (U.S. Forest Service), Lord
Iraqi air attack was said to have heaviFairfax Community College in Midly damaged a $3 billion Persian Gulf
dletown, Va., and the Warren County
petrochemical complex under construction to the east.
Meanwhile, Iran's Parliament
unanimously rejected any direct or indirect negotiations with the United
States on the 52 U.S. hostages captured
334 days ago. And in an offshoot of the
11-day-old war, the Iranian and Iraqi
embassies in Beirut, Lebanon, were
MAYFIELD, Ky. ( AP ) — Rep. Carrocketed and seriously damaged.
roll Hubbard,D-Ky., will be the keynote
Western diplomats here said they
speaker at a groundbreaking Friday for
believed Iraq's offer of a four-day
an ethanol plant in Graves County,
cease-fire, which Iran immediately re- •
organizers said Wednesday.
jected, was a ploy to gain international
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. and Sens.
prestige. The diplomats said they
Wendell Ford and Walter "Dee" Hudbelieved the Iraqis also were seeking a
dleston also were invited but have not
period of quiet so their troops could consaid whether they can attend, said Forsolidate their gainsinshle Iran
rest Burchard, chairman of the
Iraq's leading daily"hewspaper, AlMayfield Ethanol Alcohol Division of
Thawra,charged the United States with
the American Farmers Marketing
war brinkmanship and playing with fire
Cooperative.
by continuing to interfere in the war.
Burchard said other federal, state
The paper offered no specifics to supand local officials will attend the
port the charge.
ceremony at the site of the proposed 10
A communique carried today by
million gallon a year plant, 4 miles
Baghdad Radio claimed the Iranians
north of Mayfield at the Hickory comhad suffered "a large number of dead
munity

ing, backpacking, rescue, map and
Holt said the uniqueness of Project
Apollo is its target area,the high school
student and the young adult, which he
said is a difficult age level to reach.
"Much of their non-constructive
behavior is a misdirected urge for
adventure:: he continued. "We simply
provide safe, wholesome,- simulated
adventure. It is extremely appealing to
this age level and allows us to accelerate our on-site academic approach
on a higher plane than the traditional

outdoor education program."

_
In addition to Holt, the permanent
staff includes: Larry Wood, assistant.director in chargef field
both base camps; Nancy Jones, administrative logistics coordinator; and
Charletter
Ellis
secretarypsychometrist.
Temporary staff during the outdoor
seasons includes 12 to 15 instructors,
most of whom are Outward Bound
graduates with extensive mountaineering experience.

Iraqi, Iranian_Troops Locked In
Savage Hand-To-Hand Combat

Hubbard To Speak
At Ethanol Plant
Groundbreaking

inside today
A 12-page section in honor of the 50th anniversary celebration of FisherPrice and the dedication of the new molding facility at the Murray plant
Wednesday appears in today's edition. The open house, to be held Saturday, also is previewed.
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partly cloudy
Partly cloudy and much cooler
tonight and Friday. Low tonight
mid 40s, high Friday mid to upper
50s.
Extended Forecast
Saturday through Monday.
Mostly fair through the period
Very cool Saturday then a slow
warming trend. Highs Saturday
in the upper 50s to upper 60s warming into the mid 611s to mid 7(s
by Monday.
Lake Levels
355 01.
.....
Lake Barkley
355.09
Kentucky Lake

and wounded" Wednesday in the central and southern sectors of the warfront. It listed Iraqi losses as 16 dead,24
wounded and three missing.
Meanwhile, Iran's Parliament
unanimously rejected any direct or indirect negotiations with the United
States on the 52 U.S. hostages captured
334 days ago. And in an offshoot of the
11-day-old war, the Iranian and Iraqi
embassies in Beirut, Lebanon, were
rocketed and seriously damaged.
Iraq said its shock troops were battling diehards of Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini's revolutionary guards in a
fresh assault to capture Khorramshahr.
Savage battles are raging from
house to house and street to street to
complete the liberation of the city," the
Baghdad
government-bantrolled
newspaper Al Gomhoria said in a
report broadcast by Iraq's state radio.
"They're fighting hand to hand."
The Iranian command said the Iraqis
were "digging their own graves" in
Khorramshar and nearby Abadan, major cities of Iran's oil-rich Khuzestan
province, and told the inhabitants:
"You should fight tooth and nail to
destroy these blasphemous enemies
and teach them such a lesson that they
will never be able to get up again."
Some 100 miles east of Khorramshahr, facilities of the sprawling
Japanese-Iranian petrochemical comII plex in Bandar Khomeini on the Persian Gulf were heavily damaged by an

Concession Stand
Expansion Tops
Parks Board Agenda
A report on the swimming pool concession stand expansion tops the agenda for the Tuesday, Oct. 7, meeting of
the Murray-Calloway County Parks
Board.
The meeting will be held at 5:30 p.m.
at the courthouse.
Other items on the.agenda include a
recommendation for utilization of
donated fund.s, the finance committee
report and the parks director's report. ,

Fiscal Court Sets
Meeting Oct. 16
The Calloway County Fiscal Court
will hold its regular meetingdat 1 panThursday,Oct. 16.
The meeting will be held in County
..I...lige-Euzative Robert 0. Miller's office in the courthouse.

Iraqi air attack, Mitsui and Co., Iran's
major partner in the project,said.
Mitsui officials told reporters in
Tokyo said the attack by several Iraqi
fighter-bombers hit the central part of
the 85-percent complete project, heavily damaging three of the 13 plants at the
complex Tuesday.
They said damage from the attack,
the second on the petrochemical complex in a week, could seriously delay
the project's completion, scheduled for
the spring of 1982.
The 745 Japanese workers at the project were evacuated to a camp six miles
from the construction site after the first
bombing raid, and none was injured in
the attack, the officials said.
The Iranian Embassy in the
Lebanese capital was hit by rocketpropelled grenades about 4 a.m. today
and the first four floors were wrecked
by the exploding grenades, an embassy
spokesman in Beirut said.
Iraq's embassy was hit by four
rockets about 11:45 p.m. Wednesday,
causing damage to several offices. No
injuries were reported in either attack.
In Iran, the government's first
significant ground gain was announced
by President Abolhassan Bani-Sadr,
who said Iranian forces recaptured the
border town of Mehran, 100 miles east
of Baghdad,the Iraqi capital.
The governor's office in Khorramshahr, Iran's chief port at the southern
end of the front, said in a broadcast
from neighboring Abadan that Iraqi
forces had been driven three miles back
from the city after heavy fighting
around the port and the railway station.
The announcement said six Iraqi tanks
and 39 soldiers were captured and 15
Iraqis were killed.

well water.
Wastes from the Tappan operation include chromium and nickel, but, Thornton said the lagoon is claylined to prevent leakage and is located in an area
that should not cause problems with
groundwater supplies.
Harry Russell, chemist and operator
of Tappan's treatment plant, also said
this week that, in his opinion, Tappan
was included on the subcommittee's list
because the treatment facility's lagoon,
constructed in 1972, is considered not to
be lined.
Thornton disagreed, stating that he
felt the lagoon "technically is lined."
He added that clay in the area of the
lagoon has formed a small lining in the
lagoon. Russell said he felt over the
years, sediments have formed in the
lagoon.
However, both agreed that the lagoon
does not leak and does not pose as a
possible contaminator to local groundwater.
Several disposal sites are lined with
non-porous material, such as clay, to
prevent their contents from seeping into the earth.
Russell said he felt wastes put out by
Tappan did not pose a contamination
risk. He added most wastes in the water
were metal cleaning chemicals, not
considered harsh chemicals.
Russell said the Tappan treatment
facility met all state and federd requirements when it was built in 1972.
An independent concern group will be
conducting further tests on the Tappan
lagoon in order for the plant, which
ceased operation Sept. 19, to clean and
drain facility, Russell said
He added if the lagoon samples are
more than 100 times below EPA standards for drinking water, the waste is
considered a toxic substance and will
have to be disposed in a hazardous
waste site.
Through his own tests, Russel! said
the lagoon waste is less than 10 percent
below the EPA water standards. This
level would allow the lagoon to be drained and sediments taken to the landfill.
Russell said the lagoon will be drained by Tappan officials prior to complete
shutdown of its existence.

The report of the environment,
energy and natfral resources subcommittee of the House Government Operations Committee released Monday
listed 2,100 liquid industrial-waste sites
in the country that it considered potential threats to groundwater supplies.
Kentucky sites listed in the report included Barton Distillery and Heaven
Hill Distillery, both in Bardstown; Big
Rivers Electric Corp., Hawesville;
Kingsford Charcoal Co., Burnside; and
the local Tappan Co.
Of the five, the state Division of
Water plans to look only at the fly-ash
disposal site of the Big Rivers plant.
Division director Tom Grissom said
Wednesday that information in the
report came from assessments
prepared during the past two years. But
he said the method used to compile the
national list resulted in sites being included which do not have serious problems and other, potentially harmful,
sites being overlooked.
Jim Fries, chief of the division's planning and standards branch, said that
the four Kentucky sites "are sites that
we believe have very little if any potential for causing a problem."
The Bardstown impoundments contain only organic materials, primarily •
yeast, from—the—distilling process,
_
Thornton said.
The other two sites Were inspected as
part of a study funded by the U.S. En-,
vironmental Protection Agency last
year, he said.
He added that no evidenee of leakage
was found during a 1979 visit.
The lagoon at the Kingsford site also
is clay-lined, Thornton said,adding that
wastes there include charcoal dust, oil,
grease and runoff from the plant parking lot.
Department officials plan an inspection of the Big Rivers site. The fly
ash left from the burning of coal
possibly could contain arsenic, mercury', cadmium, chromium, copper,
nickel, lead, iron and manganese,
Thornton said.
The inspection will focus on whether
those contaminants are present and in
what amount. A decision on further action will be made after the inspection.

Congress Leaves Behind
Much Unfinished Business
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Congress,
after doling out enough money to keep
2
1
the government going for about 2/
months, is calling it quits until after the
November elections, leaving behind a
full agenda of unfinished business.
The Senate recessed early today and
the House was to do the same later in
the day, having broken a deadlock
Wednesday on a stopgap governmentwide financing bill.
The controversy, over financing
abortions for poor women, had brought
the government into the new fiscal year
Wednesday without the legal authority
to do business, meet payrolls or pay
bills. But agreement on the spending
bill came in time to avert any
noticeable slowdown in government activities.
The measure that kept Senators on
Capitol Hill until the early morning

hours was a proposed 10-week extension of jobless benefits — one of the
elements in President Carter's
economic revitalization program. The
bill was passed, but not until five hours
of negotiations between Democratic
and Republican leaders had added
language tightening eligibility requirements for unemployment compensation.
That sent the measure back to the
House, which passed the benefits extension alone.
When lawmakers come back on Nov.
12, it will be to the first lame-duck session in a presidential election year
since 1948.
The major chores will be completion
of the federal budget for fiscal 1981 and
approval of the necessary approprations bills to allow government agencies to operate beyond the Dec. 15 cutoff
in thc stopgap bill passed Wednesday.

Monday, Oct. 6, Is
Last Day To Register
For Nov. 4 Election
The voter registration books will
close for the November General Election at 5 p.m. Monday,Oct. 6, according
to Calloway County Clerk Marvin Harris.
Harris said prospective voters must
have been residents of Calloway County
for 30 days and must be 18 years of age
by the Nov.4 election.
Oct. 28 will be the last day to apply for
an absentee ballot. Although a permanently disabled person has filed an
application for an absentee ballot in the
7--t. Harris noted, It is necessary Fn.
him to reapply prior to each election

OUTSTANDING YOUNG EDUCATOR — Jimmy Nix, right, is presented a
plaque byloe Kelso, president of the Murray-Calloway Cbuitry Jaycees':
designating Nix as outstanding young educator in Murray and Calloway
°aunty. Kelso said Nix, a teacher at Calloway County High School, was
selected because of his work in education and youth involvement.
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New Season's Hats Are Brimful of Fashion

Mirrray
Ledger & Times

Jo Burkeen, Local .Scene Editor

Mrs. Harmon Speaks At Meet
"Honey with formula may
be harmful to an infant's
health" was one point Mrs. Jo
Ann Harmon made in her talk
on nutrition at the Sept. 25th
fleeting of the Gamma Gamma Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi.
She showed the film strip,Food, Fad and Fallacies to
refresh the group's memory of
good dietary habits.
Representing the Calloway
County Health Department,
Mrs. Harmon explained how

availability, culture and
religion influence the diets of
most people. In our society today, the desire to be thin encourages the fad diets. She
told now these diets are
dangerous because of the
nutrients they lack.
Eating the recommended
amounts of food from the
Basic Four Food Group and
developing healthy eating
habits is the best way to loose
weight and to keep it off, according to Mrs. Harmon. She

Magazine Club Holds Meeting
it Home Of Marjorie Major
The Magazine Club met
Sept. 25 at the home of Mrs.
William S. Major. Plantation
cake with foamy sauce and
beverage Was served by the
hostess.
Presiding at the business
meeting was Mrs. John
Winter, president, who also
welcomed members to the
first meeting of the fall
season.
The year's theme is related
to 'The Family Tree" and a
quote in the yearbook reads as
follows: It is by Feitham S.
James-Everything we have -eveyr conception of nobleness,
every ideal of living, every
progress of mankind has been
given to us as an inheritance
out of the past. . . These
ancestors of ours held a pasEnds Tiosita• 7 20.9 20
ItEWUKTION (PG)
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sionate belief in human
freedom. Faith in fundamental human rights and in the
dignity and value of the
human person is a heritage
they passed on to us."
One member who has done
something about preserving
her family records is Mrs.
Harry Sparks who has a new
book off the press entitled
simply as "The Family of
David Stiles" who was her
ancestor. Mrs. Sparks admitted that for the last three
year she has spent every
spare hour on her research but
she was fortunate in having
two previous family histories
to guide her. She exhorts
everyone to keep their family
retards up-to-date for the sake
of future generations.
Mrs. John Livesay showed a
genealogical treatise of her
family which originated from
the Nances of Cornwell,
England. A relative in
Shreveport, La. had compiled
the data.

also added that taking vitamin
supplements is not only expensive but can cause a vitamin
toxicity. All the needed
vitamins are found int he
Basic Four Foods.
Mrs. Harmon received her
Bachelor of Science Degree
and her Masters Degree from
Murray State University. She
has worked at the Public
Health Nutritionist in
Calloway, Marshall and
Graves County for the past
twenty years.
This concludes the two part
series on Science for the
sorority. The first speaker in
the series was Becky Lloyd
who spoke to the chapter
about the services offered by
the Calloway County Humane
Society.
The next regular meeting is
scheduled for Oct. 9.

THE NEW "hatlines" are making fashion headlines, with the shapes
giving women uncluttered chic through the day and into evening,
Van -size brims and lower crowns lend a flirtatious emphasis to the
face-framing designs. Fall hats accentuate the eyes and demand artful
makeup to enhance thei beauty. Far left; there is eyeline flattery in
the dipped-brim cloche by Fabini; the romance of the Hapsburg era

is recalled by Frank Olive, left, in a wide-brim roller with a cascading
tassel; ideal for a tailored suit look is the wide-brim padre by Irene of
New York, center; for a saucy mood, Fabini's low-crown derby, right,
is just the thing; and to end the day in a whirl of glamour, Albrizio offers a forward-thrust satin cap with a bow and feather clutch at the
back,far right,

Spec. 4 Cindy L. Putchaconts Completes Training
FORT MYER,Va. — Spec. 4
Cindy L. Putchaconis,
daughter of Mrs. Eula M.
Wilkerson, Route 1, Almo,
Ky., recently completed the
District of
Military
Washington ( MDS) Basic

Leadership Course at Fort
Myer, Va.
The course, is designed to
assist soldiers in their roles as
supervisors and leaders.
Students received in-

struction in the traits and principles of leadership; role of
the effective leader; communications and decisionmaking; methods of instruction in drill and

ceremony and physical training; organizational effectiveness; interpersonal relations and other leadership based courses.
Putchaconis is a word pro-

cessing clerk with the U.S. Ar-.
my Special Security Group,
The Pentagon, Washington,
D.C.
Her husband, John, lives in
Alexandria, Va.

SIRMIETS 69T
S

Y
Shop Late Fridays
Open 'til 8:30 P.M.

West Kentucky's
Leading Fashion Store

Save On Sensational Bargains Throughout The Store

J. S. Todd
Gets Degree
At Tennessee
John Stephen Todd of Murray received the Bachelor of
Religious Education degree
from Tennessee Temple
University in Chattanooga,
Tenn.
Todd was one of the 118
graduates to receive a
diploma from Dr. Lee Roberson, founder and chancellor of
the Baptist institution.
Todd is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Calvin Todd of Murray.
He is a former member of Emmanual Baptist Church in
Murray.

Kyle Canter
Is Officer
Kyle Canter, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Lloyd Canter of Murray,
has been selected as a
freshman class officer at
Freed-Hardeman College.
Canter was chosen as the class
president during the elections
on Sept. 11.
There are approximately
600 freshmen enrolled at
Freed-Hardeman this fall, according to Reeder Oldham,
vice president for enrollment
development.
Freed-Hardeman is a fully
accredited, senior college
located in Henderson, Tenn.

A Special Group
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Murray Presdiool1_

a cascading
e by Irene of
derby, right,
Albrizio ofclutch at the

5
with the U.S. ArSecurity Group,
;on, Washington,

Stitrts
The Murray Preschool Corporation, an independent, nonprofit preschool for children
three, four, and five years of
age, began its thirteenth year
of operation on Sept. 10.
The preschool operates
Murray's only cooperative
program. "The cooperative
structure lets the parents
share their children's first experiences at school," says Cindy Hale, membership chairman of the organization. "We
think the parents know their
children best, what they need
and what they like. And the
kids feel more secure when
they're around."
Parents administer the
preschool through an elected
board of directors and committee positions. They arrange for a fully-qualified
teacher. Each parent assists
the teacher once or twice a
month. Through program
committees, parents also
devise special activities for
the children in art, music, and
science. Although this year no

SPUR NEWS

Its--13th Year Of Operation

father is serving on the board
of directors,fathers do take an
active part in the operation of
the preschool.
A typical session includes 45
minutes of supervised free
play during which the child
may choose from toys and activities; 20 minutes of supervised play in the perceptual
skills recreation room or in
the outside play area; special
activities arranged by the
working parent; storytime,
"show-and-tell," and conversation with the preschool
teacher; and refreshments.
Field trips are scheduled
monthly. Special programs
are arranged to coincide with
holidays, birthdays, and important occasions in the
child's life.
This year, 33 children are
enrolled in the preschool;
younger children meet in the
morning and older children in
the afternoon. Each session
meets for two hours and 15
minutes on
Mondays,
Wednesdays,and Fridays.

Ind, John, lives in
Va.

IT'S

Children attending the morning session are Curtis Beane,
Ted Booth, Robby Carpenter,
Sarah Conklin, Michael
Enoch, David Graves, Megan
Malinauskas, Melody Parker,
Jae Ann Rayburn,David Rice,
Mike Senftleber, Richard
Thornton, Kelita Vance,
Kasey Wilson, Kory Zehr, and
Peter Zuniga.
Attending the afternoon session are Leah Baust, Christie
Campbell, Christopher
Fuhrmann, Mindy Hale, Kass
Kastning, Sean Kochi, Carrie
Martin, Billy McAllister,
Justin Miller,Christie Nesbitt,
Beth Rose, Jennie Rowlette,
Kate Shea, Stuart Vance,
Jason Warner, Chrostopher
Weber,and Brad Yurcus.
The board of directors for
the 1980-81 school year comprises Jan Rowlette, president; Sue Vance, vicepresident; Gail
Baust,
secretary; Trisha Nesbitt,
treasurer; Cindy Hale,
membership chairman; Judy
Rose, equipment chairman;

and Katie Carpenter, publicity
chairman. Sara Hussung is
the preschool teacher.
Although currently the
preschool has no openings, a
waiting list is maintained.
Parents wishing to enroll their
children for the 1981-82 school
year or to fill vacancies as
they occur are advised to do so
as soon as possible. Contact
Cindy Hale, 753-2896, for an
application form.

9-26-80
NEWBORN ADMIEEIONS
- Clark, baby girt (Janice), Box
133,Sedalia.
Mathis, baby girl (J(ni), Rt 3,
Benton.
D110111EALS
Mrs. Leslie G. Welker and
baby boy, Box 161-F, New Concord; Mrs. Wmnie J. Tobey, Rt.
1. Box 62, Eirksey; Mrs. Audra
Bennett, 1008 Sharp, Murray;
Mrs. Virginia A. Heath, RI. 5,
Box Z338, Murray; Kinard F.

Mark Denham Is Student
Now At Bethel College
Mark Denham of Murray is
among, the new students at
Bethel College, McKenzie,
Tenn., this fall. He is the son of
Dr. and Mrs. Herbert
Denham.
Among the changes .at
Bethel awaiting this year's
students are six new staff
members and new or restored
programs in accounting,

theatre, computer science,
and lay ministries, a
spokesman said.
Bethel was founded in
McLemoresville, Tenn., in
1842, and it was moved to the
present campus in 1872. Bethel
is the only college sponsored
by - the
Cumberland
Presbyterian Church.

Carman,Rt, 7, Box 116, Murray.
James D. Perker, Rt. 4, Box
775, Murray; Greg Schenbacher, 1314 Farris, Murray;
Jimmy W. Stubblefield, ftt. 1,
Box 92, Almo; Connie W.
Ramsey, Rt. 3, Box 375, Murray; Darlene L Dailey, 404
Gwinn Court, lAcculgton.
Mrs. Barbara M. Scutt, 7899
Riviera Court, Murray; Debra
L. Layrrar, 102 Filler, Mayfield,
Mrs. Dorothy L. Guthrie, 1610
Magnolia Drive, Murray; Mrs.
Carlene Stanley, 219 South 11th
Street, Murray; Jennifer A. Litchfield, Rt. 4, Box V6, Cadiz.
Roy Lee Seay,Rt. 6, Paducah;
Mrs. Thelma I. Bennett, Rt. 2,
Box 104, Murray; John T. Stafford, Rt. 5, Murray; Clayton
Fulton, RL 3, Box 244, Murray;
Lallah L Green, Rt. 8, Box
78, Benton.
James R. Burton, Rt. 2,
Hazel; Mrs. Sarah Mae Jones,
1717 Melrose, Murray; Willie C.
Elkins, Rt. 2, Hazel; Bone E.
Haneline, Rt. 7, Box 125,
Mayfield; Burnice E. Morris
(expired), 1605kt Oliye Street,
Murray.
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The Store Fot
Sal.r11
All Women. .Since 1911
p

P.M.

Still The Store
With RACER JEANS

Celebrate With Us-Store-Wide Savings Up To 40%

DEAR ABBY: Two weeks ago our. fti-Year-old daughter
(I'll call her Nancy) tried to commit suicide. She took a
handful of sleeping pills, but thank God we found her in
time to save her. Now that she is back to normal, she says
she realizes how foolish she was, and she has promised that
she will never try anything like that again.
Nancy has always been a rather shy and quiet girl who
never dated much until she met a young man who gave her
a big rush. They were seeing each other every night until he
suddtnly broke it off, saying he thought they were getting
too seitous. That's when Nancy took the pills.
Abby, how can we be sure she won't try it again? Is there
something we can do to help her'? She is putting on a brave
show, but we can tell that she is brokenhearted.
..........„..'fa,S-ANGELES MOTHER
DEAR MOTHER: According to Dr. Katherina
Marmor of the Los Angeles Suicide Preventior
Center, one who has attempted suicide is 10 time/
more likely to try it again.
Nancy should phone the L.A. Suicide Prevention
Center (213-473-1217). The center welcomes anyone
who has attempted suicide (or even considered it) to
come in for individual or group counseling. The
caring, competent staff will adjust the fee to one's
ability to pay.
Most cities have 24-hour suicide hotlines offering
help in a crisis. (Ask your operator for the number.)
Counseling for the depressed or suicidal person is
available at all mental health centers.
DEAR ABBY: I'm a sophomore at the University
of
Wisconsin in Madison. My problem is my roommate.
She's a
swell kid, but she doesn't go out much because she's so
The guys say it's like pulling teeth to get a word out quiet.
of her.
Any suggestions?
LYNDA
DEAR LYNDA: Yes. Fix her up with a
dental
student.
•
DEAR.ABBY: This is my first letter to asolumnist, butt
find myself with a problem I cannot fathom myself.
I am an antique dealer (semi-retired). When I first started
my antique business I met a very affable young American
couple while traveling in Europe. Since we lived in the same
city in the U.S., we became close friends. I taught them as
much as I could about antiques and advised them on their
purchases, many of which came from my store.
Now,27 years later, they have met another antique dealer,
also in this city, who is duping them constantly. He is
selling them brand-new Oriental furniture and objects of
art, and passing them off as centuries old.
I am appalled at this situation and don't know how to
handle it. They are very happy with their purchases from
him.
My question is this: Should I tell them the truth about
their new purveyor, or keep my mouth shut and let them go
on being cheated by this chicanery? I don't want to lose
their friendship.
KNOWS AN-TIQUES

Present Program For
The Home Department

00

OFF

The first meeting of the
Home Department of the Murray Woman's Club was held
Thursday, Sept. 18, at 2 p.m.
with Zitelle Goheen, chairman,presiding.
Laura Jennings gave the
devotion on "Love." She read
the 13th chapter of I Corinthians, and said that "only as
we love God can we love
others."
La Rue Redden asked Marjorie Crawford to introduce
the members of the Murray
Squar-a-Naders who were to
present the program. They
were: Mr. and Mrs. Sid Jobs,
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Lorenz,
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde %Miller,
Mr. and Mrs. Grover E4eckett,
and Mr. and Mrs. Nix

Group of
BRAS
Including Contours,
ftndervires & Softcups
'`ettegulorly

)99

Suicide Attempt Likely
To Be Repeated;

Square Dancers-

Entire Stock
Regularly 30" to 92"

NOW

By Abigail Van Buren

DEAR KNOWS:Since your friendship goes back 27
years, you'd be less than a good friend to sit in silence
while some crook rips them off. Tell them how to
distinguish authentic Oriental antiques from new
reproductions, and let them draw their own conclusions.

Half Size
DRESSES

RS

cDe

2"

TO 399

Crawford.
The guests present were the
senior citizens of Calloway
County. They were: J. A.
Reeves, Clyde Jewell Jones,
Florine Erwin, Mina Ramsey,
Trudy Miller, Pauline Cooper,
Hazel Locke, Erma Lovett,
Pauline Gordon, Gladys Mitchell, Autrey Lange, Hildred
Sharpe, Nonie Hale, Lalla
Boyd, Hazel Ahart, Jewell
Byrd, Hazel Workman, Lena
Bucy, Edna McReynolds,
Verona Grogan, area director
of senior citizens of the city of
Murray, and'Thyra Crawford.
volunteer worker.
Refreshments were served
by the hostesses who were
Betty Boston, Delana Waldrop
and Mavis Hurt.

•lib
I.

WE HAVE THE FASHIONS YOU WANT & THE SERVICE YOU DESERVE
FREE 10-DAY WALK TEST"

GENUINE
FURS
RABBIT
OPOSSUM
RACCOON
CURLY LAMP
RED cnx

;sy
ITS
Values

Pant
SUITS
traire Stock
Regularly 36- to 98"

ROUND-THE-CLOCK

15% OFF

Fun
FURS

10%
TO

20/
0

Off

Regular Values
85" TO 685" ,

Try a pair of Scholl's attractive new tailored
walking shoes for 10 days
Experience how Scholl's ex
clusive Memory Cushion'
floats you through your
days, helping you to forget
your feet. It you're not corn
plete4y satisfied with the
comfort they provide, return
them to our store within 10
days of the purchase dote
and well refund your total
purchase price No strings
attached!

.
R

Scholl

Style ir sten wtth

Shoe
sg re Murray
Store
court

•
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Your Individual
Horoscope

A%SlIVIEILS,A11' SAILIE
Come into Behrs and Help Us Celebrate Our Birthday!
You'll -Find Wonderful Savings on High Quality Fashions at the Lowest Prices!

tj
.- •

Frances Drake
FOR FRIDAY,
OCTOBER 3, 1.980

Always Free Layaway at Behrs!

What lund of day will tomorrow be' To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Business negotiations may
be tricky or advice may be
faulty, though romantic interests are pleasantly
highlighted now.
TAURUS
Apr. 20 to May 20)
Care needed in handling
joint finances. Early hours
best for work and domestic
projects. Protect health in the
evening.
GEMINI
( May 21 to June 20)
Creative interests bring
more satisfaction than the daily routine. Pay attention on
the job. You're easily
sidetracked now.
CANCER
June 21 to July 22)
You could be overoptimistic
on a financial or domestic
matter. Despite a promising
beginning, you may not make
as much progress as you'd
like.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22) 4124-tk
Those who overspend now,
may regret it later. Make important phone calls. Your
powers of self-expression are
at a peak.
VIRGO
Aug. 23 to Sept.22) ffP
Watch out for minor
misunderstandings with close
allies. Financial matters take
a turn for the better, but don't
sign papers now.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) -IL
• Morning favors contacts
with important people. Later,
you may be slightly let down
at a social function. Financial
moves can wait.
SCORPIO
V
lOct. 23 to Nov.21) nt'e•
behind-the -scenes
A
meeting may be beneficial. Be
careful of valuables. A party
may be a bit too staid for your
taste.
- - —SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec.21) °I
Important news from distant friends. Your hunches
may be off in a personal matter. Don't let caceer delays
dim your outlook.
CAPRICORN
V
!Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)'
Success in business, but it
may be a bit difficult for you to
unwind later. Don't let inhibition lapse into a case of the
blues.
AQUARIUS
!Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
An up-and-down time for
close ties. Keep business information quiet, because a friend
may have a big mouth. Avoid
p.m. self-concern.
PISCES
Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Morning brings promising
business starts, but later
snags may arise. Be content
with modest gains. Get sufficient rest.
YOU BORN TODAY need
self-discipline to make the
most of your creative abilities.
Otherwise, you have a tendency to scatter your energies
and interests. You have a
natural talent for writing and
speaking and may also be
highly artistic. Advertising,
journalism, theater and music
may also appeal to you.
Friends will be helpful to you
in your rise to the top. Do not
let worry about the necessities
of life inhibit the expression of
your natural creative talents.
Birthdate of: Gore Vidal,
author; Eleanora Dose, actress; and Erik Bruhn, ballet
dancer.

11"

Western Shirt
Reg. 18.99

10.99

Shimmering western style
with fringe trimmed yoke and
pearl snap front closing
and cuffs. S, M. L.

Designer Jeans
Reg. 36.99

15.99

A -famou-s-neme
recognize! OthecJeans
8.99
Reg. to 19.99

Blazers

Dresses
Reg. 25.99
•Reg. 22.99 to 27.99
Reg. 33.99 to 35.99

35.00

Reg.60.00

9.99
11.99
13.99

Polish your wardrobe with blazers in deep fall
tones. Misses and Junior sizes.

Wool Blend Plaid Skirts

10.99

Reg. 19.99

Specially priced for you! Great selection of
assorted plaids.

Select from exciting dresses and save! Styles to
suit your needs ... from the &lice to an evening
out. Misses and Junior sizes.

Sweaters
Reg. to 19.99

8.99

Warm toss-ons in a tremendous selection of styles.
Acrylic and wool blends. S, M, L.

Shirts

8.99

Reg. 15.99

Terrific solids, prints,and plaids. Fall tones Misse,
and Junior sizes.

)(

Leather
Handbags

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Norm Wee II Times by
530 p.m. Monday-Friday or by
330 pm. Saturdays are urged
to call 7511916 between 510 p.m.
and 6 p.m., Modal, Iwo* Friday. w
3.30 p.m. end 4 p.m. Saluda's.
A circulation deportment employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
of your newspaper. Calls must
be placed by 6 p.n. weekdays or
po. Saturdays to guarantee
deliver-y.
The regiaar business office
, hours of The Nen' tedtis' & Thee.
ore I a.m. la 5 p.a.. Monday
through Friday and I a.m Is sew
Saturdays.

8.99

Reg. 14.99

Select from several clutch styles in real leather!
EarthtOnes. Other styles from 5.99.

Our Birthday Present to You!

Real rabbit fur at a very reasonable price! Hooded
jacket has side pockets and zip front. Multi-colored
fur is natural and dyed rabbit. S. M,L. Save 25.00
Terrific low prices on fall sleepwear! Choose
robes, nylon and brushed gowns in assorted styles
colors and trims.

Bring this coupon to any Behrs and
receive $5.00 OFF any purchase over
$20.00! Coupon good now thru Sunday,
October 5, 1980.

•All Furs Labeled to Show Country of Imported Furs

Now Open Sunday 1 til 6.

*CENTRAL CENTER 641 NORTH HOURS* 10-_9 DAILY

-•

`,41

•

'•
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Events Of The Community Are Scheduled

Thursday,Oct. 2

Thursday,Oct.
Randy Cutlip will- be
Japanese film, "Seven
Samurai," will be shown at 1 presented in concert at 7:0
p.m. and 7 p.m. at the Student p.m. at the Maranatha ChrisCenter Auditorium, Murray tian Center, 20i3 North 15th
State University, as a part of Street, across from Wilson
the
International
Film Hall, Murray State. The public
Festival. Toshiro Mifune who is invited.
starred in the "Shogun"
Knights of Columbus will
television production is a star
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the Parish
of the film. This is open to the
Center, St. Leo's Catholic
public at no charge.
Church.
•

THE ACES®

IRA G CORN, JR.

"Never bow to authority,
but always tip your hat." -Jim Fiebig.

NAMED WINNER — Erica Michelle Cossey, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Danny Cossey of Murray Route 3, was
winner of a recent contest conducted by a photography
firm
at the Lad & Lassie. Pictures were taken of 70 local
children and judged by the firm at Atlanta, Ga. Erica was
born Dec. 22, 1978. Her mother is the former Cindy
Compton. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. John Cossey
of
Murray Route 3 and Mr. and Mrs. Junior Compto
n of
Murray Route 2.

West doubled today's
teetering game with confident authority. However,
declarer knew exactly how
to keep control and he made
West regret his double.
All four players had on
their bidding shoes, but the
worst overbid belongs to
East. He could have passed
to two hearts for an average
score and his three club
push paid off in thorns.
West led the king of clubs
and declarer ruffed. Declarer was Ace Mike Passell of
Dallas and he knew from
the tone of West's double
that he had plenty of work
to do. His main problem

S0h1
Joi

s OCTOBE

South
I.
2V
3•
Pass

t 3rd

in of styles.

3.99

ies Misses

West
2
Pass
4
Dbl

North East
Pass
Pass
Pass 34
4V
Pass
All pass

Business meeting of the
Barnett Cemetery will be held
with a country meal to be
served.
Events in the Land Between
the Lakes will incluatj'atr
Hike Day from 7 to 10 a.m. at
Fort Henry Trails parking lot;
Dollars For Wildlife at 2 p.m.,
Managing Land For Wildlife
at 3 p.m., and Night Visual at
6:30 p.m., all at Center Station.
Jackson
Purchase
Historical Society will tour
Monroe County, Miss. The bus
will be at the Murray Bus Station at 6:20 a.m.

USE OUR

LAYAWAY

i Rugged construction
.:. of 100% cotton
denim, pre-shrunk for
lasting fit.

the remaining diamonds.
Four hearts doubled and
making, all because of the
careful play in trumps

of

1.99

Members of the Knights of
Columbus will be selling tootsie rolls in front of stores and
on street corners in the city for
the benefit of the Mentally
Retarded and Handicapped.

MEN'S
LEVI
JEANS

Opening lead King of clubs

gin

L99

Cystic Fibrosis Walkathon
will be held at the MurrayCalloway County Past.

VISC

OUR 61ST BIRTHDAY

WEST
EAST
_4AJ92
0106
V K Q8
•62
2
•10 8 6 3
.4AKJ95
4Q7642
SOUTH
•KQ754
•A J 10 9 4
•A Q 5
4- Vulnerable: East-West.
Dealer: South. The bidding:

fro
for

p fall

LERMANS

Saturday,Oct.4
Prayer Breakfast will be
held at 8 a.m. at the Triangle
Inn by the Full Gospel
Business Men's Fellowship.
All interested persons are invited.

083
•7 53
4K.1974
4i).0 8 3

is celebratin
o'
41
*th a TEA PA

.00
1

involved drawing trumps
while keeping control to run
dummy's diamonds.
Had Mike played ace and
a trump, the defense would
have had an easy time. West
would draw another trump,
force declarer to ruff again
and declarers maximum
would be eight tricks.
At trick two, Mike started
trumps by playing one of his
low trumps. West won and
played another club, forcing
Mike to ruff again. West's
spade ace was knocked out
and another club forced
Mike to ruff a third time.
Mike cashed his ace of
trumps and this left only
two trumps out: the high
trump by West and the
trump seven in dummy.
Now it was time to start the
diamonds and West was
stuck.
He could ruff a diamond
whenever he wished, but
dummy's trump seven provided the key entry to run
NORTH
10-2-A

Friday,Oct. 3
Friday,Oct.3
Annual fund-raising chili
Knights of Columbus will be
supper, sponsored by the Murselling tootsie rolls at store
ray High School Band
fronts and street corners for
Boosters, will be at the Murthe benefit of the Mentally
Championship Wrestling, ray Middle School Cafeteria Retarded and Handicapped
sponsored by the Murray High with serving to begin at 5:30
School Booster Club, will be p.m. The cost will be 81.50 for
Club membership social will
held at 8 p.m. at the Murray chili, pie, and drink.
be held at 5:30 p.m. at the
High School Gym.
Murray Country Club.
Events at Land Between the
Lakes
will
include
Redaubing
After School Bible Club will
Saturday,Oct.4
meet at the First Christian at The Homeplace-1850 at 10
a.m., and Magic of the Night
Square and round dancing
Church.
at the Golden Pond Visitors
willEre held at 7:30 p.m. at the
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of Center at 8 p.m.
Woodmen of the World Hall.
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
Workshop in Watercolors
7:30 p.m at the Ellis Center.
Alcoholics Anonymous and
will be from 1 to 4 p.m. at the Alanon will meet at 8
p.m. at
Murray Art Guild. For infor- the west end of the West
Friday,Oct.3
Kenmation
call
753-4059.
tucky
Livestoc
k and ExposiMothers Morning Out will be
tion
Center,
at 9 a.m. at the First Christian
Shopping for Senior Citizens
Church.
will be held and call 753-0929
Temple Hill Lodge No, 276
by 9:15 a.m. for morning shop- Free and Accepted Masons
ping and by 11:30 a.m, for will observe Past Masters
afternoon shopping.
Night at the lodge hall. A
potluck supper will be served
Senior Citizens activities at 6:30 p.m. with the lodge
to
will be from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. open at 7:30 p.m.
at the Douglas Center with
lunch served at 12 noon.
Country ham breakfast will
be served from 6 a.m. to 12
A stove with thermostatHazel Senior Citizens will noon at the Legion Hall,
sponically controlled burners can
meet from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at sored by the America
n Legion
save an estimated 10 perHazel Center with lunch at Post 73. Cost will
be 83 per percent on your energy bill.
11:45 a.m.
son.
Thursday,Oct.!
Slarray Women of the
Moose will meet at 8 p.m. at
the lodge hall.

While you'r
refreshmen
to brow
enjoy our new me of
fall gift items!

Bid with Corn
South holds. 10-2-B
•K Q 5 4
Al10 94
•A Q 5
South
I•

North
I NT

ANSWER: Three hearts.
Two hearts may be passed
when North has the right minimum to make an easy game.
---

Our Entire Stock - Men's,
Women's and Children's
Dress, Casual and Tennis.
Buy one pair at regular price and
receive 2nd pair of equal value at

FRIDAY & SATURDAY ONLY

Send bridge questions to The Ares,
P0 Box 12363, Dallas. Texas 75225.

121 By-Pass

with self-addressed stamped envelope
for reply

less

2

11/

Price!

1

Flare 29 thru 42
Big Bell 28 thru 38

S I

3.

OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF

MEN'S
LEVI
SHIRTS

20%
Our Entire Stock of
Ladies Coats

OFF

=7

2OFF
0%
MEN'S

.•••
•
-•I

3.99

leather!

A

SAVE $5.11

SAVE
$5.11
Men's

SA
$5.11

118813i1
•

c•

OU!
Otris. Peg $14 ••

s and
ise over

Sunday,

FASHION JEANS

SAVE $9.11

Our entire stock of Men's
LEVIS & WRANGLER. . .

19
88

Sizes 29 thru 38
Regular 1 18. to '21

mese ye,
•••••
fl.a•

WOOTOM •/erg ilfl
Ng to Stan

11”

Mono ••• $2•0*

America's#1 Self- Service Shoe Store:'

Payless ShoeSource .1
"tentral Shopping Confer
Hwy.641 North
759-4920
Hours: 9-9 111c,.-.1.44.;:., 14 Sew—

oda... um?
.;wct- to III,
PANTY HOSE

..NOW 6.9C pr.

SALE...

Ladies'.

I 6.

TERRY TOPS
Fashion cotors in—trench Terry.
- Missy sizes.
D...1a

$6.
4

ERMANS
OUR 61st BIRTHDAY

•
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Over 300 .1)0113—

Featured In Many Styles And Types In Her Collection
Started By Mrs. Herndon When Recovering From Surgery
by Norman Martin, appeared
in The Mayfield Messenger.
Mrs. Herndon resides just

(Editor's note — The following story, written by Virginia
Garrott, and pictures, taken

Mr. & Mrs. Henry Are
Honored For Service

across the Calloway-Graves
County line, west of Lynn
Grove, and has two sons, Jimmy D. Herndon, Murray, and
Johnny Herndon, Coldwater.

Mrs. Barney (Gracie) Herndon of Farmington Route 1
collects dolls, makes dolls,
dresses dolls, and exchanges
June Crider, Frances Chur- dolls, but most of all, she loves
chill, Brenda Newberry, Lola dolls!
McClain, Audra Elkins,
Mrs. Herndon, whose kind,
Dorothy Dodd, Opal Marine, smiling face could be the
Nell Robbins, Mr. and Mrs. model for a "grandmother"
Nix Crawford, Mr. and Mrs. doll, has 300 "babies" as she
Charles Jackson, Mr. and calls her dolls. She has them
Mrs. Joe Lasater, Mr. and made from seeds, corncobs,
Mrs. Bill Murray, Mr. and cherry pits, bottles, npts,
Mrs. Dee Lamb, Mr. and Mrs.'shells, pine cones, clothespins,
Garland Hutson, Mr. and Mrs. socks, and coconuts, among
Bill Farley, Mr. and Mrs. Clif- other things.
ton Finney and daughter, and
She has dolls in all sizes and
Mr. and Mrs. Henry

Beatrice Henry, worthy
matron of Murray Star
Chapter No. 433 Order of the
Eastern Star for 1979-80, and
Eunice Henry, worthy patron
for the same period, were
honored at a dinner at the
Country
Crossroads
Restaurant, Hardin, on Tuesday, Sept. 30, at 6 p.m. by the
Past Matrons and Past
Patrons Club of Murray Stir
Chapter.
The 26 persons present were

WE OFFER THE BEST FIT
YOU HAVE SEEN IN OUR NEW

Gloria Vanderbilt Jean

send her samples of velvet
shapes, from two feet tall to beautiful little girl doll, has a
with which she would make a
the miniatures. She has boy place of honor in the living
bedspread. Now, ma bedroom
dolls, girl dolls, foreign dolls, room. She was purchased by
baby dolls, and grown-up Mrs. Herndon in Olson, Tenn., in her home, Mrs. Herndon
has a beautiful crazy-quilt
many years ago. Others are on
dolls.
design spread, made entirely
Mrs. Herndon's interesting beds and in chairs in the
hobby began about 10 years bedroom area of the comfor- from the velvet sent her by
pen pals.
ago, at which time she was table farm home.
Lest one think that Mrs.
As she gOes through boxes
recovering from surgery and
Herndon is a frail little lady
was hunting something to do and shelves, she can recall
who sits all day playing with
with her time — so she started where each one came from —
her dolls -- she is a most ac"this was sent by a friend in
dressing dolls.
tive farm wife, helping her
Also interesting is the fact California; this rag doll
husband outside when needed,
that her hobby has brought belonged to my son when he
her in touch with doll collec- was a baby; this one was and spending most of her summer days canning and freeztors throughout the country, made for me by my
ing produce from the garden.
some of whom have become grandchild—
But any time she has a few
Doll clothes and doll house
pen pals and good friends.
minutes to spare, it's out with
Several years ago she wrote accessories are not the only
the dolls and the needle and
letters to a number of Tower things'she has exchanged by
thread, and The Dollmaker is
Press publications, saying she mail. Years ago, she wrote a
would crochet doll sweaters, magazine asking persons to at work a ain.
caps, etc., as well as rugs,
bedspreads and pillows for
doll houses, in exchange for
dolls. Her total of six letters
through the years brought
numerous responses, and in
turn, dolls.
For instance recently she
received a box of several
dolls, material for their
dresses, and several china doll
heads. The sender requested
that- she dress the dolls and
return to her in exchange for
the doll heads — and Mrs.
Herndon knows exactly how to
fill the order, for this makes
about 30 boxes she has receivTHIS DOLL head was fashioned from a dried apple by
SMALL PART OF COLLECTION — Pictured are only a
ed from that same woman who
Mrs. Herndon.
portion of the 300 dolls Mrs. Barbey Herndon has colleclives in Saginaw, Mich.
ted through the years. She is holding in her hand a doll
As word of her hobby has
which began as a nylon stocking.
family
and
friends
spread,
from
dolls
her
have brought
their travels, and she regularly visits yard sales, finding
many "treasures" there, she
.......
.
!
said.
And Mrs. Herndon is joined
by her husband in "doctoring"
the sick dolls. Some require
only minor repair, while
others are in need of major
surgery, such as complete
restoration of arms and legs,
or cloth bodies have to be
replaced. Stuffing tiny arms
and legs proves to be quite a
task sometimes,and she noted
MRS. HERNDON holds a star-fish ballerina from her
that while cotton is good for
THESE THREE little dolls are just some of the many from
collection of miniature dolls.
stuffing in larger places,
the collection of the Farmington Route 1 resident.
pieces of nylon hose work better for the little, hard to get
places.
! .The miniature rugs and
bedspreads she crochets are
most authentic, and to give the
old look, she unravels her
thread before starting to work
on the items.
When she dresses dolls for
her pen pal friends, she
always makes an identical
Prices Good Oct. 3rd 6:00-10:00 Only
outfit for one of her dolls. She
has a trade agreement with
doll collectors in Wyoming
and California. They make
shoes for Mrs. Herndon's dolls
in exchange Jor crocheted
sweaters and caps for their
dolls.
Listening to her talk about
her dolls, you can tell she has
a personal interest in each one
— pointing to a doll bassinet
filled with baby dolls she explained "These little ones
have had their baths and are
Men's Hanes
waiting to be dressed, and
these in this box are waiting to
be doctored."
Storage is getting to be a
T-Shirts,
problem, Mrs. Herndon said,
Athletic Shirts,
and while she has shelves to
hold mary of the miniature
Briefs
Pkg.
I
dolls, she has a bit of trouble
Sizes Available
All
Not
finding convenient places for
her larger ones.
One of the largest, a

P.N.HIRSCH & CO.
Olympic Plaza

Catherine and Carol Dick wearing Gloria Vanderbilt Jeans.

COME IN. DO NOT WAIT.
THE PRICE IS GREAT!
Double your jean wearability as the twins have done by
buying two pair instead of one at the...

The Blackford -House
Gallery
Dixieland Center

Open 9:30 to 8:00 Daily 1-5 Sunday

Underwear
$2,76
PN Hirsch

Disposable
Diapers
Daytime or
Toddler

-Acrylic Shetland
Sweaters
12and .13

$339
Save $1 1 0 Package

Juvenile Boys
mumm..10114,..111mor.

Falls Fashion NecessityCrew Neck Shetland
Sweaters in Solids
and Heather Shades
Washable Acrylic.
Sizes S M L
Reg '14 '16

Pants
Size 4-7
Corduroy & Knits
Vislues $2.99 to $4.99

itAqua(
reshgt
— —_,..
,....

2
1/

1

Price

•ol

pepsodent=

lfdies Fall

Layaway
for Gifts
till December 24th

Dress Sandals
4101101

Jrinens
,Utrr ite -41-14A

t'114i(74

hr(1:

Bet Air Center and Olympu Plaza
Shop Daily 1U-9 Sunday 1 5

Reduced
•

AN

Crest-411r

Price

69

A Tube

Values To $1.22
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Agree Or Not

Taxpayers Will Get
Tax Bills Late

red are only a
don has collee•ier hand A doll

•
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FRANKFORT - Taxpayers in 28
Kentucky counties are going to receive
their tax bills late this year and there is
a strong possibility that a few counties
will not issue tax bills this year, Bill
Huff Jr., director of the Property
Evaluation Division, Department of
Revenue,said last week.
Several of the counties are adjusting
their assessments to meet the 95 percent appraisal standard and are expected to get their recapitulation sheets
in for approval within the next few
days, Huff explained.
Some of the other counties are
waiting on the outcome of the suit filed
by the Property Valuation Administrators. Counties taking this position are Barren, Logan, Metcalfe,
Morgan, Nichols, Pendleton, Simpson,
Jefferson and Franklin. The latter two
counties have separate suits from the
general PVA suit.
Boyd County has a unique situation.
The assessments have not been certified by the Revenue Department
although the PVA's recapitulation was
acceptable. The Board of Assessment
Appeals in Boyd County reduced
assessments below an acceptable level.
The county now is under court order for
a reappraisal.
Huff said the state is sending 10 field
men to Boyd County September 29 to
help the PVA with the reassessment. In
1977 a 25 percent blanket increase was
put on the property to bring the
assessments up to an acceptable level,
but a court suit got the increase off. In
another suit, the- court ordered the 25
percent restored this year.
In three other counties, I,etcher,
Allen and Boone, the appeals boards
reduced the total assessments below
acceptable levels. In Allen's case the
PVA's recap was $95,000 short on commercial assessments, but he got in good
shape. Huff said then the appeals board
reduced the total commercial assessment by $650,000 and this amount must
be added before the state will approve it
so bills may be mailed.
nties in various
The other latetcounties
pletion are Clark,
nearing c
stages
sta
Estill, Gallatin, Hardin, Hopkins;
Jackson, Ohio, Perry, Trimble, Grant,
Hancock, Knox, Montgomery, Shelby,
-and Trigg,-

day

-Shirts,
etic Shirts,
Briefs
Sizes Available

Or

The lateness presents a problem for
some of the counties. County and City
governments and school districts may
have to borrow operating money if tax
collections are delayed several months.
'The setting of local tax rates also may
be delayed in these cases since the 1979
tax law says that tax income may not
be increased more than four percent in
any one taxable year. The assessments
have to be completed before the tax
rates may be calculated.
The Kentucky Press Association is
now discussing with the Revenue
Department the possibility of requiring
publication of property assessments in
local newspapers.
The State Journal in Frankfort and
The Harlan Daily Enterprise have
published property assessments as a
service to their readers. The State Journal publishes the assessments each
year.
Revenue Commissioner Robert
Allphin said he would favor such a requirement if the costs were within
economic range for all counties.
Allphin says each taxpayer could
then study his assessments and compare them with property of equal value
in his area. Allphin believes this would
bring about a standardized equity in
assessments throughout the state.
"Public opinion would be a very
strong force in keeping assessments
reasonable and equitable," Allphin
said.
With photo composition of type and
offset printing, the computer printouts
of property assessments could be
published with less expense to the
newspaper in comparison to the old hot
type method.
A Kentucky Press Association Committee is studying all legal publications
as well as property assessment listings.

HiW(' Thonalit
Jesus saw unto ham, thou
shalt love the Lord thy God with
all thy heart, and with all thy
soul, and with all thy mind.
Matthew 22:37.

•

C Copley News Service

Garrott's Galley

'Section Corner,' Where Many
Waited At First Light For A Job
They are busy tearing out the high
sidewalk at Third and Main Streets on'
the old Wallis Grocery corner to make-7
room for ramps accessible to the handicapped. But in doing so, they are also
tearing away a significant chunk of •.
Murray's early history.
This corner, so George Ed Overbey,
Sr., tells me, was known for years as
"Section Corner," for it was there on
hundreds of mornings at first light that
railroad section foremen hired their
help.
Anyone wanting a job as a laborer
would go there about 5:30 or 6 a.m. and
be ready when the hiring was done for
the day or the week, At that time, about
the early part of the century, the
sidewalk was much higher above the
dirt and gravel street than it is today,
and the men seeking jobs would line up
in the street with the section bosses up
on the higher sidewalk.
The pitch would go something like
this from the section boss. "Men, I need

It is easier for a man to think
he loves God, than it is to be
kind to your own family and the
people- you work with.

Religious Roundup
NEW YORK 1AP) - Numerous
Lutheran leaders have voiced surprise
at last week's announcement by the
Rev. J.A.O. Preus that he won't seek a
fourth four-year term as president of
the Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod.
Preus, 60, head of the 2.7 millionmember denomination since 1969 and
considered virtually sure for re-election
in 1981, led a conservative swing
against what were regarded as doctrinal laxity and unsound ecumenical
relationships.
Actions against moderates led to a
flight of some faculty and students from
the church's Concordia Seminary,
resulting in a separate seminary, and
also a split in the church. About 265 con-----gregations of 100,000 members formed
a separate body.
--Prelfs'has said that the denomination
those
was recovering from
"tempestuous years." The St. Louisbased denomination is one of three major Lutheran bodies.
RALEIGH, N.C.(AF)- The faculty
of the Meredith College, has
unanimously adopted a letter to the
Southern Baptist Convention president,
deploring his statement that God does
not hear the prayers of Jews.
"Standing within the Judeo-Chrstian
tradition, we affirm that God is the God
of all people and that God alone is
judge," the faculty of the Baptist
women's college said in its letter to the
Rev. Bailey Smith'of Del City, Okla. He
had made the remark at a political
briefing for pastors in Dallas.
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LOS ANGELES (AP) - Lawsuits
against religious manifestations on
public property show up regularly these
days in many places.
In Los Angeles, the American Civil
Liberties Union filed a suit demanding
that Los Angeles County give up
maintenance and lighting of a 50-foottall cross in the Hollywood hills.
A prayer for motorists printed on official state highway maps of North •
Carolina has been ruled unconsitutional
by a federal appeals court.
In Albuquerque, N.M., the ACLU
threatened to sue Bernalillo County
unless its official seal, emblazoned with
a religious cross, is removed from
doors of the county's more than 200
vehicles.
WASHINGTON (AP) - Protestant
and Roman Catholic spokesmen have
criticized proposals by the Federal
Communications Commission to
deregulate commercial radio.
The action would mean "the near
death by neglect of the concept of public
service radio," the Rev. Donald C. Matthews of the U.S. Catholic Conference
told an FCC hearing. He added:
"We see the present proceeding as
another attempt to promote the
dominance of purely commercial interests in broadcasting to the detriment
of the public interest."
Ralph M. Jennings of the United
Church of Christ communications office, said the proposal stemmed from a
desire of broadcasters "to have free
and permanent monopoly of their freqtencies and to be relieved of responsibility to Serve the public."
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By M.C. Garrott

WRITE A LETrER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever, possible
and should oe on topics of general
interest. Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger . &
Times, Box 32, Murray,Ky.42071.

10 men for four days work. on the
railroad." Then pointing them out, he'd
Say something like,"How about you. .
and you . . . and you . . ." on down the
line until he had selected his 10 men.
The 10 would then check in with the
foreman's timekeeper and get their
"name on the book," before heading for
the railroad - the Paducah & Hickman
Railroad - to work for as little as a
dollar a day. •
They would be paid after work Saturday,and in envelopes. If a worker questioned his pay,saying he thought he had _
more corning than was in the envelope_
chances are he would get bashed in the
mouth by one of the bosses.
If he did complain, it was a cinch that
he wouldn't be working the following
Monday morning, because that was
grounds for automatic firing. Imagine!
Questioning the honesty of the boss!
Farmers, local businessmen, in fact,
anyone needing a laborer or several
laborers also would come to "Section
Corner" to hire someone or several for
whatever need they had.
The corner also is fondly
remembered by many local old-timers
as the place where Joe Pittman, one of
the town's most well-known black men,
used to sell his fresh buffalo and catfish.
Others will remember Robert Blanton- and his steaming hot tamales,
which he sold from a little red cart with
two big wheels.
He was a familiar figure on the corner doing this from early morning until
late at night for years and years. They
say he started during the horse and
buggy days and was on hand at the
break of day to. sell the steaming
tamales, wrappedin corn shucks, to the
44-4-4-4-444-4-44++++

The Story Of
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Calloway County
1822-1976

By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
C•01PriOtli.
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By Jan. 24, farmers had sold over three and half million pounds
of tobacco at an average of $40.25, in addition to planting 10,(00_
pine trees during the past year. Fewer workmen were unemployed
in Calloway -Coin' an for'any other span in the patt 13 years,
posing a particular shortage in the farm labor market.
Foremer warehouse and offices of Murray Wholesale Grocery
Company at the corner of Maple and South 3rd streets had been sold
to the Woodmen of the World insurance fraternity and converted
into a modern office building. Open house was held January 30.
Scarcely had the W.O.W. dedication been observed before
sub-zero climate..descended January 31 over the county, breaking
power lines near Pool Spring Hill, forcing traffic to a virtual standstill, and closing schools'. a week later as the cold spell hung on.
Adding misery to the zero weather was a rain early in February
that dropped over two inches, according to John Edd Scott, Murray barometer and rain recorder, flooding rivers out of banks.
- Come rain and high water did not hinder seven persons, including five juveniles, from committing a series of store break-ins,
leading to their arrest February 12, involving two Buchanan. Tenn..
adults leading the gang. Danger of a fire in the county jail in a hole under the court
house almost became the real thing when an exhaust fan shortcircuited, releasing billows of smoke through the cell block. The
hot line to the jailer's home alerted the danger. Within minutes
he released the inmates. Repeatedly, the danger had been signaled
to members of the fiscal court through the press, in addition to
repeated grand jury warnings, but failed to effect a remedy until a
later date.
Vhile on- the crime and jail scene, it is recalled an attempt
was made to assassinate State Trooper Guy Turner when the office"stopped to investigate a parked uehicle on the Elm Grove Church
parking lot March 4, 1988. Trooper Turner stepped .out of his
vehicle to interrogate two men seated in the front seat and one
lying down in the back seat when one of the occupants opened fire
and fled the scene. Turner radioed headquarters he had been shot
colisits.;;.-,g to the
- Turner later recovered, however
motive for the Crime or apprehension of the - offenders- was never
revealed.
-•

To Be Covitiwued

men waiting there for a bit of work.
Later in the day and into the night, the
townspeople came by to buy them, too.
+++
The Wallis Grocery was one of Murray's real pioneer businesses before it
closed about four years ago after more
than 50 years of business. La Verne and
Pat were running it, and Gingles,
another brother, had the Wallis Drug
Store on the north side of the square.
LaVerne and Gingles since. have
passed away, and Pat, who lives at 500
Seuth Sixth Street,is retired.
Their father, Jess, had the grocery
before them, having bought the half interest owned by George's grandfather,
George Washington Overbey, who in
1892 had started it along with his
brother, L. M.( Big Muke)Overbey,Sr.
Big Muke was Jess Wallis' brother-inlaw, having married his sister, the
former Martha Elizabeth Wallis, who
was better known as Mattie. M.Nor:
man (Betty) Hale, who is secretary to
Rev. David Roos at the First Christian
Church, is a granddaughter of the
Overbeys, and Mrs. Opal Fulton,
Henry's mother, is a sister of Mrs.
Wallis.
George Washington Overbey, George
Ed's grandfather, went on to organize
the first telephone system in Murray
and put in the first sewage system. The
telephone system he later sold to the
Bell Company and the sewage system
to the city of Murray.
+++
Realizing I am treading lightly
through some of Judy Maupin's
genealogical territhry, George's grandfather was born three miles south of
Fairview - Jeff Davis' birthplace over
in Christian County -in 1857 and came
to Calloway County in 1870 when his
parents and four brothers moved here.
His father - George's greatgrandfather - was James Madison
Overbey and he was born in North
Carolina in 1820. He married Mary Jane
Miles of Cincinnati.
The family's immigrant, Nicholas
Overbey, came to this country in 1663
from England, and that's getting way
down to the roots of the family tree.
It's also a long way from the story of
"Section Corner," buffalo and catfish,
hot tamales and the Wallis Grocery.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Oct. 2. the 276th
day of 1980. There are 90 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Oct. 2, 1919, President Woodrow
Wilson suffered a stroke that paralyzed
the left side of his body.
On this date:
In 1187, Jerusalem fell to Moslem
forces led by Saladin - the sultan who
was trying to drive Christians out of
Palestine.
In 1389, the first Pan American conference was held in Washington, D.C.
• In 1941, German armies launched an
all-out drive against Moscow during
World War II.
In 1967, Thurgood Marshall became
the first black to sit on the U.S.
Supreme Court.
Ten years ago. President Richard
Nixon received an enthusiastic reception when he visited Madrid.
Five years ago, U.S. Treasury
Secretary Williiam Simon declared that
another increase in world oil prices
would seriously jeopardize global
economic recovery.
One year ago, Pope John Paul II
delivered his most comprehensive
statement on international affairs in an
address to the United Nations General
Assembly in New York.
Today's birthdays: film critic Rex
Reed is 40 years old. Editor Clay Felker
is 55.
Thought for today: There is one thing
-stronger than all the armies In the
world, and that is an idea whose time
has come -Victor Hugo, French writer
11802-1885).

Years Ago

Roger Wilson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Boyce Wilson, has been promoted to
sergeant while serving with the U S.
Army in Germany.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Jessie
Hale Outland, 86, Mrs. Addie Mae
Lockhart,and Morgan W. Elliott, 67.
W. J. Pitman, an assistant professor
of biology at Murray State University,
has received his doctoral degree in
biology from Ohio State University,
Columbus.
Installed as officers of the Murray
Kiwarns Club by Lt. Gov. Harold
Eversmeyer at the annual ladies night
were Dr. Durward Beatty, Ellis Perry,
Arlie Scott, and William Boyd.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Jimmy McLeod on Sept. 30,
and a girl to Freddie and Pam Brown
on Sept. 26.
Mrs. Jean Bordeaux spoke on her
travels in Russia and Eastern Europe
at the meeting of the Zeta Department
of the Murray Woman's Club. She was
introduced by Mrs. Eugene Flood.
Showing at the Capri Theatre is
"Mash."
oar
Ago
Years
h:
a
ys
we
A contract has been'
ed by the
Murra
a
Libraryd and
the Southern Bell Telephone Company
which will provide the library with
needed new quarters at the telephone
building on North Sixth Street, Murray.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Ray
Johnson,59.
A vacant house owned by Mrs. W.
F.Johnson, North Third Street, was gutted by fire on Sept. 30. A new roof had
just been put on that day.
Nancy Faye Bazzell of Kirksey is one
of five freshman home economics majors at Murray State College who were
granted scholarships by the Kentucky
Association of the Future Homemakers
of America.
In football games the Murray High
School Tigers beat Fulton 34 to 12 and
the
Murray State
College
Thoroughbreds beat Eastern 21 to 18
last night.
Installed as new officers of Murray
Star Chapter No, 433 Order of the
Eastern Star were Belva Dill, Buel
Stalls, Jean Weeks, Sam Rodgers, Nell
Robbins, Mildred Stalls, Ora Lee Farris, Gussie Geurin, Velma Hendon,
Mary Louise Baker, Dorothy Boone,
Clover Cotham, Pearl Shackelford,
mimred Bell,and Betty Jones. .

30 Years Ago
"T. 0. Turner, chairman of the
Calloway County Draft Board, said that
Billie Burkeen who was killed in action
in Korea was the fifth generation of
Calloway County Burkeens. His grandfather was one of seven children of
Prince Burkeen. In World War II there
were 43 Burkeen boys called up for examination and 40 of them were accepted. None of them were killed and
all returned home. Billie is the only
Burkeen called into service so far this
time in the Korean conflict," from the
column, "Seen & Heard Around Murray" by James C. Williams.
"The Great Big Doorstep" is the play.
selected by the Junior Class at the Murray Training School for the fall productioin. Mrs. C. S. Lowry will be the director,
George Bell of Murray, Mrs. C.
L. Page of-Hazel, and Mrs. T. C. Brown
of Greenfield, Term., are new officers of
the Susannah Wesley Circle of the Paris
District of the Methodist Church.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"The Performer and the Red Head"
starring Dick Powell.
Thoughts

In Season
By Ken Wolf
Lying to ourselves is much easier
than deceiving other people. Perhaps
the difficulty of avoiding self-deception
is what inspired these words of the late
writer Anais Nin:
If you are terribly truthful, the
ground will always move from
under you, and you will have to
shift with the constantly shifting
truth.
This passage is taken from Miss
Nin's D.H. Lawrence: An Unptofessional Study (Chicago: Swallow Press,
1964).

.

.
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials,
'other
opinionated articles on this page are
preSented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
. We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
oninionated articles to only those
which parallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a coliann or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to-the-editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be.
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TOSES
MURRAY, KY

Central Shopping Center
No Rainchecks

-

Due To The Nature Of This Sale
These Items May Not Re Put On Layaway

Your Choice
Boshi or Sansung

Men's Or Ladies
10 Speed Bike

12"BEtWTI/

Reg.*94.47

3RD
OCT.
6P.M.-1O P.M.

A
Reg.$74.88

Plastic Furniture

Windshield
Washer
Fluid
Reg.$1.18

79Gai.

ALSO AVAILABLE

Limit 2 Gal

5-Shelf
Bookcase
Reg.$22.99
$7499

Rolling
CartReg. $10.99

Entertainment
Center

3-Shelf
Corner Unit

5-Shelf
Corner
Unit

Reg.$9.99

Reg.$19.99

Reg.$14.99

$799
"
$70

25 Lb. Bag
Mealtime

Reg.$8.79

Disposable
Lighters

.3/$7
Reg.2/'1"

Now -

. Daytime
' Pampers

2?
Reg.$2.96
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Gardner, Lanpher Plug
Line For Racer Defense
By DAVID HIBBITTS
Sports Editor
Normally, when a defense
that leads the nation goes out
for its regular Saturday picnic, the players who roam the
plains at will and get to soak in
the attention are not the ir1penetrable giants who ocCupy
the defensive line.
Yet, in Murray'State's rare
defensive formation of constant movement from all 11
players, it's not just the frisky
defensive encisapr the secondary that take matters in their
own hands.
After all, when the number
one and number two tacklers
from the previous year's team
have returned to the line,
those other free-wheeling
souls can ring the alarm for
help and go back under cover.
Two who help by frequently
keeping the linebackers and
secondary out of trouble are
senior guard Jeff Gardner and
junior tackle Rick Lanpher,
who are tied for fourth in total
tackles this year with 39.
the last two games
.
During
against Louisville and Tennessee Tech for which they
were selected MSI.IS defensive players of the week.
Gardner and Lanpher have
become entrenched in the interior of the Racer wrecking
crew.
Garnder leads the team this
year in solo tackles with 20,
but was second to Lanpher,
who was named honorable
mention All-America, in total
tackles last year. Lanpher had
120 to Gardner's 94.
This year, these two find
themselves in the more com-

fortable position of being able
to trade tackles more often
with the rest of the defense.
"We all like to make the
tackle," Lanpher said about
the closeness in the totals that
separates the top seven by just
eight tackles.
"We have the people so that
if someone gets hurt, someone
else can step in," Gardner
said. "When Larry Maze left
the team,Paul )LittJes) had to
step up and play consistently.
He did a good job .against
Tech."
"Not everybody is going to
make a great play every
time," Lanpher said. "But on
this team, if two or three let
down,eight others are there to
pick them up.
"It's an unselfish defense.
Sometimes, I will call myself
a decoy. Everybody gets a
turn."
"This team has a lot of
goals," Gardner offered. "We
are all going for tackling
points, sacks, accomplishing
some goals for ourselves.
There is a lot of pride in
ourselves and in helping out
the defense."
At the "svelte" statures of 63, 230 and 6-3, 210, respectively, Gardner and Lanpher admitted that they are usually at
a size disadvantage when they
look across the line at their opponents.
But after the meteoric rise
of the MSU defense to its current spot at the top of the Division I-AA statistics this week,
the two talked about much
they owe to the influence of
defensive coordinator Frank
Beamer.

"We are a close team.
Everybody is happy when
somebody else makes splay."
"I guess that reflects the
character of our coaching
staff," Lanpher said. "They
will sit down and just talk with
us. They are interested in us."
"Coach Gottfried is really
responsible for keeping up our
morale," Gardner added.
"We do not brag about ow
success," Lanpher said. "We
have the humility, but we
know that we are going to be
able to control the offense."
"We are really prepared for
each team," Gardner said.
"After a week of practice, I
will know my man like the
back of my hand."
Both Lanpher and Gardner
were reflecting the coaches'
approach to each game that
SIGNIFYING WHICH TEAM IS NUMBER ONE — Murray
despite the changing
characteristics of the opposState tackle Rick Lanpher (left) and guard Jeff Gardner
ing offenses each week, the
have hepled to lead the Racer defense to the top spot in
defense must adapt without
worrying about the com- around that man across the to prepare that much harder
line with usually 20-10-30 more each week."
parative strengths.
"I think we would like to
"Louisville wore us down on pounds, Garnder said the
size and people," Lanpher Racer defense must do a lot of have a shutout," Gardner said
said about part of the dif- stunting and alternating who the future. -Each week, we
ferences. "An Ohio Valley is coming at the quarterback have to play that much better.
Nobody is going to let down."
Conference team may have a on certain plays.
guy who weighs 260 pounds,
"I think we have come a
Murray State's Division Ibut we will see him all night. long way," Gardner said
We try to get him as tired as about the changes in two AA leading defense has allowyears. "We have made a com- ed just 135.3 yards a game to
we can."
"Our condition really plete 180 degree turnaround. the 140.5 given up by second
helps," Gardner said. "We do We are heading in the right place Massachusetts. Then,
there is a gap back to Lehigh,
direction,
not get tired.
"Coach Beamer keeps tell- which is third at 190.7 yards.
"When I look across the line
While Western Kentucky's
and see my guy breathing ing us that we can get better."
"We know we can im- Ray Farmer leads the nation
hard because he is tired, I
know that when the going gets prove," Lanpher said, "when in punting with a 45.4 yard
tough, we can always pull out we know we are doing things average MSU's David Tuck
another gear."
wrong in our grades. We have has moved back up to sixth at
In order to beat or get the incentive to know we have 40.6.

As the story, which has
practically become fabled in
just a little less !pan two
years, goes by now, l'aSU head
coach Mike Gottfried began to
test the untried wide tackle six
defense as it was transmitted
by Beamer during the middle
of the 1978 season, while
Beamer was still at The
Citadel.
"We had never heard of the
wide tackle six," Lanpher admitted. "It comes down to
very few coaches who know it
as well as coach Beamer does.
"We are not going heads up
on anybody. We are just trying
to outquick the other teams."
"We have a quick team and
we do a lot of reading," Gardner said. "Sometimes, we
have everybody coming.
"We were running a 50
defense before the wide tackle
Si" We still made a lot of
mistakes, but coach Beamer
came the next year and cleaned it up.
"It is almost like he invented it.
"He can see what all 11 people are doing and wherever
they are standing."
"It is easy to have confidence in yourself when you
have that much confidence in
the coach," Lanpher said.
"We have to give credit where
it is due. Coach Beamer has a
quiet way of getting us
prepared for a game."
"What really helps us is the
respect we have for each
other," Gardner said.
"Everything he says is true;
he is never wrong. When we
are out there, we are playing
for him as well as the defense.

Division I-AA in the team rankings and in total yards
allowed this week.
Staff Photo By David Hibbitts

Nance has not been able to
practice this week, and no
firm decision about whether
he will play against Morehead
State will be made until the
day of the game.

Tuck is tied for second in
OVC statistics, while Tommy
Houk is second in punt returns
at a 9.1 average.
Donald White is second in
total tackles with 43 while
Greg Evans and Lamar
Charles Ponder
With
Williams are tied for third
sidelined this week, Ronald
with 40. Gardner and Lanpher
Hopkins will be the likely
are tied for fifth.
kickoff returner for the
the
conLanpher leads
Racers, with Lindsey
ference in tackles for losses,
Hudspeth possibly for some
with six for a total of 47 yards.
returns.

rs.
Starting tailback Nick
Nance is still hobbled by the
assortment of injuries he suffered from carrying the ball 31
times against Tennessee
Tech.

But neither Gardner nor
Lanpher believes the defense
has reached the apex despite
already having 33 tackles for
minus 211 yards, with eight of
those totaling 69 yards
between the two of them.

Murray. Attempts To Go 3-3 Against Caldwell Co.
By STEVE BECKER
Sports Writer
Murray High will have a
chance$o even its record at 3-3
when hosts Caldwell County
-14-i6-y at 8 p.m. The Tigers
reach the midway point of
their season fresh from a
revitalizing 12-6 triumph over
Heath Friday.
Caldwell County, which has
lost only to the state 4-A's
fifth-ranked Christian County,

a

carries a 4-1 slate into the matchup
"Without a doubt they have
a great amount of momentum
heading into our game," Murray coach John Hina said.
"They have beaten both
Madisonville and Hopkinsville
this year, and those are both
good 4-A teams. Those two
wins say enough right there
about the talent that they
have."

Stop, Shop
and Compare

It's time again to buy stereos for
Christmas. Many of you will buy
from discount, variety, and outof-town places that have no service.
Please do not bring them to us
for repair.
Be a wise buyer and buy
from a servicing dealer.
We an match quality
and price with any
discounter.

Caldwell owns a three-game
winning streak following its
second-game loss to Christian
County. Other Tiger victims
have been Crittenden County
and Trigg County, both of
whom are future Murray opponents.
"They are a very dangerous
ball club," Hina warned.
"Everybody talks about
Mayfield and Fort Campbell
as the favorites in 2-A football
but Caldwell might be the
darktiorse of all of them.
"They run a veer offense,
but it is a much more wideopen veer than Heath ran last
week. Their two running
backs, Copeland and Thacker,
are right there in the class of
(Marcus) Moss at Mayfield
and (Darrell) Stewart at Fort
Campbell.
"They are both outstanding

runners, very quick and very
strong. Their quarterback is
also a good runner. They like
to throw a lot of play-action
passes to their halfbacks off of
the veer. That is something
that we will have to be aware
of.

"They have a smaller,
quicker team than they have
had in the past," he said.
"Caldwell is a very hard team
to prepare for because they

The first annual NikeRacer
Basketball Coaches Clinic,
scheduled for this Saturday,
October 4, at Murray State
Jniversity, will feature head
coaches Gene Bartow of
Alabama-Birmingham and
Bob Wench of Mississippi
along with MSU's Ron Greene.
The one day clinic will be

held in Room 226 of Roy
Stewart Stadium with preregistration set at $15 and
registration at the door at $20.
Registration will begin at 8
a.m. Additional information
may be obtained by contacting
Mike Dill at the MSU Basketball Office at 502-762-6804.

•22(109006.i
•
"Laystmay Now for Christmas"

_World of Sound
222 S. 12th

753-5865

7:00-4:00

SAT., OCT.4

Grand opening celebration. Come see aur-stare and meet our people. We have
teamed up with Purina to provide you with the best service.
Door prizes will be awarded and refreshments served. Come on in and see what
we can offer you from America's largest line of animal products.
BRING YOUR DOG TO BUCHANAN FEED & SEED'S

DOG DUNKIN'
DURING OUR GRAND OPENING
WE'LL DIP
YOUR DOG

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Thursday, Oct. 2nd-8:00 P.M.
MURRAY HIGH SCHOOL GYM

**

MAIN EVENT

FREE

IN PURINA
MANGE CONTROL

PURINA
MANGE
CONTROL
Pints and Gallons

*

CWA World Heavyweight Title Match
TOMMY RICH —VS— BILLY ROBINSON

ADVANTAGES:
1. Highly effective against the four kinds of mites.

BILL DUNDEE
i.• •

when we needed to in the last up to field a punt, or to stop a
few minutes against Heath. fourth down, we might have to
We are still looking for more watch this guy kick a field
ball control, more sustained goal over us."
Haverlock had a best kick of
drives."
Both of the Tiger 39 yards last year and won the
touchdowns last week were Hopkinsville game earlier this
scored on interception run- year with an extra point.
"We had the best total team
backs.
Hina specifically warned effort last week that we have
about the Caldwell kicking had in a long time," Hina said.
game, especially the toe of "I think we will be even more
senior placekicker Walter determined and hungry this
Ha verlock.
weekend after our win over
"He ( Haverlock is good Heath. Caldwell will be ready
consistently on kicks from for us, that's for sure."
around 35 yards," Him said._ - The Tigers pounded
"It will be a little different for —CATthvett- 27-7 last year in
us this week. Instead of lining Princeton.

Grand Opening :•:

Clinic Scheduled For Saturday

Sponsoried By: Murray High School Booster Club
Tick•t Pric•s: $4-Adrance and $5-At The Door
Tickets On Sale At: Bonk of Murray, Peoples Bonk,
D•nnison & Hunt Sporting Goods & at High School office

Frogs
$99.95
VP

Murray's offense, which has
been less than explosive so far
this year, has been the subject
of considerable work by the
Murray coaching staff during
the past couple of weeks. Hina
is certain that this work is
starting to pay off.
"We are still not scoring the
points that we want to, but the
offense is starting to come
around," he said. "We made
some key plays against Heath
and converted some third
down situations that we needed.
"We were, however, disappointed with the inability of
our offense to control the ball

have the talent to do so many
different things offensively."
The Caldwell defense appears to be as solid also. The
Tigers return six starters on
defense and are particularly
stingy against the run.
"They are a tremendous
Caldwell County returned defensive club," Hina said.
just four starters on offense "They are going to make
from last year's 5-5 squad, things happen quick — force
with All-WKC center Jason you into things that you don't
Dyer and quarterback want to do.
"They have been very tough
Michael Brown heading the
against the run. They do a lot
list.
of shifting, a lot of different
According to Hina, the defensive sets. It is up to our
Tigers have done a good job of offense to read these changes
filling the holes left by gradua- and adjust to them."
tion.

—VS—

GYPSY JOE

2. Highly effective

usually one application is enough

3 Ease of application.
SOUTHERN TAG TEAM TITLE MATCH
TOMMY & EDDIE GILBERT
—VS—
SONNY KING 8. THE &tarsi
•

4 Economicak.

Purina..
pjanning4 tornorrqw
with research'iocia)4

BUCHANAN
FEED & SEED
Industrial Road

Tojo Yamamoto —VS— Dr. Bill Irwin

).
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All Reaches Back For One More
Springtime In Heavyweight Shot

in total yards

By David Hibbitts
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LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP) Muhammad All, a boxing immortal in the autumn of his
career, reaches back for one
more springtime tonight when
he attempts to win the
heavyweight championship
for a record fourth time.
The man standing between
Ali and this latest piece of boxing history is Larry Holmes, a
former sparring partner and
now the undefeated World
Boxing Council champion.
And Holmes promises that he
will write the last chapter to
All's remarkable story.
"He's an old man and I will
beat'him," the champion said
of Ali, who is 38 and has not
fought in two years.
All ballooned to 254 pounds
during his retirement but
trained for six months and
/
2 for
came in at a trim 2171
tonight's bout, the lightest he's
been since beating George
Foreman for the crown in
1974.
"You will see a miracle, a
real miracle," he said at the
weigh-in Wednesday. "I'm
turning the clock back 15
years. My timing and my
speed are back. Don't be late.
I might do this in one round.
Don't be out buying popcorn
and hot dogs."
Ali will carry a six-pound
advantage over Holmes, who
/
2. Tradiweighed in at 2111
tionally, champion and
challenger weigh in together
but Holmes' camp, wary of ex-

posing the champion to any of
All's prefight antics, insisted
on separate weigh-ins.
But All's entourage was on
hand for Holmes' appearance
and when the champion held
his belt high over his head,
Lloyd Wells, who counted
situps for the ex-champ,
shouted at him.
"Does the winner get that
belt?"
"The winner gets this belt,"
Holmes said of the broad red
band with a bejewled gold insigna that he said was worth
$38,000, "and it's gonna stay
with the one who's got it now."
Holmes earned the belt June
9, 1978 when he outpointed Ken
Norton for the crown. That
was three months before Ali
beat Leon Spinks to regain the
World Boxing Association version of the crown - making
him the first to hold the most
glamorous title in boxing
three times.
All then retired, apparently
ending a remarkable career
which had begun in the 1960
Olympic Games at Rome
where he won a gold medal as
lightheavyweight champion.
Holmes, meanwhile, defended
the WBC crown seven times,
winning each fight by a
knockout and extending his
career record to 35-0. Winning
seven title defenses by
knockout tied the number of
consecutive KO victories of
Joe Louis and a knockout victory over AINyould tie Holmes

with Tonuny Burns for the
record.
For two years, Ali stayed
away from the ring, touring
the world as a presidential envoy, making movies and
speaking appearances, and
eating exceedingly well.
"Pancakes and gallons of
milk," he said.
Then came the decision to
go for the championship
again. Many of Ali-Ls closest
advisors tried to talk him out
of it but he was determined.
Angelo Dundee, Ali's longtime
trainer, said ."A gremlin
climbed on his shoulder and
whispered in his ear, 'four
times, world champion.'
That's all it took."
That and a record purse of
$8 million in this Don KingCaesars Palace promotion.
Holmes, even though he is
champion, will get about half
what All is getting - about $4
million.
The soldout fight will be
staged in a temporary 25,000seat stadium which has been
erected in the hotel parking
lot. The gate will be a record
$6 million with closed circuit
television and ancilliary
rights adding handsomely to
the overall pot. ABC-TV
reportedly has paid better
than $2 million for delayed
telecasting rights.
Also on the card tonight will
be a 12-round heavyweight
elimination bout between ex-

SPORTS AT A GLANCE

champ Leon Spinks, ranked
No.4 by the WBC,and Bernardo Mercado, ranked No.l.
King has promised the winner
of that bout a shot at the crown
against the winner of the
Holmes-Ali fight.
In another fight, Saoul
Mamby defends his super.
lightweight crown against
Maurice' Termite" Watkins.
But Holmes and Ali own the
spotlight, primarily because
of the almost mystical hold the
former champion exerts oh
the public.
Ali has been in the eye of the
boxing hurricane since knocking out Sonny Liston for the
championship in 1964 in a stunning upset. The day after that
fight,the new champ announced that he was adopting the
Black Muslim faith and
changing his name from
Cassias Clay.
Then came his battle with
the government over the
military draft and his decision
to refuse to serve during the
Vietnam war. He was stripped
of the title and did not fight for
31
/
2 years until the Supreme
Court upheld his appeal and
dismissed his draft dodging
conviction.
He then returned to the ring,
and regained his crown,
knocking out Foreman in
Zaire in 1974. Then he lost the
crown to Spinks before regaining it for an unprecedented
third time in 1978.
-

Bowling
Standings

Malor Leagues At A Glance

Kentucky Lake
Bowling League
9-2240
Team
Point, Ice
13
JinS 011
12
Motor Parts & Bearings . .
10
Randy Thornton
10
Coleman Realty
9
Murray Applumce
9
Calmat Bread
Mutual of Omaha
Burger Queen
.
Dakota Feed &Grain..
.. 8
Paeans
7's
DeVands .
. 7st
Solo's Market
6
Mr. Gattik
5
Kay Mart Auto
3
Jones Music
3
HIGH TEAM GAME(SC)
Coleman Realty
JiltS Oil
Mutual of Omaha
HIGH TEAM GAME(MC)
Coleman Realty
J&SOd
Motor Parts &Bearuigs
HIGH TEAM SERIES(SC)
Coleman Realty
Mutual of Omaha
Bidge•r Queen
HIGH TEAM SERIES( HC)
Coleman Realty
Burger Queen
Mutual of Omaha
HIGH IND.GAME(SC)
Mark McLemore
Jerry Bolls
Diclue Hodge
HIGH IND.GAME(HC)
Bob Lamastus
Jerry Bolls
T.0 Hargrove
HIGH IND.SERIES(SC)
Mark McLemott
Jerry Bolls
William Vance
HIGH IND.SERIES(NC)
Bob Lamastus
Jerry Bolls
Mark Mclamore
HIGH AVERAGES
Mark Mclemore
Charles Chilcutt
Bob Brown
Ron Pace
David Williams
Garry Evans
Jerry Bolls
L. Buchanan
Diclue Hodge
Jerry Jones
William Van,

a

Ali Not Under Hypnosis, No Matter What
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
LAS VEGAS, NEV.(AP)If, in the midst of tonight's big
heavyweight fight, Muhammad All's eyes suddenly get
wide and glassy and he appears to be fighting like a
demon-possessed,just relax.
The man who calls himself
"The Greatest" isn't under
hypnosis - no matter what
you read.
"I am a hypnotist professionally, that is true," admits
Jimmy Grippo, "but my chief
forte in working with athletes
is something else. It is called
'auto-suggestion' or 'selfsuggestion.'
"I learned it from the late
.Knute Rockne. He was the
ultimate master of the art. It
is the art of making people
perform to their full potential.
I attended many of Rockne's
halftime pep talks at Notre
Dame."

Grippo's powers suddenly
have become an intriguing
and,to some,a titillating facet
in All's attempt to win the
heavyweight crown for the
fourth time against WBC
titleholder Larry Holmes
tonight at Caesars Palace.
Sportscaster Howard Cosell
added a little ginger to the
drama between halves of Monday Night football, saying
there were reports that
Muhammad was submitting
himself to Grippe's mystic

powers for the big test.
Actually, the reports circulated earlier in the week
and gained momentum until
Ali called a few selected
newsmen into his Caesar's
Palace sanctum and confided:
"Jimmy Grippo said he
could help me by building up
my confidence, by giving me a
shot of self-hypnosis," Ali explained with obvious amusement. "He says he'll tell me,
'You'll be strong, you'll have
speed, you'll have coordination.'

? what

Ali admitted later, "Grippo
helped me a lot."
Grippo is a fascinating
sleight-of-hand artist and

amateur psychologist who has
performed before maharajahs
and kings.
Grippo said he has worked
his self-hypnotism technique
with football teams and even
with tennis star Jimmy Connors in his "Winner Take All"
.matches in Las Vegas in the
mid-70s."
"Mostly, I am an entertainer," Grippo says. "I used
to perform at all of hostess
Elsa Maxwell's parties. I've
got to know every president
since Franklin D. Roosevelt."

Rifle Team Defeats Tech In Opening Match
Murray State's rifle team
defeated last year's national
champions, Tennessee Tech,
in Cookeville, Tenn., last
Saturday„ by four points in
their initial outing of the 198081 season.
The

Racers' aggregate

score of 6084 in small bore and
air rifle competition edged the
Golden Eagles' total of 6080 as
Murray triumphed over Tech
for the first time in three
seasons.
Mark Delcottodifary Ann
Schweitzer, WHAM Hughes
and Scott Lewandowski corn-

bined for Murray's small bore
total of 4578 compared to
Tech's 4589. Shelly Soncrant
teamed with Delcotto, Hughes
and Lewandowski in firing
1506 total points in the air rifle
competition for the Racers,

Dixieland Center-Murray, Ky.

Today's
Woman

? have

"Man, I been hypnotizing
myself for years."
Grippo, internationally
renowned as a magician and
paid entertainer at Caesar's
Palace, actually did have a
session with Ali prior to the second Leon Spinks fight two
years ago and took credit for
Ali's winning the title a third
time.

AMERICAN LEAGUE
LAIR
Pet Cift
Nest York
100 58
liatunore
10 C
616
lso
I.
Mllwauluse
am
531 16
Haan •
82 74
5a5 17
EC 75
Detroit
525 17
Cleveland
78 79
4171 21vt
Toronto
64 94
405 36
WENT
1-Krineas (Ity
94 64
Silb
Gelded
42 77
516 12st
Minnesota
74 82
474 19
Teslaa
73 XI
468 20
hi
C23 77
k ()wag°
Caldonal
65 92
414 33,
2
Seattle
2010
J73 10
1
a-Cashed demon title
w_',Games
1
Oakland II, Chicago 3
tdinneauta4 Tent& 2, ppd, rain
1029
Baltimore 12, Braun 8
144
latroit II, Toronto 7
892
New York 18, Cleveland 7 •
Kamm City 4, Seattle 1
1116
Milwaukee 10,()sauna 7
1038
Thatidays Gomm
1016
Oakland langtord 19.11) at Chicago
2761 (Dotson 11-10,
2431
Minnesota Zahn 13-18 and Williams 52591
2r at Texas, Matlack 109 and Jenlons
11.11), 2 it-n)
3022
Toronto I Clancy 1344, 64 Berton Tudor
2975 74), in)
2973
Detroit Morns 1514, at New York
(Guidry 16.10), In)
236
Seattle (Bannister 9-12, at Kansas (ley
233 (Martin
9192,5)
227
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
265
253 • Toronto at Bolan
Cleveland at Bahmare, In)
251
Detrud at New York, In)
California at Chicago, m)
622
Minnesota at Kansas Qty,
599
577
Seattle at Texas, ,
(gay games scheduled
691
NATIONAL LEAGUE
659
EAST
652
W
L
Pet GB
Montreal
89 70
.500 191
Philadelphia
88
70
.557
st
187
81 78
PdtstArgh
509
8
185
SI. Innis
72 &
453 17
184
New York
66 CI
415 23
181
Chicago
C 96
181
359 256i
1 179
WEST
178
a e
Houston
576 178
LoS Angeles
89 69
.563
2178
Clnannati
87 72
.547
1>
178
Atlanta
80 77
.510 fOit
San Francisco
73 64
.465 176s
San Diego
71 18
.447 29-2

while Tech countered with
1491 team points.
Murray State, coached by
SFC Carl Martin, will travel to
Bowling Green this Saturday
(Oct. 4) for a match ..with
Western Kentucky at 8 a.m.

Sears

Get your home
ready for

117-.-'••

20% OFF
GAS-FIRED FURNACES
..==EEsEs

Transactions
By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
Anent= League
BOSTON RED SOX -Fired Don Zimmer, manager. Named Johnny Pesky an.
tenni manager
SEATTLE MARINERS-Announced
that Rick Honeycutt, pitcher, has been
suspended for 10 games by the AL for
intentionally damaging a baseball with a
foreign substance "
BASKETBALL
National Basketball Assocalloa
ATLANTA HAWKS--Cut Tim Claxton,
guard.
BOSTON CELTICS-Announced the
retirement of Dave Cowens, center
SEATTLE SUPERSONICS-Waived
Carl Ervin, guard.
UTAH JAZZ-Traded Duck Williams,
guard, to the Cleveland Cavaliers for
future considerations
FOOTBALL
National Football League
KANSAS CITY CHIEFS-Waved
Tony Samuels, tight •end, and Franky
Smith, offensive tackle. Signed Al Dixon,
tight end.
MIAMI DOLE'HINS-Placed Tim
Foley,safety,on the injured reserve Int
Signed Doug Beaudoin,safety
MINNESOTA VIKINGS-Waived Derrd l Luce, linebaCker
NEW YORK JETS-Placed Shafer
Suggs,safety,on the injured reserve list
Signed Tun Moreaco,safety

By The Amelia* Pre=
TENNIS
MADRID,Stein'Al" Guillermo Vibe
of Argentina, loan lers0 4 Cativalovaina,
aid Jose lass (len of Argentina, all min
Mar aecondeuund matches in a 5110,10)
tuarnernent.
Vias deheted Ramey Tanner( France,
64, 62, Lend downed Wagons Papp of
West Gm-many, #2,0.1, and Clem stopped
Rick FageI61,
hi other matches, Austrahan John James
topped Tony Guinimaha 5-7, 63, 64. Ras
Case'ee Gatriel Urpi of Spout 63,1.4 gid
One's Hans Gildeneiger beat Alvaro
Betancourt ii Dakotan 63,6I
'Tracy
BLOOMINGTON, Km AP
Aullan defeated Shed. McInerney 6-1, 60 to
move into the quarterfuials of the Oa=
US Women s Indoor leant, (iuseatwe
ships.
In other notch*, Anne SYnith strape,d
Roar Crags 69,60. Renee HIChards Added
Ann Kryurnura 24,76,6-2 and will meet No 4
seed Dianne Frumhottr, who timed tacit
Sherry Acker 4-6,64,64
KAANAPALL Hawaii (AP) - Poland's
Wogek Elba beat unaiedied Terry Moor 74,
74,6.3 in serunieound prehrrmary exited
bon at the seventh *nal laand Holiday's
Pm Twin,Classic
In other matches-Ref Retell beg Johan
grak of South Mrs* 7.5, 6-2, South Alnwin
Bernie Mithn got past Jeff Boromak 74.7.4,
7-5, and Trey Walt* beet seventh-seeded
Brien Teacher 64,36,6-4
In doubles matches, the top ranked teem
of Peter Ileums and Johri McEnroe beating
Richard Meyer and Bill Scanlon 6-3, 74,7-5.
LEIDBCHENDAM Netherlands i AP)John Sack', topped Eddie Pita 64, 16, 74,while Gene Mayer defeated Torn Clicker of
-Ion the Used day of
the Netherlands, 6-3,6
competition in the Rory Irgernational tcurraineM
BASKETBALL
STU:IC{5(AP -Four teams; New York,
Iowa, Houston and Milwaukee, were dew>
ped from the Women's Prafemional Basketball 1 segue during a financial reorganization leaving the league and note teams for
time 199141 season.
Shersinn Fischer was named de league's
interun congraaraoner, mixeeding league
founder lUll Byrne, who will own and operate
the Tampa Bay learn
FOOTBALL
NEW YORK (API - Running back *Hilly
Suns of Detroit and safety Jeff Nixon of Buffalo were naned the NFL's player, of the
'month for Se:tenter by the Pro Football
Writerk of America.
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DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

BYRON'S
506 N 12th M [aro 6,,

Crlymplc Plaza

75 -2380

Phone

Norwich
Aspirin

Contac
2 HOuR
REL Ev

ON

10's

AC

Fast Pain
Relief
250 Tablets

929

Only

Sugg. Retail $2.29

99°

Limit One

Refreshing

We Keep
Complete
Accurate
Family
Prescription
Records For
Insurance,
Income Tax

24 oz.
CePaC01
Mouthwash
Reg. $1.22
Price

t_ep

Fora Fresh,
Clean-Feeling
Mouth

Yo2u5'
r COoffstMfie

Heartburn
Relief

ret in All's Corner:
Hypnosis," read a front page
headline in a Las Vegas
newspaper Wednesday.

We Can
Easily
Transfer
Your Refill
Prescription
To Byron's
Discount
Pharmacy

With A Smooth
And Pleasant Taste Try

Gaviscon
Liquid Antacid
12 oz. Bottle

$317

Kaopectate

Robitussin
CF

B oz.

Nasal Decongestant

Expectorant

OIL-FIRED FURNACES

Cough Suppressant

ELECTRIC FURNACES

-Distinctive Tailoring
-Fallish Tones
-Superb Styling
-Perfect-put-togethersAs is this sharp tweed blazer
and fully lined skirt - a blend
of sophisticated styling paired
with the ease and comfort
today's woman needs.

4 oz $177

HEAT PUMPS
WOOD-BURNING
FURNACES
forrozorielie

Ascription

WM

SAVE

Aspirin With Maalox
100 Tablets

56 to 492

927

We Honor
PCS,Medimet,
Ky. Public
Assistance
Prescriptions
and Workman's
Compensation

Shipping, installation extra
Sale prices in effect until(date)

CALL SEARS
FOR FREE HOME ESTIMATE

AN
FED

uchingbani Rap, Itb.

Sears will design a system
for your home...installation
and financing available

Sears

Traditional Clothing For Sardinians arid Ladino

Bel Air
Sop. CM.
'-Si,.

762.2310

Mon-Sat. 9:00 a.m.-5 p.m.

COPY AVAILABLE

BEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO.

t

trocrrrn.

For We pr...Kodak.
Brin7Milgour
malty Developing and Printing ksg and a mho,
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9-9
12 Exp
20 Exp.$3.29
$1"
Mon.-Sat.
24
Exp.$3.69
Limit one roil per coupon
36
Exp.
$5.79
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Prices Not Availaide Frcie_CustoNlat 35 or
1-6
Expires Oct. 12 Cou&con Must Accsrmil
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Prices Good Thru Oct.8,1980'
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EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
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Buckingham
Ray has the
fashions for
the woman
who loves to
dress well

Sports In Brief

We,damday's Games
Pittatunifti 10, New York 5
Moans! 11, St Lams 0
Pfillidelphia 5, Chicago ti
Omaha 2 Sam Diego 1
Heaton 5, Atlanta 2
11.6 Angeles a San Enact..
Thissiby's Genes
Chicago (Krulaa 915, el Philadelphia
10.7,,
Walk
In)
Atlanta i Beggs 11-9, 64 Houston Nairn
16121. in)
1911 Angeles ,Golliz 74, * Sari Fran'
ciato Blue 1410), m
Only garnes scheduled
Friday's Games
Philadelphia at Montreal. In,
Chicago at Pittabirgh ri
Atlanta at Clannraita. ( n
New York at S1.1 oak n,
Houstai at Ira Angeles, n
San tatigo at San Fl-ancur.o. n

"yrs-vs-vsvs

ir

vs vs

Meal° 4omfn

1-1-1rfirlf
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Expos, Phillies Square Off This Weekend

Astros Find Ace In The Hole As
Ruhle Hurls 6-Hitter Past Braves
- By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Back in August, it seemed
the cards were stacked
Virdon.
He had lost J.R. Richard to
a stroke and Nolan Ryan,
another of baseball's top pitchers, was not up to par.
What the Houston Astros'
manager needed was an ace in
hole — and that's what he got
in Vern Ruhle.
The most pleasant surprise
of the Asttos' staff stayed in
there pitching Wednesday
night, hurling a six-hitter to
lead the National League West_
leaders to a 5-2 victory over
the Atlanta Braves,
"I'm not worried about what
I've done lready," said Ruhle
after improving his record to a
sparkling 12-4. "I'm just looking down the road. We've gig
to look at what's ahead and
take this thing one game at a
time."
The victory kept the Astros
two games in front of the Los
Angeles Dodgers, 8-1 winners
over the San Francisco
Giants.
Elsewhere in the NL. Montreal defeated St. Louis 8-0;
Philadelphia tripped Chicago
5-0; Cincinnati edged San
. Diego 2-1 and Pittsburgh

:rigs to record his 11th victory
in his last 12 decisions against
them.
Expos 8,Cardinals 0
Andre Dawson stroked three
hits, drove in two runs and
scored a pair to spark Montreal over St. Louis. David
Palmer, 8-6, scattered six hits
and struck out 10 to gain the
key victory.
The Expos' victory kept
their one-half-game lead over
Philadelphia in the NI.East.
Dodgers 8, Giants 4
The Expos broke the game
open with five runs in the
Joe Ferguson belted a home
run and a triple and drove in
seventh. Dawson had a runsix runs to lead Los Angeles scoring single in the inning.
over San Francisco.
The NL East race will be
The Dodgers scored their
decided this weekend, when
first four runs in the second in- the Expos and Phillies play a
make-or-break, three-game
ning with four straight hits off
loser Ed Whitson, 11-12, in- series. The Expos are idle today, while the Phillies finish
cluding Ferguson's two-run
up their series with the Cubs.
triple.
Ferguson got another RBI in
Phillies 5, Cubs 0
Steve Carlton hurled a
the third on a fielder's choice,
brilliant two-hitter, throwing
and three more in the fifth
when he belted his eighth no-hit ball until the eighth innhome run of the year. The six ing, as he pitched and batted
RBI were a career high for the Philadelphia past Chicago.
The two-time Cy Young
Dodger catcher, who has
driven in five runs on three Award winner gave up only a
leadoff single to Mike Vail in
other occasions.
The victory ,went to Burt the eighth and a base hit by
Hooton, 14-8, who continued Bill Buckner in the ninth.
his mastery over the Giants. Carlton, 24-9, struck out 10
He worked the first seven inn-, overall to raise his National
outscored New York 10-5.
Terry Pail hit a three-run
double to key a four-run second inning for Houston. Alan
Ashby led off the frame with a
double off Phil Niekro, 15-17.
Niekro retired the next two
batters before walking Joe
Morgan and Cabe11 to load the
bases.

NI Roundup

Leagueleading total to 286.
Carlton's sacrifice fly capped a four-run soventh inning
against Dennis Lamp, 10-13.
Mike Schmidt hit his 45th
homer and Greg Luzinski his
19th in the rally.
Reds 2,Padres 1
George Foster's two-run
homer in the ninth inning led
Cincinnati over San Diego.
Foster's homer, his 24th,
followed Junior Kenndey's infield hit and tagged Bob
Shirley, 11-12, with the loss.
Toni Hume, 9-10, pitched
one inning in relief of Tom
Seaver for the victory.
Earlier, the Padres had
taken a 1-0 lead on Dave Winfield's eighth-inning RBIgroundout.
Pirates 10, Mets 5
Dave Parker drove in three
runs and relief pitcher Enrique Romo blasted a grand
slam homer, helping Jim Bibby win his 19th game, as Pittsburgh defeated New York.
Parker hit a two-run homer
in the first inning off Ray Burris, 7-13, and drove in another
run with an infield out in the
fifth.
Bibby, 19-6, allowed eight
hits and three runs before giving way to Romo, who earred
his 11th save.

Jackson Takes Matters Into Own
Hands With Home Run, Four RBIs
By ALEX SACHARE
Al'Sports Writer
New York had lost three in a
row, tying its longest losing
streak of the season. Since
Saturday, Baltimore had
wiped out more than half of
the Yankees' lead in the
American League East, cutting it from 5i-2-to 21,2-games.
Reggie Jackson had had
enough.
So Jackson took matters into his own hands. He belted a
-home run and drove in four
runs as the Yankees broke
their tpree-game losing streak
with a vengeance, hitting five
home runs and beating the
Indians
18-7
Cleveland
Wednesday night. New York
piled up 37 total bases in its
highest scoring game of the
season.
The Yankees' lead over
Baltimore remained 2½ games, since the Orioles
outscored the Boston Red Sox
12-8, but New York's magic
number for clinching the division title was reduced to two.
The Yankees can clinch a tie
by beating Detroit at home
tonight, but Baltimore has the
night off so the race will last
until at least Friday.
Elsewhere, the Kansas City
Royals beat the Seattle
Mariners 4-1, the Oakland it's
defeated the Chicago White
Sox 11-3, the Detroit Tigers
topped the Toronto Blue Jays
11-7 and the Milwaukee
Brewers
outscored
the
California Angels 10-7. The
Minnesota -Texas
doubleheader was rained out.
The Yankees collected 18
hits off four Cleveland pitchers. Oscar Gamble, Aurelio
Rodriguez, Rick Cerone and

Cowens
Retires

after Don Zimmer Was fired
earlier Wednesday.
Ken Singleton belted two
doubles and a pair of singles,
driving in four runs, and Eddie Murray, Terry Crowley
and Rich Dauer drilled
homers to lead Baltimore's attack. The Orioles pounded
Boston starter Dennis
Eckersley for eight hits and
seven runs in less than four innings, then put away the game
Orioles 12, Red Sox 8
Baltimore won its fifth in a with a five-run fifth against
row to stay on the Yankees' relievers Bill Campbell and
heels. Dennis Martinez, who Luis Aponte.
Royals 4, Mariners 1
pitched a five-hitter on MonGeorge Brett climbed back
day, worked 31-3 innings of
twohit relief to nail down the into the race for .400, going 3for-3 and raising his average
victory.
The game was Boston's first to .391 with a home run and
under interim Manager two doubles for Kansas City.
"It's possible," Brett said
Johnny Pesky, who took over
Bobby Brown pined Jackson
with home runs, and Gamble
matched his four RBI.
Jackson's homer was his
39th of the season,the most hit
by a Yankee since Roger
Mans slugged his record 61 in
1961.

AL Roundup

after adding four points onto
his season average and also
collecting his 502nd plate appearance, which officially
qualifies him for the batting title.
Tigers 11, Blue Jays 7
Steve Kemp drove in two
runs to raise his season total to
101 as the Tigers beat Toronto.
Detroit broke the game open
with a six-run third inning that
included a run-scoring single
by Kemp. Mark Fidrych got
the victory even though he
allowed five runs in five innings.
A's 11, White Sox 3
Mike Norris scattered nine
hits in his 22nd Complete game
of the season, raising his
record to 22-9 as the A's
coasted past Chicago.

Friday,Oct.3rd.6:00-10:00
AN INTERCO
CO.

N I TI
CO.

`
ZIT%J. SZYT,t1-y

Jeans
Any

Coat

Cords
or Vest

4'*`•
at
PN Hirsch &Co.
Murray Ky.

Off
lis-screcincenonne

Good Only 10-3-80
6:00-10:00 p.m.

All Men's Basic

Jeans

See Page 6
For Other PN Hirsch
Moonlight Sales

SPORTING GOODS
753-7113

Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

We buy-seH-trede or pawn
900 axn.-9:00 p.m. Mon.Sat. 1,00-600 Sun.

1000

FREE
Shirt
Transfers
FREE
Handbags

500
Levi Belts

75%

Bear
Polar LTD
Compound
Bow

Marlin
336
30030 Rifle

Moccasins
Up To

$295

Reg.$139.95

Special 10988 sp.$,..11888

OFF

All Other Jeans
Levi, Wrangler, Lee
Glory

Land Lover, Faded

• Converse
All Star
Canvas Shoes

Wilson
300
Basketball

Reg.614.99

Reg. $9.99
$488

JUNIOR GOLF WINNERS — Trophy winners in the junior golf program, supervised this
past summer at the Murray Country Club by Mrs. Linda Jones, left, and Al Jones, right,
included these youngsters: seated, from left, Jessica Brannon, Christi West, Meredith
Howe, Heather Hughes, Karin Fandrich and Lee Holcomb; middle row, Mike
Muehleman, Dean Shoemaker, Jon Muehleman, Bill Fandrich, Russ McCutcheon and
Jeffrey Brannon; back row, Lisa Shoemaker, Anne Bloom, Anne Marie Hale, Jimmy
Brannon and Jason Killington. Other winners not present for the picture were Chip
Atkins, Mark Waldrop, Mark Erwin, Jon Overbey, Robert Billington and Stacy McMillin.

BOSTON
AP) — Dave
Cowens, worthy successor to
the Bill Riiesell era of the
Boston Celtics, has ended a
decade of accomplishment
with the stunning announcement of his retirement.
Throughout his career, the
6-foot-8 center had been
plagued by back, leg and foot
A total of 25 trophies recentproblems. In dropping his
ly were awarded to winners in
bombshell Wednesday, he said
the age group categories of the
those injuries had taken their
annual junior golf tournament
toll.
at the Murray Country Club,
Cowens came to the Celtics
...an event climaxing 10 sessions
one year after the retirement
of weekly play.
of Russell, who led the team to
Supervised by Mrs. Jerry
11
National
Basketball
(Linda) Jones and Al Jones
Association titles in 13
with the assistance of Gary
seasons, had left a gap at
Sullivan, the youngsters
center.
wound up their season Aug. 7
with the day-long tournament,
the winners in which were:
Boys, beginners playing
In yesterday's list of divithree holes: Jeffrey Brannon,
sion winners in the Parent52.
Child golf tournament held at
Boys 8 and 9 ye-a..., el age,
the Oaks Country
„Club,,thF 9Fan12 Mother and Child-Winning
drich, fiist, 49. Dean
team of Tern and Carita
and
Jon
Shoemaker
Lamb was omitted.
Muehleman finished in a tie

25 Trophies Awarded To
MCC Jr. Golf Winners

Correction

Olympic Plaza

Girls, 8 and 9 years of age,
playing six holes: Meredith
Howe, first, 49; and Jessica
Brannon,second,96.
Girls, 10 andll years of age,
playing nine holes: Lee
Holcomb,first, 60; and Christi
West,second,106.
Boys, 12 and 13 years of age,
Girls, 12 and 13 years of age,
playing 18 holes: Mark
playing nine holes: Anne
Waldrop, first, 103; Jason BillBloom, first, 69; Anne Marie
ington, second, 164; and JimHale, second, 79; and Lisa
my Brannon,third, 115.
Shoemaker,third,81.
Boys, 14 and older, playing
Robert Billington was the
Billington,
18 holes: Robert
medalist winner among the
first, 86; Jon Overbey,second,
boys, while Lee Holcomb's 60
87; and Mark Erwin,third 90.
was the lowest score posted
Girls, 7 years Mel 31,nd
among the girls.
iger, playing three hot%:
Anne Marie Hale and JefFandrich, first,- SO; frey Branton were the winHeather Hughes, second, 44;
ners of the -47.:cnt improved
and Stacy McMillin,third,57.
trophies.
with 52 with Muehleman winning a sudden death playoff.
Boys, 10 and 11 years of age,
playing nine holes: Mike
Muehleman, first, 55; Chip
Atkins, second, 57; and Chris
Jackson,third,68.

4
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HEALTH
Check cause of pain

iAr

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR LAMB
What
is the difference between a
peptic ulcer and a luatal
hernia? I often wake up
around 6 a.m. with a pain in
my chest about four or five
inches below my throat. I also
have this pain about an hour
after breakfast. Maalox tablets seem to keep the pain
under control but I don't want
to take them longer than
necessary. Would a glass of
wine before dinner have any
adverse effect on this condition? Would orange juice at
breakfast irritate it?
DEAR READER -- First
things first. You should find
out what the nature of your
pain is and what's causing it.
Four or five inches below
your throat puts it in the middle of your chest. Ulcers usually do not cause pain in this
area.
You can have some irritation of the esophagus and esophageal spasm which can
cause pain in this area. That
7•an be aggravated by a regur-

taa

gitation of acid contents of the
stomach up into the lower for most people but it does
esophagus. ,This can occur contain acid and if you want
with or without a hernia of the to avoid aggravating an- irrismall portion of the stomach tated esophagus or an ulcer.
it's probably one of the things
through the diaphragm.
I'm sending you my new you could do without. If a perissue of The Health Letter son finds out that a specific
number 15-10,- Understanding food irritates him, it's very
Ulcers and Acidity. It will simple Don't use it.
I want to impress upon you
give you more detailed information about peptic ulcers the importance of defining the
and how they have markedly nature of your chest pain and
decreased in our society. what's causing it. Sometimes
Other readers who want this people think they have
issue can send 75 cents with a indigestion when in fact they
long, stamped, self-addressed have heart disease. The differenvelope for it. Send your ence in treatment is enorrequest to me, in care of this mous. In other words, go see
newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, your doctor.
Radio City Station, New York,
DEAR DR. LAMB - I have
NY 10019.
To answer your specific been told there is an aneuquestions, if you have irrita- rysm in the carotid artery on
tion of the esophagus or if you my right side., The beating .in
had an ulcer, certainly wine my ear causes me to lose
before dinner or at any other much sleep. It doesn't bother
time is something you should me much in the daytime. Can
it be repaired by surgery or is
avoid. Alcohol tends to stimu- it better left
alone'
late the production of stomach acid. Orange juice is great

A Special Interest Course on
the "Old Testament Prophets" will be offered by Dr.
Paul Blankenship, sponsored
by the Murray-Calloway
County Ministerial Association, in the Life and Learning
evening series of non-credited,
sessions, starting on
Thursday, Oct. 16 from 7 to 9
p.m.
The series of session will
last over four Thursdays, including Oct. 16, 23, 30, and
Nov. 6, at the same tithe each
evening.
Old Testaments Prophets to
be explored include Amos,
Hosea, Isaiah, Jeremiah, and
Ezekiel — their life, message,
and times.
......
It is assumed the sessions
will be held in Faculty Hall on
either the first or second floor,
but further announcement will
be made, a spokesman said.
Persons may sign hp with
anyone of the local churches
for a fee of $7 or through Stan
Key's office on the Murray
State Campus,
Dr. Blankenship is a Ph.D.

DIAMOND

EARRINGS and
64. PENDANTS

30%
OFF
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A Style For Every Taste ...
A price for all budgets.
Choose from Dozens of
Styles THIS MONTH ONLY!
Also Aroilable at
MICHELSOWS In Mayfield

FREE
—Big Bell

Buy or Layaway
any single
•
Diamond of 'et.'
S200 or more
A 550
Value,

II

Uncle Jeff's
Health & Beauty
Aid Department

P_

51 AJilTrSi 55%
Wie oce.91

•
eVe . Psfe

GE FM/AM
CLOCK RADIO

FM AM Dial and Hand
Clock Radio
Jock
model with highly legible dial
scale
acid
tact •Wake-to-firtusic •Slicfe-rufe
dial 03"2"

Layaway Now or Charge It.

MICHELSONt
7

letx,ch'itS

140 STAR PENDANT

intra-lied
Inaistwgew
0
11111011140.

Noir'
"Infra-Red"

"Massagett"
Nifty
5 In 1 MASSAGER
Theme
Book

scholar in the field of the
history of Judeao-Christian
Thought and taught religion at
Lambuth College for 16 years
prior to beginning his ministry
at South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church
where he now is pastor.

• Enjoy refreshing massage
with or without heat
• 3600 patting movements
each minute
• Great for all-over general body
massage
• Lightweight and comfortable
• Instruction booklet
268-01

Wire-O-Bound
150 Sheets
No. 5849
College Rule

Ford Will Speak
SOMERSET, Ky. (Al!) —
Sen. Wendell Ford, D-Ky., will
speak Friday at the 53rd annual convention of the
Democratic Women's Club of
Kentucky, the women's club
announced.
Highlights of the meeting
Friday and Saturday also will
include a Lake Cumberland
boat ride and the election of a
new state president. The
meeting will be at the Holiday
Inn in Somerset.
Mary Ann Johnson of
Somerset and Kay Ann
Wilburn of Shelbyville are
seeking the presidency of the
club. The current president is
Alberta Johnson of Catlettsburg.

Iimmoommook

lyana
c nne)it t •,beaker •VValr•,,t grin
a
finish on polystyrene

'Old Testament Prophets
Course Will Be Taught

o$SALE NOW!
cez

1/EAR READER
An
aneurysm is a sacular dilitalion of an' artery., You can
have such a change in many
different arteries. The common large one is of the
abdominal aorta You can
have one,of an artery in the
brain or elsewhere.
Just what needs to be done
depends upon a careful evaluation of each specific case,
but I would like to assure you
that most aneurysms can be
surgically corrected unless
they are in a strategic location in the brain. Most of those
in the body, or even if you
have one in the neck, can be
surgically removed and a
graft put in to replace the
damageil artery Surgery on .
the arteries of the neck is relatively common in the hands
of experienced cardiovascular
surgeons. See a good medical
cardiologist first and see if he
thinks you need such a procedure

OA&;s

Sale

87
listerine
Antiseptic

Kills Germs
That Couse Bad
Breoth 01 Bottle 32 c:

For Baby And You
Gentle Enough To Use
fverydoy
11 oz

No Frizz, No Odor
Regular or Extra Curly

$ 1 79
Soli

Johnson's
Baby
Shampoo

Rave
Soft Perm
Refil
Sale $209.

I

Di- Gel
Anti Gas
Antacid

$1 59

Noxzema
Skin Cream

DI GELI
D GEL

Regular or Lemon Orange
12 oz. Liquid
100-Tablets

$1 1

THURMAN'S
FURNITURE

IEE

hirt
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ear
r LTD
pound
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30 •
NIGHT
TRIAL

6

Sale

Sale Your Choice

to have a
We want you mornings
month of good
as our guest...
Posturepedic
Sealy
any
Buy
nights, 30
foi- 30
be
set. Iry it
mornings. You must
buy
good
satisfied or we'll
100%
exchange for
.or
back..
offer
vt
bedding. Great
selling
other
America's No. 1
on
mattress."

NOXIPIA.

Greaseless-Medicated
6 oz. Jar

Bayer
Aspirin

BAYE
R
ASPIRIN

Gillette
Atra
Shaving
Cartridge
$

Fast Pain Re let
100 Tablets

1 18

129

$

Sale

Pack of 5

Northern Compact
Pocket Pistol
Professional Dryer

Sole

Gem
Nail
Clipper

1200 Watts. 2 Heats, 2 Speeds,
Lightweight Design, Model 1889

Regular 59 Sale

29'

ilson
300
ketball

g $9.99

$i188

Norelco
Toaster Range

P STUREPEDIC
We know you'll be pleased with Sealy Posturepedic,
because it's more than a mattress. Its the Unique
Back Support System: Designed in cooperation
with leading orthopedic surgeons for firm support
without sacrificing comfort .. and no morning backache from sleeping op a too-soft mattress.

Regular Size

Mfg Rebate $5.00

19

2 Pc. Set

269
Sale$9

Myadec
High Potency Vitamins
With Minerals

100 Plus 30
free
Bottle Of
130

MURRAY, Ky.

It Toasts - It Bakes - It Broils
Designed For Everyones
Kitchen In Brushed
Aluminum With Black Trim
No. TO-4400 -

Full-Size 12 Inch Skillet
Is Perfect For Families
Perfect For Convenient
Table Top Cooking
No. 06521

creA:14
Crest
Toothpaste
Regular or Mint Flavored
5 Oz. Tube

86

Sale

COPY AVAILABLE

Desitin
Skin
Care
Lotion
Regular or
Baby fresh
Scent
10 07

DESITIN
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Smith & Wesson
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i'Weehriere'D'iVors •
HIGHWAY 641---MURRAY, KY
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:pi, Uncle Jeff's Clothing Dept.
Tio
&
-41. 1"-.3*116
Ladies
Ladies

By Ramblers
Reg. $14.99

Head Scarves

Sale

One Style

Save $5.00

Daytime 30's
Reg. $3.14

10000 Nylon
Reg. 59' & 69'

$Q99

Sale

Save70
'
Per
Box

254

Sale

$244
Per Bo.

Tube
Socks

True Flight
Hunting Arrow

15
38 Special Nickel, 4" Barrell
Reg. $208.00

Sole

1 88"
walks

Only

49'

171
1

$1 99

Mens

Large
Selection

Boys

$1 69

Men's Velour

.999.$1 099

Smith & Wesson
Model 27
357 Mag., 6" Bbl.
Presentation Case
Reg. $345.00

Ladies
Dee Cee

Shirts

Overalls

By Live Wires
and Citation
Several Colors &
Styles To Choose
From Reg. $9.99

Reg. $21.99

Sale Price

$788
Reduced to Only

$ 688
Save $5.11
Junior Sizes

Annodized Aluminum
Plastic Fletch
Bjorn Nocks
Insert
31"-55/65 Lb.
Reg. $1.99

The
"Arrow Catcher
Target
Designed for compound bows
It's Self Healing
Reg. $18.87

1 399

Sale $

,
111111a4wIsgmmv

kid Power

Leather Action
Wear
Sale Priced at

Wholesale Prices 11---1—.-r

$21700
Ut

Smith Model
& Wesson

Kentucky
Wildcat
Over The Calf

Placemates

Model 59
Nickel 9 mm 14 Shot
with 2 Clips
Reg. $339.54

az=
Pampers

Loafers

All Shotgun Shells,
Handgun and Rifles
Cartridges

Sale

$32700

Deerfield
Scope

3x-9x 40 MM with High Mount Rings
Waterproofed Reg. $59.00
or
Bushnell Sportview
Scope
3x-9x 32MM Reg. $49.50

Your Choice Sale

$440°

Uncle Jeff's has the largest selection under 1 roof of hardware, paint, automotive,
plumbing, electrical, sporting goods, health and beauty aids, housewares, clothing
and shoes, toys, a complete camera department and the lowest priced discount
pharmacy in the entire area. Everything At Discount Prices.

Super Specials From Uncle Jeff's Hardware Dept.
Triple
Wall

•

6" x 24" - 30 Gauge

Stove
Pipe

•

11

Stove
Pipe

6"x24"

$2
3
99
6"x 36"

$1 67
Joint

$3399
20 Gallon
Metal
Galvanized

._ . .
-----,„_,
Stove
Boards

32x24

Franklin Type

Wood Burning

Stove

36x48 $2 99
36x54 $2399

Fire
Extinguishers

Uses Coal or Wood

139"

Trash Can

With Mounting Brackets

With Lid

A, B, C Reg. $23.99

$637

Sale $1 999

A

s"

6 Lb. Reg. $14.97

.
U
Sale

B,C Reg. $11.57
$997

.•

in

1 599

1111
rar.1:,

0

Stanley Splitting

Clear View

Maul

Clothes
Line

8 1.1). Reg. $15.97

Sale

wait
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I)

Stanley
5 Lb.

Wedge

Vinyl Covered
Twisted Wire Center

Reg $6.91

SO Ft. Reg. $2.37

$1300

$
5
47

Sale

Sale

Sale
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When To Suspect Child Abuse
FRANKFORT, Ky.- When
should someone suspect a
childis being abused? The appearance and behavior of the
abused child are keys, says
Dr. Susan Turner, a Department for Human Resources
psychologist. While it is important to report a child abuse
case, it also is important td be
cautious in identifying child
abuse, she said. It is not
unusual for a 12-year-old to
have a bruise or to be aggressive with other children.
Also, most parents occasional-

ly become angry
with their
children and do or
say
something that might be considered abusive.
But if some of the
following
signs are seen frequently
in a
child, it is tune to
consider
contacting the local Bureau
for Social Services
office:
- Repeated injuries,
such
as bruises, welts and
burns
- Very sby and
withdrawn
behavior
- Dirty, shabby,
outgrown
clothing or the appearance
of
malnutrition

WASHINGTON (AP) - A
new consumer organization
which contends auto insurance rates are too high
says Kentucky gives
policyholders a better break
than most states.

surance Consumer Organization contends carriers collect
about ;46 million a year too
much in premiums in Kentucky or about II percent of the
estimated premiums. The
organization's report contends
overcharges nationally are $4
billion yearly.

A report by the National In-

1407W. Main

CiNeV101%T
.

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities

4111W

We Gladly Accept Food Stamps

Register For 10 Free Owen's Famous
Pit Baked Hams To Be Given Away!
ls eCie6EAM „. .i.s1 gal $1" SPAGHETTI &
69"‘
eA.e:
69' BLEACH
39'
NOODLES
69' SPAGHETTI
69'
TUNA
89' GRAPE DRINK •
99'
RAVIOLI
69' GRAPE JUICE
159
MEATBALLS

PEPSI

Fri. & Sat. 8-8
Open 8-7
Mon.-Thurs.

Seeill
'-'4't -15 oz.

5 oz.

r

Breast-O-Chicken

32 oz.

Bovardee
6sP•szhetb
JI.I'mo Pol?

Red Cross*

Chung King Chow Mein

394

Welch's

cyst
—

to'

46 oz.

. 6 oz.

Welch's

Chef Boy Ar Dee

Krey
Vacuum Pack

TUNA
SALMON

Double()Pink

Libby)
1`. Ubbsp
4 libby't

Libby Fruit

‘i tOcErPO
PIFIUL°1 .11

COCKTAIL.. .4# 4.„0,

.9

oz.

5

oz.

GREEN BEANS
CATSUP
Del Monte

$1 19

MEAL

ATpo

CORN

Paso*
Ii %oasis

160z

('BoNN
8tutt

56
Lb.

With $12.50 Additional'
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco & Dairy Products

Reynolds Heavy Duty

FOIL.

1
1
lb $1

GLASS PLUS
3/sloo
PLEDGE
_ .:
3/89'
- CLEANER WIPRAYER
Now For The First Time...
THE
lBoz.159
5109

Fantastick

51 19

$

09

CUTLETS

.

STEAK
WIENERS

.

cloc
1

WIENERS .

1 lb

$109
O

.
QC
lb

/

lb

$1

FRANKS.

$1 79

99'
99'

CHICKEN ,-.1 ........_
CHICKEN

--Barbecue

$329

"
-

-

$1

.,.

Golden Ripe

lb

9 Pieces(Whole Chicken) Fried,

119c

5/100
$

3 lb. Bag Red Delicious

89

—
.

DAIRY
.
I

•

Hyde POI k

APPLES .

lb

.

lb

Krey Jumbo

12 oz.
.
.

Field

LEGS

BOLOGN

lb

PRODUCE

3 Lb . Bag Golden Delicious

$219

Aeat

VOLutAES 2'15
0119
earn
0,,ly Learning
!a
Fun
Ice
ctaitc1rery
For `10ur

PEPPERS

lb

or whole

99e

070JFN

Bell

$329

Eckrich All M

$259

Field Pro Leaguer

h_Cfre Chicken, _

HAM ,,,

onW

ME arm.
A•0
,

GRAPES

lb

Owen's Famous Pit Baked

69

BANANAS
CARROTS .

lc
c

.---It
f
i ,LJ

$1 97

MILK

g.
01

Hyde Park Homogenized
'MILK

',-gal

Hyde Park Lo-Cal Green Top

MILK

V

1 I h.

$100
Hyde Park

BUTTERMILK

89

lb

.1•"-

2
.1

4
"'
;
.1

rw

r:•••
I

115
,

St/Sr
gal

,

r.

rnpv avAlL ABLE

• __

\IOW*1

usitAity

White

Barbecue

BEEF

lb

Sirloin

$239
'

0
ir

SESAME STEM-a

Lb

-

Barbecue

RIBS

lb

Extra lean Pork

89C

Texize

Steakc-z$239

DELI
$ '9

ROAST

Limit-5 - Lbs

Chicken Fry

Steak
$2!
9
/

YOU'VE TRIED THE REST
NOW TRY THE BEST

Boston Butt Pork

\

5 II; $1 89

Texize

T-Bone

Lb

PORK STEAK

U. S. No. 1
Russet

SESAME STREET'
LIBRARY

Ground
Beef
$1 39

Extra Lean

Choice Of 1 With
S12.50 Order
Both With
$25.00 Order
All 3 With
$35.00 Order

Potatoes

Economy

3-5 Lb. Pk q

Bonus Special

S 1 99

5 lb.

Del Monte Golden Cream Style

Phone 753:5782
I D. Workman Owner

Johnson Lemon

. Rosedale Golden Cream Style

44 oz

Sunflower Self Rising

12 Oz.

Pride Of Ill. Cream Style

17 oz.

95
8
$

R\P

At 5 Points
Murray Ky.

3189'
15oz 3/89'

Bush Great Northern

4-6 Cyl.

University
Gulf Service

With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco I Dairy Products
Bush Red Kidney

Tune Up

95
$10

Limit-3

$219
BEANS
59'
BEANS
39' CORN
139
CORN
99' DOG FOOD
3/sla SPRAY & WASH

. 17 oz.

.ibby's Blue Lake Cu

BACON

V-8

24 oz.

_ ,•••

Star Kist

15 oz.

Alignment

Limit-3
With $12.50 Adeitionat
Purchase Excluding obacco & Dairy Produtts

Oleo

39

32 oz. $1

•
•

Oil Filter
$1 295
Lube 5 Qt 10-40-Oil

794

Blue Bonnet
Or Parkay

15 oz.

SPECIAL
SERVICE

Gulf

Coke or
pe si

Chef Boy Ar Dee

Clorox

••
•

2 Liter

7534682

3E"cococil

ihiiriibpie
l

•

- Disruptive behavior
- Actions that make the
(Aid .appear like a "little
adult," such as smoking and
drinking coffee at a very
young age.
The parent's behavior may
also be an indicator:
Unusually critical of the
child
- Apparently unconkned
by the child's Injury or ready
with an unlikely explanation
of the injury's cause
- Distrustful of others,
perhaps isolated from the
community
- Expressing unrealistic
expectatibn,s,for the child, considering the child's age
Frequently saying how
"nervous" their children
make them
- Exhibiting very low,selfesteem
- Seeming to be uncomfortable relating to their child in
another adult's presence
- Over-reacting with extreme anger when a child
makes small mistakes.

Gra&p Says State Has
Good Car Insurance Rates -

PREPARING FOR ROAD BLOCK - The Murray High and Calloway County High
School Teens Who Care clubs will be holding raod blocks at major intersections this
weekend. Proceeds will go to the local senior citizens organization. According to
Tripp Thurman, head of the senior citizens organization, recent budget cuts have
reduced state dunding by about $18,000. He added he appreciates all efforts made by
both clubs. Pictured when the Calloway club visited senior citizens in the hospital
were (from left, from row) Lori Harrell; Louis Butler, patient; and Tina Brandon, senior
citizens co-chairman.(Second row)Sherry Garner, senior citizens chairman; fan Wyatt,
hospital activities assistant di-ector; Heloise Roberts, hospital activities director; and
Kristi Waldrop.

Ma°

•
•

'f":"

,

$il 15
2

gal
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Child Abuse

I CAN'T CONCENTRATE
MARCIE-Alt-I CAN THINK
OF 15 THAT KIP CALUN6
ME'GOLF BALL NO5E"

P551,51g,DID
NE MENTION
ANY PARTICULAR
BRAND OF
GOLF BALL/

PONT LET IT BOT14ER
140U, 5IR..REAP YOUR
BOOK AND PUT IT OUT
OF YOUR MIND

MARCIE

What Happens
To The Children?
EDITOR'S NOTE: This is
the second of a four-part
series exploring the possible
causes of child abuse and solutions to the problem.
FRANKFORT, Ky.. — The
cuts and bruises of physical
abuse can heal quickly,
perhaps without leaving a
mark. But the emotional scars
and
physical
from
psychological abuse can last a
lifetime.
It is the hidden side of child
abuse. But it is just as important to treat, health professionals believe.
It might be easier to treat
the psychological scars of

child abuse if the abuse is separates discipline from
treated early. But abuse is not abusiveness; he said.
One key is that the abusive
easy to • define or detect,
mental-health experts say. parent usually launches a perThe bruise on a child's face sonal attack against a child
might be the result of a punch rather than criticizing the
from an angry father, but it child's behavior, he said.
To say, 'That's bad
could also be a remnant from
behaviar' is very different
a fight with the school bully.
Psychological abuse may be from saying, 'That's a bad
even More difficult to define boy,'" Stratton said.
Parents who don't abuse
and detect, says Dr. R. Paul
Stratton, a psychologist at the their children usually make
Franklin County Comprehen- the distinction. "Those
parents say, 'I don't like what
sive Care Center.
Parents have different ways you're doing, but I love you,"
of disciplining their children. said Stratton.
of
sign
Another
Stratton said recently. There
is no simple yardstick that psychological abuse 48 frequent shouting and swearing
at the children, he said.
Dr. Susan Turner, a Department for Human Resources
psychologist, believes inconsistent discipline by parents is
another indicator of
psychological abuse. For example, one day a mother
screams at her daughter for
not Making her bed, while the
next day the mother says
nothing about the unmade
bed.
Abuse is not only the actions
of a parent against a child. It
can be the basis of the way the
parent and child act toward
each other,Stratton said.
Many young children grow
accustomed to abuse and

!
NOW
00SALE
Ladies'
All Alen's and
DIAMOND
CLUSTERS
1/3 1/2
to OFF
crz,"

Every Style and
Every Price Slashed
This Month Only!
Also Available In Mayfield
at MICHELSON'S

FREE

AN Types of Bagged Feed Are Now A yailable

4

ntroductory Specials

layaway Now For Christmas
or Charge It.

MICHELSON'S g
4\*C7-1r4,,>" 9;yri..IdeN,
_...)

How DID You
GET TO BE THE
GENERAL'S AIDE?

IM JUST TOADY ENOUGH
FOR HIM WITHOUT BEING
Too TOADY

IT ISN'T EASY STRIKING
JUST THE RiGHT BALANCE.
OF TOADINESS

.15
.7
0
I HAD AN ARTIST
PAINT MY

PORTRAIT

HE CAPTuRED THE INNER ME-NOBLE YET COMPASSIONATE

DO YOu
THINK

WHAT

A

I LIKE THE THRONE
BUT THE CROWN _
LOOKS TACKY

. Treatment for the abused
child- also is varied, Stratton
said. Extensive counseling
often is called for. Successful
treatment of the parent's problems often plays a crucial
part in treating the child. The
parent often needs to learn the
basic skills of parenthood,
such as trying to understand
the child's feelings.

FEED FEED FEED

1

Buy or Layaway
any single
Diamond of
$200 or more
A $50
Value! 45 STAR ROWANS

learn to try to evoke it, he
said. The youngster learns
that after an incident the
abusive parent usually feels
guilty and tries to comfort the
child. That comfort is seen by
the child as love and attention,
so he often is willing to accept
the abuse to get the affection,
Stratton said.
Young children also have no
way of knowing how other
parents behave, so they may
accept their parents' abusive
behavior as normal. It is only
when the Youngster is perhaps
8 or 9 years old that he can
compare his upbringing with
that of other children, he said.
The psychological effects of
child abuse are varied, Stratton said. Anxiety, depression
and aggression are common.
Often the behavior learned as
a child remains in adulthood,
and the abused child grows up
to become an abuser of his
own children.

lb. 86.00

Rabbit Pellets

50

Layer Crumbs

50 lb. $5.60

Hog Pellets 16%

HOLD I T...VONE„TwO
COMING A „ THREE ,.
FOUR„,
CLOSER..
I'LL COUNT
TO FIVE,.
THEN...

50 lb. $6.25

Dog Food 21%

25/50 lb. $4.501$8.75

Shoemaker Seed Processing
4th & Chestnut
753-7666

Storewide
(TV Anniversary
Sale
(//oAlr
"130
20%
°
/0 OFF
Merchandise In Stock
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Celebration Planned Sunday By Church
The
Bethel United
Methodist Church, Murray
Route 3, will celetraLe its
100th anniversary on Sunday,
Oct. 5, with Sunday School at
10 a.m., worship at 11 a.m.
with the pastor, the Rev. Dean
Woodard. as speaker, and a
basket dinner to follow the
worship service.
At 2 p.m. a special service
with singing, former pastors
recognized, and reading of the
church's history will be held.

Some members of the church
will be in costumes of the
1800's.
Oral records relate that at
one time the church stood on
the Cluff Hood farm near what
was started as a family burying ground. Later it took the
name of the church and is now
known as Bethel Cemetery.
On Oct. 2, 1848, Micagah
Dark and wife, Elizabeth,
deeded to A. Hood, M.
Saunders, and Thomas Hood,
one acre of land, with woods
and waters for the purpose of
erecting a church house for
the benefit of the members of
the Methodist Episcopal
Church South. This deed was
recorded April 8, 1854, and
there is no record of a church
being built on this ground until
1880 at which time a frame
church was erected, and
Bethel became a chartered
church and a member of the
Methodist Conference. This
building was used for 73 years.
In the early thirties the
church went into a decline
with poor attendance and Sunday School being discontinued.
In 1934, the Rev. H. P.
Blankenship became pastor
and through his ministry,
members and others in the
community began to take an
active interest in church affairs and the church started to
grow.
New members were added
and in 1953 there was felt the
need for a new church building
with classrooms for the grow-

Motion Rejected
By Judge In Trial
Of Four Persons

SY STRIKING
T BALANCE.

),o,21NE55

. THRONE
•ROWN ).:
,C KY

LONDON, Ky. 1AP1 —
Federal Judge Eugene Siler
Jr. rejected a defense motion
Wednesday for a directed verdict of acquittal in the trial of
four Leslie County men accused of mail fraud in connection
with the November 1977 election.
Siler also announced that
seven hours would be set aside
Thursday
for closing
arguments in the case.
Defendrits are Leslie County Judge C. Allen Muncy;
Leslie County Attorney
McKinley Morgan; Danny
Ray Morgan, an employee of
the Leslie County school
system; and attorney Edmond
Collett.
They are charged with 10
counts of mail fraud and one
count of conspiracy in connection with the alleged preparaion of false absentee ballots.

PRESENT BUILDING — This is the present building of the
Bethel United Methodist Church, erected in 1953 and
dedicated in 1954. A special 100th anniversary
celebration will be held Sunday, Oct. 5, at the church.
The public is invited, according to the Rev. Dean
Woodard, pastor. •.
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Sale
on this
laundry .
pair

, __------29t13 /69721

Large-capacity Washer
• 2-speeds,5 cycles with 3 water levels
• Exclusive Dual-Action Agitator
Was- '329Wish Book price- '289"
Less-'29"
Till Oct. 20

$2An95
A ‘" whte
,

Large-capacity Dryer
• Automatic Fabric Master
• Touch up cycle
Was- .229”
Wish Book price- 999"
Less-'20"
Till Oct. 21)

liij

• 1

6 ,1,

\

----

$ 11 7095
• -• white

11!

4 Dedare
5 Transitory
6 Waste allowance
7 Rah
8 Scale note
9 Everyone
10 Edible seed
11 Scottish cap
17 Strikes
'
19 Baseball pos.
20 Bitter vetch
21 Pamphlet
22 Strength
24 Type of ink
25 Fate
26 Sinned
27 Declare
29 Evergreen
31 River island
33 Racetracks
37 Greek letter
38 Gift getters
1

2

3

APR

RHEA

12 oz. pack

LOPE

42 Pronoun
45 Covered walk
46 Repetition
47 Vessel
48 Fuss
4

Valvoline
Anti-Freeze

$399

5

6

Colonial

Double
Cola

DYE

49 Witnessed
50 Jitney
52 Skill
53 Grain
55 Scale note

7

$1011

15

i3

u.

14

23
29

38

I 6 oz. Loafs

Specials Good
Through Oct. 5th

801 Coldwater
Rd.
Murray, Ky.
753-8574 -

24 •25 28 27
30

33

32

89' 2

20
.7

21 22

Bread

17

Is•

18 19

28

31
34

35

37

39
.3a
41
42

49

44

54

•

57

56

47 48 49

Gallon
2°4 Lowfat
Reg. Price $2.39

Gallon

2 titer
12

Bologra
$ 09

89

TO

OU CUM CCM
MGM OUL CC
DUO OCC CVO
UCO CDC CU
CO 0U0 MOO
0 C000000
=CC COO OM
CO OMU OUU
CC OCC CCU
U OCE C0000
CLIC MOO VC
AT

Field's

Hot Dogs
4

Answer to Wednesday's Puzzle

43
•

45

Sf PvE
YOUPSE.
850
SAVE

ill

50

51 52 53

55

56
.
ill

Save on Three Great Paints!

Only At

Sherwin
Williams
Stores

. Touch-set memory for 3stage cooking; Temperature-sensing probe.

.

l
e

ACROSS
1 Beverage
4 Essence
9 Likely
12 Be ill
13 Wad on
14 Meadow
15 Man's name
16 Pintail duck
17 Bang
18 Slumbered
20 Spanish article
21 Boob tube
23 To and —
24 Turkish
decrees
28 Tear
30 Carry
32 Exchange
premium
34 Succor
35 Shore bird
36 Transformed
39 Encountered
40 Pact
41 Base
" •
43 Down: Prefix
4.4 State: Abbr.
45 Forty-niner
47 Free ticket
50 Mr. Ruth
51 Paddle
54 Harem room
55 Sheer net
56 Atterrpt
57 Haul
58 Keys
59 Summer Fr.
DOWN
1 Siamese
native
2 Goddess of
healing
3 Woe word

3-stage
microwave oven

i..i
. tr-

USED 73 YEARS — This is the former Bethel United Methodist Church building which
was used from 1880 to 1953 by the church located on Murray Route 3.

Field

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

SAVE 10% extra
on these Wish Boole
appliance values from
now through October 20
c4104'

.phrey, T. F. Saunders, C. A.
Coleman, B. T. Fuzzed, H. B.
Owen, W. P. Prichard, J. C.
Rudd, A. E. Wilson, S. R.
Hart, W. W. Henley, Gipson,
Marvin Yates, Ray Pafford,
L. 12 Jones, Edd Gibbs, John
W. Lewis, Pruitt, Edd
Ethridge, W. M. Jones, C. B.
Smith, A. N. Waker, J. E.
Wilford, H. P. Blankenship,
Printis Douglass, Luther Shaffer, Leslie R. Putnam, Bryan
Bishop, C. E. Boswell, Jr.,
'tubed E. Farless, James 0.
Wright, Louis Joiner, Keith
Smith, John Bradley, Joe
Skelton, Julian Warren,
Johnson Easley, and Glenn A.
Elliott. .

yr

Sears

'▪
4 0

the sermon at the dedication
services for the new Bethel
Church building.
Between the years of 1955
and 1980 the church has
undergone a number of improvements. During the 100
years after Bethel became a
chartered church, 45
ministers have served as
pastors. The first was the Rev.
Thomas J. McGill, and the
45th is the present pastor, the
Rev. Woodard.
Two of the ministers each
served seven years who were
the Rem,. R. W. Thompson, appointed in 1901, and the Rev._
Layne Shanldin, appointed in
1957. All others served from
one to five years.
Other ministers have been
William J. Naylor, Junius H.
Cole, R. H. Pigue, R. E. Hum-

ing Sunday School. The Rev.
Bob Farless was pastor and
helped to plan and build until
he was called to other fields of
work before the building was
completed.
Harry Rowland, Martin
Bailey, and Reuben Rowland
were members of the building
conunittee who were assisted
by the members and friends of
the church.
Excavation for the basement was started Sept. 4,1953,
and Roy Bynum laid the first
block of the new church. By
Dec. 20 the basement was
finished_ and the first services
were held in the church.
On March 4, 1954, the Rev.
James Wright preached the
first sermon in the completed
building. On May 8, 1955, the
Rev. Bob Farless delivered

49801
Was- '539" .
Wish Book price- '429"
Less-'43"
Till Oct. TA

$38695

Save
r-- .
'
I

19-in.

$1399

Save 207°50771ggo.n

diag. meas. picture.
Electronic tuning; Sensor
touch channel selector.
----

'

a gal. on

• Style Perfect' Latex Wall Paint teg $13
• Flat Latex Ceiling Paint i3knaoreg $1399
• Acrylic Latex Flat House-Pa1ntre-361reo

Sensor-Touch
color TV

COk

$410

Wall & Window Decor
Was- .469••

Wish Book price- '419'.
tens-'42'.

Save 20%-25% on over 730
Selected Wallpaper Patterns

.

• Includes Strippable. Scrubbable Patterns

Till Oct. 20

$37795

Save 30% on Perfect Touch- Custom
Woven Woods & 1-Inch Metal Blinds

Sanstaction
Guaranteed
us the use id
commdsm,ut
wawhasetll
1m...funded

• Shipping, installation extra • Many Kenmore models are
available in colors at an extra 0haw • Kenmore dryers
require connectors not included in price shown • Ask
about Sears credit plans • Prices are catalog prices • Now
on kale in one Christmas Wish Book.

•Over 100 Woven Wood ColorlPattern Combinations
• Over 200 Sophisticated One-Inch Blind colors

Save 50% on Selected Group of
Custom Woven Woods

Sale ends .
October 20

Each of these advertised items is readily
available for sale as advertised.
Saliafartion Guaranteed or Your Money Back
f *er

;
PHONE
753-2310

Sears
; ,
SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CM -

Sol Air
Skop. Ctr.
Mon.-Set.
9.5130

South 12th St.
Murray, Ky.

Southside Shopping Ctr.
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1. Leke

1. Legal Notice

PUBLIC NOTICE

Free yrt t wrapornis is
speciehy at

Starks
Hardware

a
a

g oarirL000llseaseaa

LEATHER REPAIR

and custom
leather work Reasonable Call
753-9736

Calloway County Judge/Exec.

4t•tiert ChOlat

Hove o Delicious Deli San
dwich for lunch today at:

DIXIE
CREAM
DONUTS

753-8298

Bible Facts Free Store for the
needy 759-4600

Pulor Nosr

1006 Chestnut
Beef.
Ham
choice
Turkey, Pastrami, lettuce,

Tow

hHT
P.

P.
P.
P.

NEWSPAPER
on baked
tomato, pickle
OFFICE HOURS
French roll.
The Murray ledger
Buy one for $1.20 Get
rimes Office, 103 N. 4th
second one for 75'
WITH THIS AD
Street is open for business
from 8 o.m, to 5 p.m.
elle IP I
oie S
Monday through Friday and
from•8 0.m. to 17 noon on
WANT AD
Saturdays.
-CLASSIFICATIONS These hours include the
Listed here is a ready reference
business office classified
that will quickly help yOu locate
advertising department, the
_classification you are looking
etail advertisincr depart- tot.
Notice
Legak
1.
ment . and ciroulat.ion
2. Notice
•depar-trnent-.3. Card of Thanks
At . times other than 4.1a Memory
tHose listed. above the of- S. Lost and Found
-fice is closed for regular 6. Hell) Wanted
Situation Wanted
business even -though 9.
ie. Opportunity
newsroom - and production 11. Instructions
employees may bean duty. 12. Insurance
that 13. For Sale or Trade
request
We
14. Want To But
customers observe the is. Articles For Sale
in
hours
office
business
16. Home Furnishings,
placing calls to the 17. Vacuum Cleaners
18. Sewing Machines
newspaper.
19. farm Equipment
The telephone numbers 20. Sports Equipment
for the newspaper depart- 21. Monuments
22. Musical
ments ore.
23. Exterminating
- DEPARTMENT NUMBER
24. Miscellaneous
Classified Ads. . 753-1916 25. Business Services
-26.
TV-Radio
Circulation . . . . 753-,1917
27. Mobile Home Sales
. 753-1 91 9 28. Mob Home RentsDisplay Ads
Accounting. . 753-1 91 6 29. Heating-Cooling
News & Sports . 53-1 91 8 30. Business Rentli
Want To Rent'
The Murray 31. Apts
For Rent
32.
Ledger 8, Times 13. Rooms for Rent
Gifts ironstone Christmas
dishes, baby planters; English
tea pots, and many. many more
-gifts. Dish & Glass Shoppe, 207
N Poplar. Paris, TN
-Before Direct Deposit
I used to spend
a lot of time
running to deposit
my Social Security
check.
Now lofty run
when!
want tor

DIRECT EPOSIT
You know your moneys
safe and sound.

CLASSIFIED AD
DEADLINES
-Ippear
on 't•-• -1,1e you ,per ,t y you most
adhere to the following deadlines
An o'cl must be called or brought in
by 12 NONW the day before in
order to appear in the next days
,poper with the evceptiOn of ads
to start in Monday's paper, they
must be called or brought in by.
---19.16111
,
12O
To hove on ad cancelled before
publication you wl11 need to contact us by S a.m. that morning
nn order for it nor to appear in
that days edition

HELP WANTED
Legal Secretary most be
proficent in use of
memory typewriter and
able to meet the public.
Experience a plus but
will consider closely
related training. Send
Resume to Box 32A

Diallance

CARTER STUDIO
304 Mein

Incomparable

*2-11ilice

Oct a heed start on Christ
1111 mos. Coll for your op
pointonent today. We hare
photo Christmas Cords.

recep• Wanted 10 telephone
tionists, both day and evening
work, hourly pay and bonus
Temporary job, no experience
is
a necessary we will train Apply
10 am tiT 6 pm, 101 .North 4th
Street, rear office

ITS A
FACT

Calloway County Fiscal Court will hold a
public hearing 'or/ October 16, 1980 in the
County Judge,'Executive's office Courthouse
Building, Murray, Kentucky at 1:00 p.m. for
the purpose of receiving comments and
suggestions with regard to the expenditure of
S57,124.16 which the county has received
from the state of Kentucky for unexpended
county road aid funds from fiscal year 197980,
Robert 0. Miller

2.11olice

6. Help Wanted

34. Houses For Rent
35. Farms For Rent .
36. For Rent Or Lease
37. Livestock-Supplies
38. Pets-Supplies
39. Poultry-Supplies
40. Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Home Loans
43. Real Estate
44. Lots For Sale
45. Farms For Sale
46. Homes For Sale
47. Motorcycles
48. Auto Services
49. Used Cars.
50. Used ;rucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
56. Free Column
57. Wanted

If You
Need Them
489-241 4
Airport
Ambulance. . 753-9332
753-66n
Comp. Core
F,re (City)
_
911
Fire (County) 753-6952
Foster Parents .753-5362
Hospital
- 753-5131
Hum. Rts. Corn 753-0849
759-4141
Humane Soc.
Learn To Read. 753-2288
Needline
753-NEED
Parents' Anon 753-1792
Poison Control 753-7588
Police
911
Rescue Squad .. 753-6952
Senior Citizens . 753-0929
Sheriff
-753-3151
State Pol. 1 -800-592-5401
This list of telephone
numbers is published
through the cooperation of
The Murray Ledger & Times
and the Social Concerns
Committee. Readers are
urged to clip the list and
hondy near the
keep --it-,
telephone.

The Wooly Worms are telling us that a long, cold winter will soon be here, so we hove just the place for
you. This exceptional brick ranch type home has had
additional insulation to make it snug and WITT. The
economical gasheat and a great fireplace will cut the
heating costs. There ore three large bedrooms, two
baths, large kitchen, the den with the fireplace, living
room, dining room and foyer. Deluxe carpeting has
been recently installed. This fine home is on a choke
lot in a very desirable location on Doran Road. Early
p
ion is available. Very reasonably priced. Call
us for an appointment and let us show you this quality
home.

John C. Neubauer, Roaltor
1111 Sycamoro
7534101 or 753-7531

No other woodstove
even comes close to the
woodborning efficiency
of the Master's Choice.
Dual combustion chambers produce maximum
heat by burning wood in
the primary chamber
and gases in the secondary chamber
Over
70% of available heal
'comes from the secondary chamber
The patented draft control provides three draft
settings for complete
control of burning efficiency.
Patented hot air baffles
air
circulate
room
through the secondary
chamber to be heated.
then return warmed air
to the room through side
vents.
The Master's Choice is
also
available
as a
fireplace
insert
to
maximize fireplace efficiency
See the Master's Choice
today. Its the only woodstove you'll ever own.

Ozark
Log
Homes

Work part time, earn full time
Only 12 hours per week, earn
$700 per month. If you are
dissatisfied with your present
work and can't make a total
change, this could be your
solotion. Call 753-4121 to ar,
range a confidential interview.
Wanted Representative iSales
Person needed by Jim Walter
Homes for this area. This is an
opportunity to get in on the
ground floor with a large national home building organization. Straight commission positions available. Million dollar
ad campaign now. Excellent
advancement opportunity for
those wishing to move into
management. Fringe benefits
for salaried employees include
12 year profit sharing program
stock purchase investment program, life and hospitalization.
insurance. Must have honest
character, good personality, he
ready and willing to follow up
leads and seek out and talk to
home building prospects. Contact George Ross, phone (502)
442-7368. Jim Walter Homes,
Inc., an equal opportunity
employer.
Wanted: sincere Christian men
and women, full and part time
to join our nationwide crusade,
assisting church congregations
in your area in a dramatic new
fund raising program. Call toll
tree...now! Administrative
assistant 1-800-251-1540. Join
this crusade...now! Iris Corp.,
Rt, Box 564. Franklin, TN
37064.

9.1ituation Wanted'
Will do babysitting in my home.
753-9816.

10. Bus. Opportunity

150,000 People will join multilevel marketing this month. Are
you one who needs a more
NOTICE
realistic volume and profit?
Save money, buy greeting cards Call (901)642-6300.
by the box. All kinds, including
large selection of Christmas 13. For Sale or Trade
cards. Phone 753-1712. Come For sale or trade for house in
by 1624 Olive or see Gerald Murray - Large country home
Waldrop
situated on 5 acres located at
Wiswell. Call 753-5233 after 6
pm.
FOR SALE:
1979 Jeep Waggoneer, all
CALCULATORS:
equipment, low mileage, one
Adler Model 12/ $10000
owner. Also 1975 International
Sears Model P012 50000
200 Series pickup, 4-wheel
Foch Model 1190
100 00
drive, extra clean. Call 436Underwood
2427.
Model 581
50000
Hwy 121 By-Pass
753-6774

19. Farm Equipment

27. Mobile HomeSales 3-77Uvestock-Supplies 41. Public Sale

D-17 Allis Chalmers tractor
with Ideal 2 row corn picker
Real good shape 437-4364
after 5 pm
For sale Combine 1660, both
healers, field ready Call after
6 pm. 753-5156.
54' Transport Auger, like new,
$1800 435-4265.

12x65 Mobile home and lot, Leather repair and custom
11
/
2 miles from town Call after work Chaps, belts, moccasins,
"Run cases, billfolds, saddle5 pm, 759-1854 $13,500.
bags 753-9736.
12x60 Two bedroom, living
room, dining room, kitchen, 38. Pets-Supplies
bath, all electric, partially fur- AKC registered Cocker Spaniel
nished, in excellent condition puppies. Buff and white. Call
Includes underpinning, he 753-9459 after 5 pm.
downs, porch, and window airConditioner Call 753-4326 AKC Alaskan Malamute puppies, good pets or guard dogs.
after 5 pm weekdays
Shots and wormed. Call 15328.Mob. Home Rents 9390.
For rent 2 bedroom trailer, Basic and Advanced dog obeelectric heat Call 437-4617.
dience classes. Breed handling,
Two bedroom trailers, com- tracking, and protection. All
condipletely furnished, good
breeds and ages. Professional
tion, from $145. Call 163- :instructor. 436-2858.
8964
41. Public Sale
Trailer for rent. I2'x58', 2
bedroom, 2 miles north of Back yard sale! Friday, 8 am - 4
Hazel on 641. Air-conditioned, pm, 907 vine St. Lots of
washer and dryer, partially fur- children's clothes, toys,
ni,shed on 2 acre lot. Couples glassware, lots of odds and
preferred. $165 -per month. ends Canceled if rains. _
Call 753-2859.
Back yard sale, Friday and
Two bedroom trailer, nice and Saturday, October 3rd and 4th,
clean. No pets. $130 per mon- 700 Broad.
th, $50 deposit. 753-2377.
Carport sale, Saturday, October
4th, 7 AM til 4 PM, 108 South
30. Business Rental
13th. Furniture and many
miscellaneous items.
Mini
CARPORT SALE - Saturday, OcWarehouse
tober 4, 1980. 8 AM til ?. Pool
Storage Space
table, motorcycle, old barber
chair, electric barbeque grill,
For Rent
shop vacuum, weedeater, lawn
753-4758
mower, fire screen, lamps, tennis rackets, student desk,
31. Want To Rent
canister vacuum cleaner, some
Three or ,four bedroom brick furniture. GOOD clothes, and
home in city limits, for small lots more. Highway 94 West, 4
miles from Murray. Watch for
family. 753-8735.
signs!

20. Sports Equipment
Browning aotomatic 30 06
engraved scope-sling mounts,
made in Belguim, $400 7591739 evenings, weekends

22. Musical
PIANO IN STORAGE
spinet console
8eoutiful
stored lousily. Reported like
new. Responsible party can
take at big saving on low
Write
payment
balonce,
Joplin Piano Joplin, Missouri
64401.

Antique walnut player piano,
excellent condition, $1100.
Samyo AM-FM stereo with
Guaud turn table and 8-track
player, $100. Call 753-0387.
New and used Baldwin piano
and organs, Lonardo Piano Co.,
across from the Post Office,
Paris, TN.
Nice electric guitar and case,
$75. Call Brown's Grove
Trading Post, 435-4555.

23. Exterminating,
0 Bugs

co

Irguiti*€
Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
Phone 753-3914

24. Miscellaneous
Chimneys, all fuel triple wall
pipe, 6"x30", $20.99; 8"x30",
$29.99. Installation kit, 6",
$29.99; 8", $41.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, TN.
For sale: Fiberglass for underpinning and carports, Plex'glass for storm rioors and windows, used office furnituredesk, safes, file cabinets,
chairs. Rots r. Sons Salkage
Mdse., Inc., Martin,-TN 38237.
Phone 901-587-2420. Open
Mon.-Fri. 7:30 to 5.00, Saturday 7:30 to 3:00. .
Quikrete concrete mix, 60 lb.
bag, $2.78; Morter mix, 60 lb.
bag, $3.23; Non burning extended release lawn and
garden lime, 50 lbs., $1.99.
Coast to Coast Hardware, Central Shopping Center.
Window glass cut to size. Coast
to Coast Hardware, Central
Shopping Center.

32. Apts. For Rent

Apartments for rent, near
downtown. Call 753-4109.
Apartment for rent, furnished,
$90 Call 753-8333 or 7536521
Furnished apartment. 2
bedrooms, heat and water furnished. Downtown. $165 per
month. Phone 753-4937.
For rent: 1 bedroom duplex
apartment, 414 South 10th,
Murray. 492-8225.
Furnished apartment. Air and
Carpeting. One block from
- University. $110 per month.
759-4538.
Furnished one bedroom apartment. Zimmerman Apartments...
South 16th Street. 753-6609.
New duplex for. rent or sale! 2
bedroom plos_,Garport. All appliances-furnished with washer
and dryer hookup. NoApets. Call
753-2965.'
Two bedroom duplex, private
drive, large yard, for 2 adults,
would consider one small
child, no pets. References required. $140 per month. Water
furnished. Call 489-2595.

34. Houses For Rent

26. TV-Radio

Four party yard sale. Friday and
Saturday on the corner of 6th
and Sycamore.
Four party yard sale! Saturday
and Sunday, October 4th and
5th from 9 AM tiI.4. PM, 94
East, turn right at Old White's
Camper Sales, .7th trailer on
left, Furniture, clothing. maternity clothes and baby items,
nic-nacs.
Garage sale, 1501 Henry, Friday
12-5, Saturday 8-5. Clothes,
toys, furniture, and
miscellaneous.
Garage sale, Friday and Saturday, 1703 Johnson Blvd. off
Doran Road by the tennis
courts. Coffee table, bicycle,
wagon, good winter clothes,
bedspreads, boys and babies
clothes, games. dishes, all size
qicture prints, and car.
Garage sale. Wrought iron
posts, drapes, childrens, mens,
and womens clothes, and
miscellaneous items. Saturday,
October 4th, 9 til 5, 500 South
13th St.
Garage sale, 1507 Oxford Drive,
Friday and Saturday, 3rd and
4th of October, 8 AM til 5 PM.
Garage sale, Friday, 7:30, 4
party, 1505 Hermitage. Collectable items chair. bed, lamps,
dog house, toys, and clothes.
GIGANTIC YARD SALE. Furniture, clothes, jewelry, old
45's, too much to list! 121
West, corner of 783 - Old Pearl
Cherry's farm. Friday 4 pm til ?.
Saturday, all day.
Garage sale, 2 party, Saturday,
8 am. Exercise bike, bowling
ball bag and shoes, clothes,
collectables, much more! 1408
Dudley Drive.
Hugh Kirksey community yard
sale, October 3rd and 4th, 8
AM tit 'at Kirksey on 299. furniture, clothes, lots of dishes,
glassware, some antiques,
Watkins and Blair products,
lots of odds and ends.

Hornbuckle Barber Shop

Closed For Relocation
Open On About Oct. 15

mu

Moving out sale! Household
goods, homemade quilts
clothing also set of dishes Fri
day and Saturday, Fox
Meadows Trailer Court, trailer
A 15
Six party yard sale! Saturday.
October 4th, from 8-3. 2,2
miles on New Concord
Highway Lots of childrens
clothes, womens clothes, sizes
9-14, some furniture; other
miscellaneous items.
Six 'party yard sale, Saturday.
October 4th, at Almo Heights, 7
AM til ?.

I
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BOYD MAJOR
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

l'rufessiondl Si •
I
Wilh 111,

NEED MORE
ROOM?
Then this is it, lovely 4
BR., and study,
situated on treeThree party carport - sale! E studded lot. This charming home has large
Thursday and Friday, 830 til
living-dining area,
3:30. 201 South 15th St.
coantry kitchen, large
Three party yard sale, Saturday.
rec. room, 2 baths,
October 4th. 8 til 4. Four and a.
elec. heat. Less than
half miles from Murray on 641 3
replacement cost at
South Highway. Ceramics, old 2
glassware, children and adult e only $52,900.
clothing, exceptionally nice, 3
HOLD
feather beds, console stereo,
EVERYTHINGother furniture. In case of rain
LUXURY PLUS
will be held in carport.
INCOME
In this modern 2 B.R.,
Yard sale, 1508 Cardinal Drive.
2 Bath By, home,
Antiques, lamps, shades,
blanket chest, glassware.
fireplace,
newly
miscellaneous. Thursday and
redecorated, bath &
Friday.
kitchen completely
renovated, and still
Yard sale, 102 S 9th, Friday
have income from an
and Saturday, October 3rd and
efficiency
apt.
4th. Glass, dishes, and lots of
other items.
Separate 'entrance or
use as 3 B.R. if you
Yard sale, Friday, 8-4,
miles
prefer. Well landsouth of Murray on, 641. Gas
scaped lawn, covered
stove, bookcase bed, springs
patio, carport. In the
and mattress, clothes, dishes.
4U's.
lots of 'Link.
Yard sale, Friday and Saturday. 753-8080
October 3rd and 4th. re▪ senteusueleuile
munnia_
Household items, paint, toys. Income property. Small apartAvon bottles, spool end table, ment building, fully rented, ex..odds and ends. 1511 Clayshire cellent income For sale by
Drive. 753-9382.
owner Low -$20's Call 753Yard sale, 1-202 Dogwood, Fri- 8742
day and Saturday. 8 until 12
noon. Rain, no sale.
house
with
4)
42. Real Estate
bedrooms, large living
Do you own your own lot or lot [I room, and formal dinand mobile home? If you do Sing room. 2 fireplaces,
and your family income is • 2,2 baths, central gas
within the following adjusted k heat and central air.
income limits, you may qualify § Has , dry basement,
for a 4% interest loan on a 3 Or tl Reduced
to $63,500.
4 bedroom home. Income
Owner' financing to
limits are: Two in family - l
s qualified buyer.
$13,500; Three in family -•
$15,150; Four 'in ,family - k
g
48 Acre farm. 30 acres
$17,900. With today's inflation 1
l
1
in
beans
and
18
acres
\
and interest rates up, why not
visit our office today and let os , in timber. Located 5
talk
terms
now...753- N Southeast of Murray.
Only
1492. CENTURY 21 , Loretta
$31'nt,nn
9°0ie Ctiltlol sfeoer
Jobs, Realtors at\ 1200 , an aP1301
this good buy.
Sycamore.

-1

•k--.r11°.:c constructed 11

k

k,

\
S

Four or'five bedroom furnished
house for four or five college
girls or boys. Also small furnished apartment for 1 or 2
college girls. Call 753-5865
dais. 753-510rafter 530 pm.
House for rent. furnished, 4
bedrooms. at 905 N 16th St,
/7. Mobile Home Sales $200 per month. Call (901)
•
1914 Atlanti.c 3 bedroom, 2 642-5863.Financing
baths,
$4000.
electric,
furTwo
bedroom,
all
Underwood Model
14. Want To Buy
available at low rate. 753-0187 nished home near University.
Del,, 481
100 00
12 guage shotgun, any type. after 5 pm.
$175 per month, $100 deposit.
Underwood Model
Call 753-9817 after 4 pm.
481
50000
1972 Bassett, 1200, 3 Call 753-9829.
Typewriter.
Good, clean, solid pickup bedrooms, 2 baths, unfurnish- Three big room house for rent.
Facit Manual
100 00
Chevrolet or Ford. Automatic ed. central gas heat, extra large All nice furniture, airlash unit is in geed conwith pr. 6 or small V8 in the rooms, recently redecorated. conditioner, wood stove or elec753-6784 after 5:30:
Call 759-1786 after 4 pm.
dition and ready fur,,..
tric, carpet, front and back
15. Articles For Sale
Double wide 24x52, 3 built-in porch. $65 per month.
East of Almo. 753-6791.
Metal [-shape
deals Black, new Ashley wood stove. bedrooms, bath and a half,
$100 00, padded stratum,
Also 6 ricks of firewood. Call nee carpet. $8500. Located in Two bedrom all electric home
Graves county. 382-2330.
near University. $175 per monsisal,$50 00
753-0649 after 4:30 pm.
th, $100 deposit. Call 753- Huge four party yard sale, FriAVERY
Craftsman saber saw; Sears 8- Mobile home for sale. 1972 9829 after 5 pm.
day and 'Saturday, 8 til 5. Men,.
track tape player; pair of Newport, 12x60, 3 bedrooms,
LUMBER
women, and children's
Jensen speakers; Super partially furnished, central 36. For Rent Or Lease
clothing, toys, some furniture,
CO.
Snooper fuzz buster. 753-8351. heat, an-conditioned, 200 amp For rent or lease. 40x48 shop
box springs and mattress for
service pole, steps and underCell between 8 eel. and 3
Gypsum wall board, '6"x4'x8' - pinning Call 345-2735 or 153- with three 12x14 overhead half bed, small appliances, curp.n.(901) 247-3161
racks,
grease
has
2
doors.
Also
$3.98; Styrofoam sheets, 34- -0225. ask for Roger.
tains, country-western albums,
air-compressor, and tire and much more. Located Mur"x4)(8.
$3.79: Black top
753-4776
Call
5. Log and Found
changer.
home,
I2x68,
2
driveway sealer, 5 gallons 1974 Mobile
ray, city limits, in mile off
Lost male Beagle with bright $11.80. Coast to Coast Hard- bedrooms. 2 baths, completely
Mayfield Highway on Bailey
building for rent.
Large
after
7.53-6709
orange colter! in 5th and Pine ware, Central Shopping Center. furnished. Call
Road. Follow signs. For more
Hoist
2
,
bays
in
front.
4
Street area Reward! Call 753- Hides and furs. Custom Made 5 pm.
information call 753-0563.
bock bays. Extra large
0211.
Canceled if rains.
-belts, moccasins, billfolds, Two 1973 mobilerhomes for
rooms. Call 753-8581
cases, sale, 12x65, 2 bedrooms. 2
plur_ses, chaps, gun ,
6. Help Wanted
or see at 808 Coldwater- If you have junk, yard sale left
at s-, IOW condition 354overs, clothes, furniture, or
Church Custodian needed. App- c othing. 751-9736.
Road.
6587
anything you want to get rid of,
ly by sending application to- _Ladies dresses, size 16-18;
call Brown's Grove Trading
coats; some furniture; little
P..
O Box 32 T.
Post. We sell on consignment
Hiring for Murray bakery night girls bicycle with training
435-4555.
w
play pen; little girls
help, 11 PM to 7 AM, also need wheels,
Walnut
Street
209
Neighborhood yard sale'
two • part time drivers for coats, sizes 3-5; jeans, size 9/Thursday and Friday, October
delivery truck. Prefer retired 10. Call 753-2478.
persons. Send resume to P.O. 16. Home Furnishings
2nd and 3rd. 730 til 500.
Household items, toys, records,
Box 787. Murray.
Dinette table, 4 chairs. $25.30
coats, carpet remnants,
Thank You
Mature service station Oen. gallon gas hot water heater,
.14 children and adult clothing.
dant. part time. Apply in per- $75. Two antique metal beds.
1980 900 customized Honta.
son at Shell Bulk Plant Station, best offer. Call 759-1176.
1979 XS-460 Yamaha. Three
South 4th Street
Harvest gold appliances TapFREE
miles out 121 South, Fairview
Need,someone to keep elderly pan gas range, Whirlpool gas
Acres Subdposion.
20
MILE
person in their home. Call after dryer. Whirlpool washer, G.E.
it+ DELIVERY
refrigerator Excellent condi5:30, 753-4754 or 753-2606.
Carport sale, Friday and
2021
See- at
Saturday,8 am, 1715 W Olive.
Paint and body men Apply lion
753-0984
Gatesborough.
Children's clothes and other
Century Auto Sales. 810
Floored and ready. Up to 17 x 24. Also barn style, ofmiscellaneous items.
Like new 17 cubic foot upright
Sycamore
fices, cottages, mobile hor..e ad-ons, and patios, or U'
$225. Phone 753-5865
Five
party yard sale. Friday
Six men or women with freezer
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
alter 5.30.
economical transportation for days, 753-5108
only, west of Coldwater on
less.
x
60.
Buy
the
best
for
light delivery Good pay. Pipply, Wood antique, regular size bed
Highway 121. Some dishes,
(10110 MOW.' IR SUN / P
-TVarn t.d.8 pm,-107 Norfr4th -good ciOtein rods. tall 753
quilt tops, clothes, bridles and
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
5395 after 4 pm.
Street, rear office
saddles.
For sale: Cobra 89 4R CB with
-Turner power mike and Starduster antenna. Call 492-8604.
Stereo with 8-track "playerrecorder. $75. Call Brown's
Grove Trading Post, 435-4555.

41-Rial Estate -

LARGE NOW NEEDS LARGE
FAMILY! This lovely home
features all the room you'll
need! Al Formal living room,
11) Formal dining room, Cl
Large kitchen, D) Seperate
family room with fireplace, E)
Four bedrooms, F) Two and
one-half WAS, G) large^0Pstairs gameroorn. H) lots
more. The owners have left
Murray so home is available
for immediate possession.
It's located at 1706 Plainview
just a short walk from Murray
High School, Only 574,900.
Just toll us to see this very
hirable home.

JOHN SMITH

753-7411
AROUND THE

LOCI,
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Priced slashed!. Make an offer
on this under priced
home.. The family is anxious to
Move with husband to his new
job location. This home is just
outside .0).
miles, making for town conveniences but no city taxes. The.
house has a traffic pattern that
is very liveable. Insulated up to
TVA
specifications for
economic utility bills. Priced in
the $30's. Call. 75.3-1492_ CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors
and lefus tbOw you thi-S home
,
today.

ANTIQUE AUCTION
Saturday, Oct. 4, 7:00 p.m.
NEW CONCORD AUCTION BARN
10 miles South of Murray on 121
Last month was one of the largest ontique auctions to
be held in Western Kentucky. We are expecting
another big sale. Many items already consigned.
Terry Shoemaker-Auctioneer 753-9324
Bob Belson 436-5353

AUCTION
Saturday, October 4 at 10 a.m., Rain or Shine
at the Mrs. Lillian Groves home, 1507 Kirkwood Dr.,
Murray, KY.
Will sell: Duncan phyfe dropleaf walnut' dining
table, coffee and end tables, drop front desk w/chest,
ice cream choir, 5 gal. milk can, old oak dining table.
4 chairs 8m sideboard, oak bed and dresser base, 2
wicker baskets, milk glass, Hull 8. depression gloss.
Nice hide-a-bed couch, living room suit, Fr, Proii.
couch & table, oak desk, new recliner & other chairs &
rockers, round dining table & choirs refrigerator,
bookcase, portable sewing machine, stepladder, 3-D
viewer, slide projector 8. trays, vacuum,• patio table.
BC) grill, cookware, hand 8 garden -tools, plus
numerous other items.
Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available.
If you are thinking of having a sole, be sure to call

BOB(FROSTY)MILLER
AUCTIONEER
- 4924594

1-7-BEST COPY AVAILAI
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43. Real Estate

MA)
ESTATE
BOBO__

Purclem 6 Thurman
Insurance
Real Estate
Soutbsid• Court Square
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451

esitutosuetieuotoic
)MORE
E
)0M7
is it, lovely 4
nd study,
on treeit. This charcue has large
ruing area,
.itchen, large
is, 2 baths.
t. Less than
ent cost at
00.

Does Price Count? You bet it
does'. 2 bedroom brick on
beautiful acre lot surrounded
, by mature trees Bright, sunny
kitchen, dining room, large living room with wood burning
fireplace:. And
best of
all _Priced in the $20's For
comfort and value, compare
with anytlfing. you may have
seen...Offered bu Century 21
Loretta Jobs, Realtors - 7531492.

1LD
,YTHINGRY PLUS
COME
odern 2 HR.,
B.y, home,
newly
e,
,ed, bath &
completely
1, and still
ime from an
apt.
icy
entrance or
B.R. if you
Well landtwn, covered
rport. In .the

RIM ESTATE

A PLACE TO
HANG YOUR HEART
You'll fall in love with
this quality built 4
bedroom home in
Canterbury Estates.
Home has many
outstanding features
including large den
with wood burning
fireplace, formal dining room, large
bedrooms, and exquisite design and
decor throughout. Offered ,in the $70's,
through
Kopperud
Realty,711 Main.
COUNTRY SETTING
Yet minutes from
town. 4 bedroom, 2
bath home located on
'A acre. New septic
tank and field tile.
Priced in the $40's.
Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222 for fulltime Real Estate Service.

Services Wired

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

Insulation blown in by Sears. liactet

*elk, bushhogging. Will
do plumbing, air
plowing (fisting. blade work. conditioning,
painting, catpen
gardens Free estimates Call try, concrete
and roofing 753
753-7400 or 753-2632
2211 or 759-1270
K & K Stump Removal Do yolk-7-TENTS AND AWNINGS. custom WEST KENTUCKY
ASPHALT
need stumps removed from made and repaired. Reasonable COATING S SEALING. Have
your yard or land cleared of rates Free estimates Call 751 your home driveway or parking
Reduced for quick sale, 26 stumps/ We
'
can remove 9736
lot sealed professionally before
Chnscraft Cruiser, many extras stumps up. to 24"
below the Wifl hl, drivewat white-rock winterii 753.8163
cabin like new full galley,
ground leaving only sawdust and Ag lime also have any
type
sleeps 4 Radio depth finder and
chips. Call for free of brown or white pea-gravel
CO RINEY
SMALL
hardtop full canvas Can be estrmate.
Bob Kemp 435-4343 Also do backhoe work Call
ENGINE REPAIR AND
seen at Sportsman Marina or Bob Kemp,
Jr 435-4319
Roger Hudson. 7514545 or
SAW SERVICE - Stella
Kentucky Lake Highway 68 at
753-4864 - Low prices
Jonathon Creek first ;4,150 KARATE CLASSES Open daily - 753-6763
Murray Karate Center. For ap- Wet baseicent7
because
takes di Call (8121 882-8303
of
few
We make wet
pointment cad 753-6317.
overhead.
basements dry, work complete
75 hp Stinger and 16 Bass LEATHER REPAIR and custom ly guarenteed - Call or write
Co .
Master trolling motor and leather work Reasonable Call Morgan Construction
"In researching Carter's record we find
Route 2 Box 409A, Paducah Two
he depth tinder, $1800 753- 753-9136
young women want to
wasn't so hot at softball, either."
Licinsed Electrician and gas in- KY 42001 or call day or night share nice house with another
2498
142 7026
stallation, heating installation
woman
Near M.S U
and repairs. Call 753-7203.
downtown Private bath anc
ROOFING
entrance Available OctoberLOCAL TENNESSEE company is
1977 Datsun A8-10, 4-door
Commercial
and
STROUT REALTY, INC.
1st Call Rebekah after 5 pm
expanding into the Murray
Restoration and Copy Work:
sedan. nice. Call 753-8124.
Residential.
753-6571
Shingle
We can copy while you wait,
area Salespeople needed. Part
.r.”,
Orid 11. Fs
and built-up roofs.
and you never leave your
FARMS HOMES
or full time. Call 753-6317 for
Wanted Someone to help tear
priceless original photo.
References, all work
BUSINESSES
your personal interview Ask for
down hiouse,. will give half of
1979 Chevy Scottsdale, 4.
!AKE AND RECREATIONAL
guaranteed. 759-4512
the lumber. Scrap material
wheeldrive. Steering, brakes.
CARTER STUDIO Mr. Milner.
PROPERTY
or 759-1859.
air, AM-FM. $4500. 753-8127.
does not have to be' harrier.
Mobile
For Sale
14 Ft. V Bottom Boat
with 18 h. p. Evinrude
trailer.
and
motor
$550. Call 492-8515.

save on these high heating and
cooling bills Call Sears. 7532310 for free estimate

57. Wanted

43.Real Estate

49. Used Cars

53. Services Offered

50. Used Trucks

listings
needed! Offices
Coast to Coast. Buyers from
Everywhere. "Free" Catalog

753-1222

2,
31
S
l
o
k

Fork--3 Point Lift Pole-- ATH Wick Bar and Rack
MISC. & SHOP TOOLS
Large Anvil--5- LP Bottles-- Table Saw-Bench
Grinder-- Forney- Electric Welder-- Bolt Bins-- Two'
Space Heaters-3 Ton Chain Hoist--Gas Driven
Portahle .Air Compressor-6.11ydraulic Cylinders-2Portable Hcx Houses--Calf Feeder-A IIthis equipment is Field Ready and Right Offofthe

IN 12thSt
•y, y can

hed! Make an offer
under priced
family is anxious to
husband to his new
i. This home is just
Cott 1i.M115 .1115./-2dig for town convet no city taxes. The
traffic pattern that
ble. Insulated up to
rcifications
for
tility bills. Priced in
:all 753-1492 GENiretta Jobs, Realtors
S(diiWii-this home

753-1222

52. Boats and Motors

zugitab

roNENArr AverN.,...•

Form. Ifyou we in the marketfor some goodCurrent
Model Farm Machinery, Then Mark Your Calendar
Now and MakePlans to be with usSaturday, October
4. at 10.-00 A.M...for an .4 rtion-Packed Snappy
Auction Under the Rhythym of 'The Selling
Machine" James R. Cash Auction Style!!
'
See lou There!!

•

TERMS:Strictly Cash. C'ashier's Check or Approved
Check.' ,VO Exceptions.'"
R
,

This will once again be an Open Sale for local and
area_fanners that might have machinery for sale
You'll like doing hu.soricts_ti:ith one or_the nary

ON

JAMES R. CASH

n 121
ique auctions to
are expecting
onsigned.
53-9324

Streets.
Excellent
location close to city
schools,
public
library, and hospital.
A gootl investment for
only 434,900. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 7531222 for full time real
estate service.
•
IT'S A
HONEY FOR

THE MONEY
Large 4 bedroom, 1
bath, well maintained
older home with lots of
character. Must be
seen inside to
predate. Economical
central gas heat, gas
grill on patio, screened
front porch, electric
garage door opener,
and located within
walking distance ofdowntown. Offered at
$37,900 and just listed.
Phone the Action
Number,
753-1222.
Kopperud Realty in
Murray.

XL-125 Honda for sale, 1978
model Call any time, 4928937.

AUCTION SALE
Saturday, October 4th, 1 0:00 a.m, at the W.B. Sledd

home, south of Lynn Grove, KT on Highway 893. half
mile south of old Taylor's Store. Mr. and Mrs. Sledd
Four 1955 Chevrolet's, lots of
have moved into an apartment making it necessary to
parts. Call 247-1334.
sell a big house of furniture, appliances, lots of tools,
riding mower, tiller, oshless type wood heater, 20 rick
of wood, and lots more...
1975 Buick Electra, 4-door
2 nice refrigerators, 30" electric range, dinette
hardtop. excettent -condition:' set, mitple bedroom suite, chests, oak dresser, desk,
$1500. 1975 Pontiac 2-door
electric mechanical rocker, radio, porch swing, lawn
hardtop. $1175. 753-4445.
furniture, automatic washer, push mower, chest filled
with new Brigg-Stratton ports for small engine repair,
1969 Ford Thunderbird.
5 hp tiller, 5-12 Gilson riding mower, nice grinder
Mechanically sound-. body in'
wheel barrow, lots of shop and garden tools, glass,
fair condition, 'would make excellent work car. $400 firm.
china, and Aron bottles.

411. Auto. Services

49.' Used Cars

Call,7536821.after
For sale: 1980 VW Rabbit
For information call
.411 Real Estate Auctions held jointly with
diesel. Call 435-4208 after 6
Boyd-Majors Real Estate
-Pm.'
Selling Successful Sales In Several States!!
For sale 1978 Gremlin. good
condition, one owner. Cal 4354468.
435-4128, Lynn Grove KY
1976 Grand Prix, 2-tone blue.
lite Auctioneer
loaded with lots of extras Call
FANCY FARM, KENTUCKY
753-6246 after 5 pm
(502) 623-8466 or (502) 623-6939
1977 Mustang Cobra 11 302 4105 N
speed with double power and
11th
Sheet
air. AM-FM 8-track, new set of
white letter tires, factory
1538080
AUCTION SALE
wheels. 43.000 actual miles.
Saturday, Oct. 4, at 10:00 a.m. at the Auction Barn in Lynn Grove, BY., one half mile north of Lynn Grote
$3250. Call 1-354-6217.
on Highway 893. This sole will have merchandise from private homes • This is not dealers merchandise, so
tome be with us for a good all day said
1974 Mustang II, airTo List a few items: I -office desk, two 4-drawer filing cabinets, paymaster check
conditioned. AM-FM 8-track:
writer. Craftsmen table sow,with plainer, Stanley miter box on stand, Craftsman vise,.ms.-11040 - tueS. $1400.-In good-'
carpenter tools, plumbing fixtures, new sink and cabinet, new bath tub, new electric
shape Call' 159-4508
•
wiring and fixtures, cabinet hardware, locks, like new Hardwick gas stove, gas clothes
1973 Pinto stahonwagon,
dryer, almost new, frost-free refrigerator, electric cook stove, beautiful round maple
autOmatic, air-conditioned,_
table and' chairs', maple drop leaf table and chairs, old kitchen cabinet, nice hide-a-bed
ENE TINIE TO BUY IS NOW
good tires, one owner $800,.
And 1611 Oakhill Oriels is the NOUSE A 2 BR smart
couch, chair, round maple end tables, maple rocker, combination--------------------- and; 190D &42I495.
(almost
New
it•Weer vertical siding tastefully decorated (
AM-FM radio, one lot of Elvis Presley records, one lot of country records, color t.v.,
1973 yellow Pinto wagon.
El. Heat Pomp and air tend disposal range dishwasher
electric heaters, 2-electric fans, 2 complete bedroom suites, two roll-away beds, 2
$1000 or best offer. Call 7537
dial...est fan panelled garage with automatic opener large
half beds, two old and good library tables, one small rope leg table, other small fancy
let. ••• low pric•
6331 from 6-8 30 am or from
S33 900 Omsk this today and get settled
NT for the holidays
tables, 2 old dressers, one with part marble top, old trunks, one Cams & Clark spool
5-930 pm.
•
desk, in good condition, old violin; made in Portugal, with case, doll cradle, old Strout
1977 Pontiac; LeMans stationknife, what nots, old wood boxes, wood 'cash register, 4redel sewing machines,
wagon, excellent condition.
straight choirs, wood vinegar barrel pump, old baby bed, platform scales, small wash
$3200. Call 753-0387,
kettle, dinner kettles, iron tea kettle, many cast iron pieces, a good 21x28 picture of
1977 Pontiac Trans Am.
the Coke Cola girl, other old pictures and frames, one /
1
2 gallon stone jug, George
26.000 miles. gold. Ltop. air
Goodman Company, Paducah, good oblong dough tray and rolling pin, wicker basket,
power steering, power brakes
IRCElliNT VALUE
dirawer sewing machine cabinet, milk glass lamps; One hanging kerosene lamp. other Phone 436-2156 or 436-2289
1803 Westwoml-Rsiduced foe • 'wick rale •wner Iran
kerosene lamps, some good pieces of glass, one new Homelite chainsaw, one new 8 hp
shirred oat of ----- this 3 B B. 1 ' bath B lf with central
1977 Pinto Cruise wagon, V6
electric start John Deere riding mower, small- G.E. organ, one lot of good handmade
electric heat and Mr wall-t•-•riell carpeting hitchers-family
automatic. AM-FM radio, 8risen. comb , dishwasher, range. •almest fan in county but
quilts, electric motors, 2 good wood heaters, one with fan, also new kerosene heater,
track stereo. 33,000 actual
has city sewerage and water Outside storage ream car
110 air-conditioner, one lot of bon and screws, 250 Can Am trial bike, helmet, boots
miles, $2200 1973 Cadillac.
port parted drie• chain-linI famed backyard Only
and goggles, good 2 wheel trailer.
fully equipped. 53,000 actual
$43 SOO 00
This is. only a partial listing. This will be.wairr•hey all day sale! Eats and drinks „piles $1200. Call 753-8664
ler tilt OFFICE HOURS
• after-4-30 pm
available Not responsibte for acridc-its, sale held rain or shine!
Shropshire
IV
753,8277
For more Information and all your auction needs call 435-4144, Dan Miller Auchats Moody 153 9036
1979 T-bitd. 29,000 miles
Berbers Erwin 753-4136
Raub's,Needy 153 9031,
tioneer, Lynn Grove, KT. "My smoke!sots* paysl" licensed and bond," in
burgundy. Must sell, fmancing
IS. Neel 753-23117
ucky end T
Nemec Miller 753-7519
available Call after 5 pm,489:
412

leading 'farm machinery auctioneers."

)p.m.
PI BARN

Otto Chester's
Auction Service

BOYD-MAJORS

REAL ESTATE
New Listings

• .steer •

LLER

•

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

Z
tiat
i
eLD
i

77AGAW
80

-71"v

434-1430
.rerier - ES)-7410
I. 7W-25725

available
be sure to coil

REDUCED TO SELL! Completely
furnished, 2 year old, 3
drooms, 2 fun baths, hying
room, dining room, den,
fireplace, on nice half acre lot
in Lynn Grove oreo. 330,200

The Estate of George T. Black
FULTON, KENTUCKY

farm. 30 acres
; and 18 acres S
her. Located
st of Murray.
1,900. Call for
intment to see
!buy.

walnut dining
t desk w/chest,
ak dining table,
lresser bose, 2
ession glass.
suit, Err. Prov.
3. other chairs &
s, refrigerator,
stepladder, 3-D
im, patio table.
en tools plus

• features Olympic site pool,
central heat and air, fireplace,
burglar alarm system For more
information call Purdom &
Thurman Real Estate, 753
4451, Suzy Wells 753-1585.
-Geneva Jones 753-6551

43. Real Estate

homes moved. Insured.
304 MOW,
253 8298
away. Call 759-;
state licensed. Unblocked and
1976 Chevy Beauville Sport
Van 20, good condition, 8
blocked. Also service work
Passenger. long _ wheel base. Concrete and block work. Block Benton, 1-5218_740.
STROUT REALTY
garages, basements, driveways.
$2800. 753-4875.
5c.L Kennon Broker
walks, patios, steps, free Need work on your trees? loppSALE SITE:4 miles W. of Fu/ton, Ky. on Highway
1,12 Coldwater Rd 753-0186
1976 Dodge Ramcharger. air- estimates. Charles Barnett, ing, pruning, shaping corp166 "Tiff MIDDLE ROAD" or 10 miles E. of
plete removal and rittlre Call
conditioning, power _steering. 753-5476.
Hickman, Ky. on HvY y. /66. Orfrom Union City, Tin.,
power brakes, automatic. Call
ROVER'S TREE SERVICE for
CARPET
CLEANING
take.Hwy. 21 N. 1 miles to Hwy. 239 N., proceed .V. /
professional tree care. _753
Church for sale in Paris, Ten- 46. Homes For Sale
7-63-9262 after 5 pm
Guaranteed, References Free 8536
nessee .on Highway 79 East.
mile to Hwy. 166 Jct. "Middle Road", then proceed E.
Extra nice 1974 Cheyenne estimates. 753-9736.
Pink"
Seating capacity approximately By owner: 2 Story log home, on pickup. 753-3269.
4 miles. to Sale Site",
Painting, paperhanging, cot100 - with full baseMent. ?Kt large wooded let, near Paris
Fence sales at Sears-b2w...Call.
TRACTORS
or residenttat faffrl
$50,000. Call (50.2) 753-0835 Landing. Beautiful natural 1969 Ford pickup truck, all Sears. 753-2310 for • free _buildings,. etc.
1976-4230 Johni Deere Cab Si .46. Quad. 2200 hrs..
20 yearS ex18AX38 - Duals. Dual Outlets. 14'eightS**** 1975. or write- Pastor Luther May. wood interior, heat efficient power. camper •fop.. AM-FM 8; estimate for your needs
perience. Free estimates. '759track. and au. Call after 5 pm,
4730 John DeereFour Post Canopy. 18.4X34 2217. Gatesborough Cade. fireplace, 3 bedrooms, Pr
1987.
for appliance repair, refrigerabaths. Financing available to 753-6246.
Murray, KY 42071.
Rubber. Dual Outlets. 2600 Hours. Weight***
tion. and small electrical repair Stop, For all your repair needs
qualified buyer. (901) 642- 1973 F-100 pickup, power
CHOOSE ELEGANCE. feel late
jabs. call Bill Rollins.. 753- roofing,• carpentry:- -pfurnbing
COMIIME
.
9265.
•
•
steering.
power
brakes,
. ex750 Massey Ferguson Hydrostatic Diesel, Cab Si Air, walking through a movie star's
0762.
and electrical work, look no
-•home with 11 crystal tiffany By owner 3 bedroom brick:.cellent condition. Call 75315' Plathirtn. Pick up Reel. H,vdraulic Reel Lift,
Fireplace
inserts custom built. Morel Call 753-9226 or 7535463.
north
of
Kirksey on gravel road,
chandeliers?: Don't just walkl
Header Control. Rasp Cylinder, 23.1 X26 Rubber.
Fireplace and chimney brick 9623 We'll do your job large or
You can live in this 3 bedroom. approximately 1 12 acre with 1970 Jeep truck with topper
Chopper*** 44.11assey Ferguson Corn Head with
repair Call alter 6 pm, 436- small All work done-to your
FOR SALE
stock
barn. Equity and assume $1800 Call 753-5889. .
2 bath home priced in the
satisfaction.
Heniker Corn Saver*** '
28551
/
2% VA loan Call 489-2798.
860's. Architect designed large 91
Attractive, comfortable 2 bedroom
TRUCK
brick home
51. Campers' -.
For all your plumbing, inlocated at end of quiet dead end street.
1969 F-600 Ford 14'Grain Bed with Twin Hoist, 4 & 2 living, dining, and family room 47. Motorcycles
Order wood
Has attached
IhiS•orie needs to be seen to be
See the new Prowler trailers for stallation and repair, all work
garage
and
Transmission, 29.000 Actual Mi/e.s***
work
•
area, outside storage building. living
Early Before
completely appreciated. In ad- 1978 BT-175. also 1976 MT- 198.0 - Also •many good uSed guaranteed. call 753-8950
room with fireplace. Located on
FIELD EQUIPMENT •
Bad Weather!
large lot. May be seen
dition to the 2 acre lot. a 125. Elsinore motor on both trailers. Arrowhead Camper
by
ALUMINUM
appointment only at 909 Pogue Ave., or
-7000-T/ohm- Deere.- Maxi-Merge- Planter;-fratr---Row, 24x40 building with basement, bikes. Can
Call 753.5648
call 753 .
be rebuilt and broke 'Sales, Highway 80 East.
Insecticide Boxes, "Bought .New This Season"--210
0387. $34,500.
after 4 p.m.
previously an antique shop. For in. Call 753-6567 after 6 pm.
SERVICE CO.
Mayfield. KY. 247-8187
John Deere /4' Whetri.Disr. 2 years old and like newyour
private viewing call Spann Honda
Aluminum and Vinyl
709 John Deere 7' Rotary Cuter, like new-400 John
ATC three-wheeler 110. _TENTS AND AWNINGS. custom
Realty Associates, 753-7724.
Siding, Custom Trim
Deere Rotary- Hoe. 3-point, like new--14' & A 19' Du
in good shape, $600. 753- made and repaired. Reasonable
All, Hydraulic Fold, like new-Johnson 7 Shank
Work.
References, ,1=111
rates. Free estimates. Call 7530153.
1111=11Pea---- 111=1111=11111k,
Ripper, 3-point, High Clearance with Guage Wheels753-0689
9736.
or
Day
1976
500
Honda.
8800.
1971
-Oliver 9 Tine Chisel Plow, 3-phint. with Guage
Night.
500 Triumph, some custom 1978 Vega pop-up camper, exWheeLs-John Deere A W 13' Wheel Disc. Square
-parts, $350. Phone 75971985 cellent condition: lots of ex- Floyd's General tontracti4
Beam-- Lelv Roterra, 3-point. 13'--1250 John Deere
after 4 pm.
tras. Call 753-4112 or after You need it done. we can do it
546- Plows, 3-point. Spring Trip-Oliver Srle Semi
• Plows, with letter coulters--,lohn Deere 14 Hole
1974 Kawasaki 500. excellent 4.30. 753-7795. ask for Kenny. For free estimate phone 474'Grain Drill-Wet Mcire. 400 Bushel Grain -Cart-8008.
condition Call 753-9641 or 52, Boats and Motors
Gravity Flow Grain Wagon with Auger-- Two John
474-2355
14' Alumni-Craft ton boat. Easy Have your driveways white rockASSUME LOW
Deer: RG-4 Row Cultivators, Spring Shank--John
Deere 2 Tine Sub Soiler-Campbell 8 Row Spray
Leather repair. Also chaps, Rider trailer. 24 hp Johnson,, ed and graded before bad
INTEREST LOAN
Rig-- Al & 14: 200 Gallon Galvanize Saddle Tanks,
motorcycles suits, saddle-bags, boat and trailer like new. 753- weather. Free ,estimates. ClifJust listed, this large
with Regulatory and Pump-4 Wheel Farm Wagon-ford Garrison, 753-5429
costom leather seats Call 753- 2935.
older home at corner
Two-2 Wheel 14ngons--/6'Srock Trailer-3 Point Lift
9736.
of 10th and Poplar

constructed
with
4
Is, large living
cud formal din1. 2 fireplaces,
a, central gas
d central air. S
ty basement.
1 to $63,500.
financing to
1 buyer.

, Rain or Shine,
' Kirkwood Dr.,

New listing. 3 bedroom, 2 full
baths, brick veneer home,
1621 Keenland Drive Home

AUCTION

umunituutuulat
erty Small apartg fully rented, enme For sale by
120's Call 753

ay-Calloway
nty Realty
0753-8146

43. Real Estate

Saturday, October 4, 1980
10:00 A.M.

,-8080

7%34334

2, 1980

.

s

*at

r•

l

Tr1 •!"'

COPY AVAILABLE

. •

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 3, 10:00 A.M.
and

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 4, 10:00 A.M.
Rain or Same

LOCATION; Industrial Drive, Murray, Kentucky.

OFFICE EOUIPMENT, VETERINARY SUPPLIES,
CHEMICALS, GRAIN BINS
SELLING ALL PERSONAL PROPERTY OF CALLOWAY COUNTY SOIL IN
PROVEMENT ASSOCIATION, INC IN WHICH SfCURITY INTERESTS EXIST IN
FAVOR OF LOUISVILLE BANK FOR COOPERATIVES AND OR COOPERATIVE
FINANCE ASSOCIATION
*TICE EQUIPMENT: Burrougtis L-6000 automatic bookkeeper 8 desk (sold new for $17.000 001. AR
Dick 675 copier A storage cabinet, deluxe electronic NCR cash register. Sharp print-out and digital
calculator. Sharp electric adder. Cathem time clock, portable ledger and foe keepers. 4 metal desks.
5 swivel desk chairs. I wooden desk. Burroughs check writer. Sperry Remington electric adder. 24
drawer meal bill cabinet. Remington manual typewriter. 2 double door metal cabinets, 3-4 draweh
file cabinets: 2-3 drawer file cabinets. 1-2 drawer file cabinet, Mosier safe, receipt writer
18191MA1Y SUPPLIES & Pf311CIDB: Approximately $12 000 00 inventory of general line vet supolies.
and pesticides for pets and farm animals.
HARDWIRE S. TOOLS: Several different size Poulan chain saws, socket sets, wrenches, ratchets.
shovels hoes axes rakes, sledge hammers, hammers, garden 4 yard tools, snow shovels, brush cutEiinNr
ters phaE
hatchets
tche 97 annso
iio
prayerstcrIts. nuts and screws: chains, wheel barrows. metal posts. fence wire
a2o3geor0019b6u8 Gr
truck
trgrainuc
3500 with Midwest bed, F3od
,OrOOPIlebh-cuaPPalc9
45DaCthseunrotloertkliI6
C t.02-b1L.0
1k0Ofebedu
withbins,
ain
bins. 1-3 500 bu grain bin. 2-40 ft augers. 310 ft augers, all size spray rigs-also parts and tanks to,
same, table seales. 4-wheel cart. Denver Roller crimper, Wenger mixer-bagger, 500 lb feed cart .:
shriving and displays
CliENKALL TrefIan, Sap,DvanaP,I3asoirri-Rpund4io. Bann Mewoevin Stollen PooceoMISEEtlAWOUS: Cattle oilers. fans heaters, fence chargers, tarps gas cans. compressor. electric 111
sect killers, stock water troughs, portable gasoline blower heaters livestock feeds, cattle shockers.
dog toilets halters and leads. several hundred wooden pallers. new tobacco sticks -hog feeders hog
panels,. metal gates fire extinguishers, motor oil
All this merchandise is new or has been used in the operation of Calloway County Soil Improvement Assotiation. Inc- No reserve prices everything will be sold regardless of price
Friday's sale will cater to the individual buyers which means, that there will be many single
items sold .As the sale continues Saturday, merchandise will be sold in lots

IERNS: Cash. Unknown buyers must have cash, cashier's check cc leder of credit from
their bank.
Dealer's please have tax numbers available.

11 (710V,ShetI _..
Wri
(,OMP,4A 11
C.W. SHELTON - AUCTIONEER
811 Paris Riad
247-1385

-s
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Soldier Released
After Attempted
Hanging Incident

_

—
—

Man Found Guilty Of
Food Stamp Trafficking

MARION, Ky. (API - A
Crittenden County jury has
FORT KNOX. K. AP)
hung himself and the belt had
found a Marion motel owner
" One of the two Fort Knox
broken.
'
guilty of trafficking in food
saldiers who .apparently at.The .Ariny- was continuing
stamps, and has recommendtempted to hang themselves in
its investigation.
,
ed that he serve a two-year
their barracks has been
Matthews and Booth were
terni in the state penitentiay.
released from the hospital,
trainees who had arrived
The case against William L.
and the other'a condition was
Saturday- from Fort Jackson,
Moore, 50, has prompted
improving. the Army said,
S.C
criticism from some court ofUna:As &Aid Put. aSeriarta
lii Chicago, Matatiew;•
ficials who privately admitted
Matthews, 18, of Chicago's
mother said he had telephoned
they were stunned by the
Maya ood suburb, was 0),,. a in
her the day after he arrived at
severity of the sentence
hist barracks Wednesday and
Fort.Knox. She said he told
recommended by jurors Monunder the care of an Army
her • -1 wanted to hear your
day.
socat wiwker.
voice. Mama, I just want to
It also has prompted an
Pvt. Nolan Booth, 20, also of
come home."
allegation of racial prejudice
WORKSHOP
At
A
students
group
of
from
the
(
alloway
Middle
Chicago.' who enlisted .with
School
Speech
"I was afraid he alight do
on the part of the all-white
Team participated in a Creative Lman1JtKs Workshop held at Murray State University.
Matthews-, .remained -fir -something tike this He'hated
jury against Moore, who is
Ms. Rita Criste, authority in creative drama, was the speaker. Pictured, left to right,
Ireland Army Hospital,where
it," Mrs. Matthews said of her
black.
his ctendition was reported as
son's impression of his less
front row, Mark Pool, Brett Procter, Dana Cunningham, Roger Tucker, Mark Baize'',
The jury of seven women
serious but improving.
than two weeks in the Army.
second roe. Vona Darnell, Shiron I ebbetts, Jennifer Jarrett Michelle Marine, Shaun
and five men deliberated 25
Capt. Barry Sprouse, public
An Army, spokesman said
Buts, Dawn Hale, third row, Pat Lassiter, sponsor, Marcia Ford, Molly Imes, Debbie
minutes before returning the
isiformatioo offices,' said the
Matthews and Booth enlisted
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Legislators Agree Guardian
Law Needs Many Changes

man to come in here and
betray him."
But jury foreman Bobby
Martin said race played no
part in the decision.
"They'll say it was (the
reason) because there was a
black man up there, but that's
just not true," Martin said.
He said the verdict rather
was tied to a growing frustration on the part of taxpayers
regarding welfare fraud.
"The poor taxpayer has got
a big burden feeding all those
lazy people in the world," he
said. Although Moore was
neither unemployed nor
receiving food stamps, Martin
said his decision to accept
them for the motel room was
equally wrong.
He said it was the "general
feeling among the jury" that
Moore needed "a bit of shock
treatment...he needs to learn
a little lesson."
TEST
The General Education
Development(GED) Test will
be held in Rooms 226 and 228 of
Roy Stewart Stadium at Murray State University on Oct. 7
and 8. Tests will be held from 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. on Tuesday,
and from 8 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. on
Wednesday.

MSU Industry, Technology
College Has Six New Faces

Fandrich, Hammack
Chairpersons Of
Reagan Campaign

Rev. Ted Baker
To Be Guest
Preacher At Church

Kentucky Retail
Federation Will
Sponsor Meeting

which has launched a concerted effort to crack down on
welfare fraud.
The charge was brought
under a state law making it illegal to accept food stamps for
such things as motel rooms. ,
Originally, the state had offered to settle the case out of
court, with Moore,a first-time
cifender, being assessed a
$500 fine. Moore refused, saying he believed he was innocent of criminal intent.
Whether Circuit Judge Will
Tom Wathen of Morganfield
will use his legal powers to
reduce the recommended
sentence is "a $64,000 question," the judge told The
Evansville (Ind.) Courier on
Tuesday.
Moore declined to comment
until after Monday's formal
sentencing. But his sister,
Evelyn Bentley of Detroit, has
plenty to say.
"It's a rotten, nasty,
lowdown thing," she said.
Mrs. Bentley said that in her
opinion, her brother was the
victim of racial prejudice in a
county that numbers about 95,
blacks among its 9,000
residents.
"They didn't do it right,"
she said. "It's dirty. This is a
frame-up. They got a black

State Police
Give 19,456 Tickets
In New Program
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School Fire
Was Set

Eldredge Paper Is
Accepted For Meet

Body Recovered
Two Hours
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vning

--- • - •-•S.
-1-fAiss Lillian'
Fraciures Hip

veteran, is the new member of
the Department of Military
Science faculty, and will be instructing in rifle marksmanship. A native of Lexington,
Nebr., he comes to the campus.
following a five-year tour of
,duty in Germany.
Randy Swann, a native of
Bremen, Ky., is the new faculty member in the Department
undergraduate degree at Pep- of, Engineering Technology.
perdine Univeristy in Los He holds two degrees from the
Angeles, Calif., in 1978. She University of Kentucky, and
will be teaching product safe- has been teaching science in
the Mutilenberg County school
ty.
Miss Warren, like Miss Ed- system.
He will be teaching in and
wards, also was a graduate
assistant at the University and coordinating the university's
management
earned fa master's degree mining
earlier this year. She will be technology program at
teaching transportation safety Madisonville.
as coordinator of a grant pro- Dr. Kenneth W. Winters is
ject for training the handicap- dean of the college, and the
ped for selected occupations in five departmental chairmen
are: It. Col. Randall G. Routt,
the transportation field.
A native of St. Albans, W. military science; Dr. Paul
Va., she earned her Lyons, industrial education;
undergraduate degree at Mar- Dr. Thomas E. Gray,graphics
shall University in 1974, and arts technology; James G.
has been associated with the Weatherly, engineering
West Virginia Division of technology; and Dr. George V.
Nichols, safety engineering
Rehabilitation.
Joining the Industrial and health.
Education faculty is Nicholas
RiunseyaWho has come to the
campus from Rhode Island
School of Design where he was
a graduate assistant. A 1969
graduate of the University of
Vermont, he will be teaching
drawing and furniture design.
Master Sergeant Darrell D.
Moore, a 18-year Army
Swam
Edwards
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Date: Oct. 18,1980
Place: Murray, Ky.
Theme:"It's Child Play"
Featuring: 9:30 a.m. Parade
1:30 p.m. MSU vs Middle Tenn.
NEEDED:
Convertibles, Horses, Clowns, Groups To March
In Parade & Community Involvement..:7:--vonimmuusammorommur

For More Information Contact:
Carol Pickersgill, Chairman H.C. Parade
Box 3094 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Ky. 42071 (502)762-6951

Organization
Address
Phone
Contact Person
•
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